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Explosive in both its pace and its revelations, The Third Secret is a remarkable international
thriller. Bestselling author Steve Berry tackles some of the most controversial ideas of our time in
a breakneck journey through the history of the Church and the future of religion.Fatima, Portugal,
1917: The Virgin Mary appears to three peasant children, sharing with them three secrets, two of
which are soon revealed to the world. The third secret is sealed away in the Vatican, read only by
popes, and not disclosed until the year 2000. When revealed, its quizzical tone and anticlimactic
nature leave many faithful wondering if the Church has truly unveiled all of the Virgin Mary’s
words–or if a message far more important has been left in the shadows.Vatican City, present
day: Papal secretary Father Colin Michener is concerned for the Pope. Night after restless night,
Pope Clement XV enters the Vatican’s Riserva, the special archive open only to popes, where
the Church’s most clandestine and controversial documents are stored. Though unsure of the
details, Michener knows that the Pope’ s distress stems from the revelations of Fatima.Equally
concerned, but not out of any sense of compassion, is Alberto Cardinal Valendrea, the Vatican’s
Secretary of State,. Valendrea desperately covets the papacy, having narrowly lost out to
Clement at the last conclave. Now the Pope’s interest in Fatima threatens to uncover a shocking
ancient truth that Valendrea has kept to himself for many years.When Pope Clement sends
Michener to the Romanian highlands, then to a Bosnian holy site, in search of a priest–possibly
one of the last people on Earth who knows Mary’s true message– a perilous set of events
unfolds. Michener finds himself embroiled in murder, suspicion, suicide, deceit, and his
forbidden passion for a beloved woman. In a desperate search for answers, he travels to Pope
Clement’s birthplace in Germany, where he learns that the third secret of Fatima may dictate the
very fate of the Church–a fate now lying in Michener’s own hands.BONUS: This edition contains
an excerpt from Steve Berry’s The Columbus Affair.

About the AuthorPlinio Apuleyo Mendoza (Boyacá, 1932) ha ejercido el periodismo en
Colombia, donde en 1959 fue nombrado director de la agencia de noticias Prensa Latina. Ha
colaborado con una veintena de medios impresos y digitales y ha sido galardonado con varios
premios de periodismo. También ha sido embajador de su país en Italia y Portugal. Ha escrito El
desertor, Años de fuga (Premio de Novela de Plaza y Janés), La llama y el hielo, Cinco días en
la isla, Los retos del poder, Zonas de fuego, El sol sigue saliendo y El desafío neoliberal. Es
autor asimismo de El olor de la Guayaba, donde recoge sus conversaciones con Gabriel García
Márquez. También ha publicado Aquellos tiempos con Gabo y es coautor, con Carlos Alberto
Montaner y Alvaro Vargas Llosa, de Manual del perfecto idiota latinoamericano. Actualmente
escribe en las páginas editoriales del diario colombiano El Tiempo, entre otros medios.
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The Third Secret is a work of fiction. Though some characters, incidents, and dialogues are
based on the historical record, the work as a whole is a product of the author’s
imagination.Copyright © 2005 by Steve BerryMap copyright © 2005 by David LindrothExcerpt
from The Columbus Affair copyright © 2012 by Steve BerryAll rights reserved.Published in the
United States by Ballantine Books, an imprint of The Random House Publishing Group, a
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Books by Steve BerryAbout the AuthorExcerpt from The Columbus AffairThe Church needs
nothing but the truth.—POPE LEO XIII (1881)There is nothing greater than this fascinating and
sweet mystery of Fatima, which accompanies the Church and all of humanity throughout this
long century of apostasy, and without a doubt will accompany them up to their final fall and to
their rising up again.—ABBÉ GEORGES DE NANTES (1982),on the occasion of Pope John
Paul II’s first pilgrimage to FatimaFaith is a precious ally in the search for truth.—POPE JOHN
PAUL II (1998)PROLOGUEFATIMA, PORTUGALJULY 13, 1917Lucia stared toward heaven and
watched the Lady descend. The apparition came from the east, as it had twice before, emerging
as a sparkling dot from deep within the cloudy sky. Her glide never wavered as She quickly
approached, Her form brightening as it settled above the holm oak, eight feet off the ground.The
Lady stood upright, Her crystallized image clothed in a glow that seemed more brilliant than the
sun. Lucia lowered her eyes in response to the dazzling beauty.A crowd surrounded Lucia,
unlike the first time the Lady appeared, two months before. Then it had been only Lucia, Jacinta,
and Francisco in the fields, tending the family sheep. Her cousins were seven and nine. She was
the oldest, and felt it, at ten. On her right, Francisco knelt in his long trousers and stocking cap.
To her left Jacinta was on her knees in a black skirt, a kerchief over her dark hair.Lucia looked up
and noticed the crowd again. The people had started amassing yesterday, many coming from
neighboring villages, some accompanied by crippled children they hoped the Lady would cure.



The prior of Fatima had proclaimed the apparition a fraud and urged all to stay away. The devil at
work, he’d said. But the people had not listened, one parishioner even labeling the prior a fool
since the devil would never incite people to pray.A woman in the throng was shouting, calling
Lucia and her cousins impostors, swearing God would avenge their sacrilege. Manuel Marto,
Lucia’s uncle, Jacinta and Francisco’s father, stood behind them and Lucia heard him admonish
the woman to be silent. He commanded respect in the valley as a man who’d seen more of the
world than the surrounding Serra da Aire. Lucia derived comfort from his keen brown eyes and
quiet manner. It was good he was nearby, there among the strangers.She tried not to
concentrate on any of the words being screamed her way, and blocked from her mind the scent
of mint, the aroma of pine, and the pungent fragrance of wild rosemary. Her thoughts, and now
her eyes, were on the Lady floating before her.Only she, Jacinta, and Francisco could see the
Lady, but only she and Jacinta could hear the words. Lucia thought that strange—why Francisco
should be denied—but, during Her first visit, the Lady had made it clear that Francisco would go
to heaven only after saying many rosaries.A breeze drifted across the checkered landscape of
the great hollow basin known as Cova da Iria. The land belonged to Lucia’s parents and was
littered with olive trees and patches of evergreens. The grass grew tall and made excellent hay,
and the soil yielded potatoes, cabbage, and corn.Rows of simple stone walls delineated the
fields. Most had crumbled, for which Lucia was grateful, as it allowed the sheep to graze at will.
Her task was to tend the family flock. Jacinta and Francisco were likewise charged by their
parents, and they’d spent many days over the past few years in the fields, sometimes playing,
sometimes praying, sometimes listening to Francisco work his fife.But all that had changed two
months ago, when the apparition first appeared.Ever since, they’d been pounded with unceasing
questions and scoffed at by nonbelievers. Lucia’s mother had even taken her to the parish priest,
commanding her to say it was all a lie. The priest had listened to what she’d said and stated it
was not possible that Our Lady had descended from heaven simply to say that the rosary should
be recited every day. Lucia’s only solace came when she was alone, able then to weep freely for
both herself and the world.The sky dimmed, and umbrellas used by the crowd for shade started
to close. Lucia stood and yelled, “Take off your hats, for I see Our Lady.”The men immediately
obeyed, some crossing themselves as if to be forgiven for their rude behavior.She turned back to
the vision and knelt. “Vocemecê que me quere?” she asked. What do you want of me?“Do not
offend the Lord our God anymore because He is already much offended. I want you to come
here on the thirteenth day of the coming month, and to continue to say five decades of the
rosary every day in honor of Our Lady of the rosary to obtain the peace of the world and the end
of the war. For She alone will be able to help.”Lucia stared hard at the Lady. The form was
transparent, in varied hues of yellow, white, and blue. The face was beautiful, but strangely
shaded in sorrow. A dress fell to Her ankles. A veil covered Her head. A rosary resembling pearls
intertwined folded hands. The voice was gentle and pleasant, never rising or lowering, a
soothing constant, like the breeze that continued to sweep over the crowd.Lucia mustered her
courage and said, “I wish to ask you to tell us who you are, and to perform a miracle so that



everyone will believe that you have appeared to us.”“Continue to come here every month on this
day. In October I will tell you who I am and what I wish, and I will perform a miracle that everyone
will have to believe.”Over the past month, Lucia had thought about what to say. Many had
petitioned her with requests concerning loved ones and those too sick to speak for themselves.
One in particular came to mind. “Can you cure Maria Carreira’s crippled son?”“I will not cure him.
But I shall provide him a means of livelihood, provided he says the rosary every day.”She thought
it strange that a lady of heaven would attach conditions to mercy, but she understood the need
for devotion. The parish priest always proclaimed such worship as the only means to gain God’s
grace.“Sacrifice yourselves for sinners,” the Lady said, “and say many times, especially when
you make some sacrifice: ‘O Jesus, it is for your love, for the conversion of sinners and in
reparation for the sins committed against the Immaculate Heart of Mary.’ ”The Lady opened Her
clasped hands and spread Her arms. A penetrating radiance poured forth and bathed Lucia in a
warmth much like that of a winter sun on a cool day. She embraced the feeling, then saw that the
radiance did not stop at her and her two cousins. Instead, it passed through the earth and the
ground opened.This was new and different, and it frightened her.A sea of fire spread before her
in a magnificent vision. Within the flames blackened forms appeared, like chunks of beef swirling
in a boiling soup. They were human in shape, though no features or faces were distinguishable.
They popped from the fire then quickly descended, their bobbing accompanied by shrieks and
groans so sorrowful that a shudder of fear crept down Lucia’s spine. The poor souls seemed to
possess no weight or equilibrium, and were utterly at the mercy of the conflagration that
consumed them. Animal forms appeared, some she recognized, but all were frightful and she
knew them for what they were. Demons. Tenders of the flames. She was terrified and saw that
Jacinta and Francisco were equally scared. Tears were welling in their eyes and she wanted to
comfort them. If not for the Lady floating before them, she too would have lost control.“Look at
Her,” she whispered to her cousins.They obeyed, and all three turned away from the horrible
vision, their hands folded before them, fingers pointing skyward.“You see Hell, where the souls
of poor sinners go,” the Lady said. “To save them, God wishes to establish in the world the
devotion to my Immaculate Heart. If they do what I will tell you, many souls will be saved, and
there will be peace. The war is going to end. But if they do not stop offending God, another and
worse one will begin in the reign of Pius XI.”The vision of hell disappeared and the warm light
retreated back into the Lady’s folded hands.“When you shall see a night illuminated by an
unknown light, know that it is the great sign that God gives you that He is going to punish the
world for its crimes by means of war, hunger, and persecution of the Church and the Holy
Father.”Lucia was disturbed by the Lady’s words. She knew that a war had raged across Europe
for the past several years. Men from villages had gone off to fight, many never returning. She’d
heard the sorrow of the families in church. Now she was being told a way to end that
suffering.“To prevent this,” the Lady said, “I come to ask the consecration of Russia to my
Immaculate Heart and the Communion of Reparation on the first Saturdays. If they listen to my
requests, Russia will be converted and there will be peace. If not, she will scatter her errors



through the world, provoking wars and persecutions of the church. The good will be martyred,
the Holy Father will have much to suffer, various nations will be annihilated. In the end my
Immaculate Heart will triumph. The Holy Father will consecrate Russia to me, and it will be
converted, and a certain period of peace will be granted to the world.”Lucia wondered what
Russia was. Perhaps a person? A wicked woman in need of salvation? Maybe a place? Outside
of the Galicians and Spain, she did not know the name of any other nation. Her world was the
village of Fatima where her family lived, the nearby hamlet of Aljustrel where Francisco and
Jacinta lived, the Cova da Iria where the sheep grazed and vegetables grew, and the Cabeco
grotto where the angel had come last year and the year before, announcing the Lady’s arrival.
This Russia was apparently quite important to capture the Lady’s attention. But Lucia wanted to
know, “What of Portugal?”“In Portugal, the dogma of the faith will always be kept.”She smiled. It
was comforting to know that her homeland was well considered in heaven.“When you say the
rosary,” the Lady said, “say after each mystery, ‘O my Jesus, pardon us and deliver us from the
fires of hell. Draw all souls to salvation, especially those in need.’ ”She nodded.“I have more to
tell you.” When the third message was completed, the Lady said, “Tell this to no one, as yet.”“Not
even Francisco?” Lucia asked.“You may tell him.”A long moment of silence followed. No sound
leaked from the crowd. All of the men, women, and children were standing or kneeling, in
rapture, enthralled by what the three seers—as Lucia had heard them labeled—were doing.
Many clutched at rosaries and muttered prayers. She knew no one could see or hear the Lady—
their experience would be one of faith.She took a moment to savor the silence. The entire Cova
was locked in a deep solemnity. Even the wind had gone silent. Her flesh grew cold, and for the
first time the weight of responsibility settled onto her. She sucked in a deep breath and asked,
“Do you want nothing more of me?”“Today I want nothing more of you.”The Lady began to rise
into the eastern sky. Something that sounded like thunder rumbled past overhead. Lucia stood.
She was shaking. “There She goes,” she cried, pointing to the sky.The crowd sensed that the
vision was over and started to press inward.“What did she look like?”“What did she say?”“Why
do you look so sad?”“Will she come again?”The push of people toward the holm oak became
intense and a sudden fear swept through Lucia. She blurted out, “It’s a secret. It’s a
secret.”“Good or bad?” a woman screamed.“Good for some. For others, bad.”“And you won’t tell
us?”“It’s a secret and the Lady told us not to tell.”Manuel Marto picked Jacinta up and started to
elbow his way through the crowd. Lucia followed with Francisco in hand. The stragglers pursued,
pelting them with more questions. She could only think of one answer to their pleas.“It’s a secret.
It’s a secret.”ONEVATICAN CITYWEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 8, THE PRESENT6:15
A.M.Monsignor Colin Michener heard the sound again and closed the book. Somebody was
there. He knew it.Like before.He stood from the reading desk and stared around at the array of
baroque shelves. The ancient bookcases towered above him and more stood at attention down
narrow halls that spanned in both directions. The cavernous room carried an aura, a mystique
bred in part by its label. L’Archivio Segreto Vaticano. The Secret Archives of the Vatican.He’d
always thought that name strange since little contained within the volumes was secret. Most



were merely the meticulous record of two millennia of church organization, the accounts from a
time when popes were kings, warriors, politicians, and lovers. All told there were twenty-five
miles of shelves, which offered much if a searcher knew where to look.And Michener certainly
did.Refocusing on the sound, his gaze drifted across the room, past frescoes of Constantine,
Pepin, and Frederick II, before settling on an iron grille at the far side. The space beyond the
grille was dark and quiet. The Riserva was accessed only by direct papal authority, the key to the
grille held by the church’s archivist. Michener had never entered that chamber, though he’d
stood dutifully outside while his boss, Pope Clement XV, ventured inside. Even so, he was aware
of some of the precious documents that the windowless space contained. The last letter of Mary,
Queen of Scots, before she was beheaded by Elizabeth I. The petitions of seventy-five English
lords asking the pope to annul Henry VIII’s first marriage. Galileo’s signed confession.
Napoleon’s Treaty of Tolentino.He studied the cresting and buttresses of the iron grille, and the
gilded frieze of foliage and animals hammered into the metal above. The gate itself had stood
since the fourteenth century. Nothing in Vatican City was ordinary. Everything carried the
distinctive mark of a renowned artist or a legendary craftsman, someone who’d labored for years
trying to please both his God and his pope.He strode across the room, his footfalls echoing
through the tepid air, and stopped at the iron gate. A warm breeze swept past him from beyond
the grille. The right side of the portal was dominated by a huge hasp. He tested the bolt. Locked
and secure.He turned back, wondering if one of the staff had entered the archives. The duty
scriptor had departed when he’d arrived earlier and no one else would be allowed inside while
he was there, since the papal secretary needed no babysitter. But there were a multitude of
doors that led in and out, and he wondered if the noise he’d heard moments ago was that of
ancient hinges being worked open, then gently closed. It was hard to tell. Sound within the great
expanse was as confused as the writings.He stepped to his right, toward one of the long
corridors—the Hall of Parchments. Beyond was the Room of Inventories and Indexes. As he
walked, overhead bulbs flashed on and off, casting a succession of light pools, and he felt as if
he were underground, though he was two stories up.He ventured only a little way, heard nothing,
then turned around.It was early in the day and midweek. He’d chosen this time for his research
deliberately—less chance of impeding others who’d gained access to the archives, and less
chance of attracting the attention of curial employees. He was on a mission for the Holy Father,
his inquiries private, but he was not alone. The last time, a week ago, he’d sensed the same
thing.He reentered the main hall and stepped back to the reading desk, his attention still on the
room. The floor was a zodiacal diagram oriented to the sun, its rays able to penetrate thanks to
carefully positioned slits high in the walls. He knew that centuries ago the Gregorian calendar
had been calculated at this precise spot. Yet no sunlight leaked in today. Outside was cold and
wet, a midautumn rainstorm pelting Rome.The volumes that had held his attention for the past
two hours were neatly arranged on the lectern. Many had been composed within the past two
decades. Four were much older. Two of the oldest were written in Italian, one was in Spanish, the
other in Portuguese. He could read all of them with ease—another reason Clement XV coveted



his employment.The Spanish and Italian accounts were of little value, both rehashes of the
Portuguese work: A Comprehensive and Detailed Study of the Reported Apparitions of the Holy
Virgin Mary at Fatima–May 13, 1917, to October 13, 1917.Pope Benedict XV had ordered the
investigation in 1922 as part of the Church’s investigation into what supposedly had occurred in
a remote Portuguese valley. The entire manuscript was handwritten, the ink faded to a warm
yellow so the words appeared as if they were scripted in gold. The bishop of Leira had
performed a thorough inquiry, spending eight years in all, and the information later became
critical in the 1930 acknowledgment by the Vatican that the Virgin’s six earthly appearances at
Fatima were worthy of assent. Three appendices, now attached to the original, had been
generated in the 1950s, ’60s, and ’90s.Michener had studied them all with the thoroughness of
the lawyer he’d been trained by the Church to be. Seven years at the University of Munich had
earned him his degrees, yet he’d never practiced law conventionally. His was a world of
ecclesiastical pronouncements and canonical decrees. Precedent spanned two millennia and
relied more on an understanding of the times than on any notion of stare decisis. His arduous
legal training had become invaluable to his Church service, as the logic of the law had many
times become an ally in the confusing mire of divine politics. More important, it had just helped
him find in this labyrinth of forgotten information what Clement XV wanted.The sound came
again.A soft squeak, like two limbs rubbing together in a breeze, or a mouse announcing its
presence.He rushed toward the source and glanced both ways.Nothing.Fifty feet off to the left, a
door led out of the archive. He approached the portal and tested the lock. It yielded. He strained
to open the heavy slab of carved oak and the iron hinges squealed ever so slightly.A sound he
recognized.The hallway beyond was empty, but a gleam on the marble floor caught his
attention.He knelt.The transparent clumps of moisture came with regularity, the droplets leading
off into the corridor, then back through the doorway into the archive. Suspended within some
were remnants of mud, leaves, and grass.He followed the trail with his gaze which stopped at
the end of a row of shelves. Rain continued to pound the roof.He knew the puddles for what they
were.Footprints.TWO7:45 A.M.The media circus started early, as Michener knew it would. He
stood before the window and watched as television vans and trailers eased into St. Peter’s
Square and claimed their assigned positions. The Vatican press office had reported to him
yesterday that seventy-one press applications had been approved for the tribunal from North
American, English, and French journalists, though there were also a dozen Italians and three
Germans in the group. Most were print media, but several news outlets had asked for and were
granted on-site broadcast permission. The BBC had even lobbied for camera access inside the
tribunal itself, part of a documentary it was preparing, but that request was denied. The whole
thing should be quite a show—but that was the price to be paid for going after a celebrity.The
Apostolic Penitentiary was the senior of three Vatican tribunals and dealt exclusively with
excommunications. Canon law proclaimed five reasons a person could be excommunicated:
Breaking the confidentiality of the confessional. Physically attacking the pope. Consecrating a
bishop without Holy See approval. Desecrating the Eucharist. And the one at issue today—a



priest absolving his accomplice in a sexual sin.Father Thomas Kealy of St. Peter and Paul
Church in Richmond, Virginia had done the unthinkable. Three years ago he’d engaged in an
open relationship with a woman, then in front of his congregation he’d absolved them both of sin.
The stunt, and Kealy’s scathing comments on the Church’s unbending position regarding
celibacy, had garnered a great deal of attention. Individual priests and theologians had long
challenged Rome on celibacy, and the usual response was to wait the advocate out, since most
either quit or fell into line. Father Kealy, though, took his challenge to new levels by publishing
three books, one an international best seller, that directly contradicted established Catholic
doctrine. Michener well knew the institutional fear that surrounded him. It was one thing when a
priest challenged Rome, quite another when people started listening.And people listened to
Thomas Kealy.He was handsome and smart and possessed the enviable gift of being able to
succinctly convey his thoughts. He’d appeared across the globe and had attracted a strong
following. Every movement needed a leader, and church reform advocates had apparently found
theirs in this bold priest. His website, which Michener knew the Apostolic Penitentiary monitored
on a daily basis, scored more than twenty thousand hits a day. A year ago Kealy had founded a
global movement, Catholics Rallying for Equality Against Theological Eccentricities—CREATE—
which now boasted over a million members, most from North America and Europe.Kealy’s bold
leadership had even spawned courage among American bishops, and last year a sizable bloc
came close to openly endorsing his ideas and questioning Rome’s continued reliance on
archaic medieval philosophy. As Kealy had many times pronounced, the American church was in
crisis thanks to old ideas, disgraced priests, and arrogant leaders. His argument that the Vatican
loves American money, but not American influence resonated. He offered the kind of populist
common sense that Michener knew Western minds craved. He had become a celebrity. Now the
challenger had come to meet the champion, and their joust would be recorded by the world
press.But first, Michener had a joust of his own.He turned from the window and stared at
Clement XV, flushing from his mind the thought that his old friend might soon die.“How are you
today, Holy Father?” he asked in German. When alone, they always used Clement’s native
language. Almost none of the palace staff spoke German.The pope reached for a china cup and
savored a sip of espresso. “It is amazing how being surrounded by such majesty can be so
unsatisfying.”The cynicism was nothing new, but of late its tone had intensified.Clement tabled
the cup. “Did you find the information in the archive?”Michener stepped from the window and
nodded.“Was the original Fatima report helpful?”“Not a bit. I discovered other documents that
yielded more.” He wondered again why any of this was important, but said nothing.The pope
seemed to sense what he was thinking. “You never ask, do you?”“You’d tell, if you wanted me to
know.”A lot had changed about this man over the past three years—the pope growing more
distant, pale, and fragile by the day. While Clement had always been a short, thin man, it
seemed of late that his body was retreating within itself. His scalp, once covered by a thatch of
brown hair, was now dusted with short gray fuzz. The bright face that had adorned newspapers
and magazines, smiling from the balcony of St. Peter’s as his election was announced, loomed



gaunt to the point of caricature, his flush cheeks gone, the once hardly noticeable port wine stain
now a prominent splotch that the Vatican press office routinely airbrushed from photos. The
pressures of occupying the chair of St. Peter had taken a toll, severely aging a man who, not so
long ago, scaled the Bavarian Alps with regularity.Michener motioned to the tray of coffee. He
remembered when wurst, yogurt, and black bread constituted breakfast. “Why don’t you eat?
The steward told me you didn’t have any dinner last night.”“Such a worrier.”“Why are you not
hungry?”“Persistent, too.”“Evading my questions does nothing to calm my fears.”“And what are
your fears, Colin?”He wanted to mention the lines bracketing Clement’s brow, the alarming pallor
of his skin, the veins that marked the old man’s hands and wrists. But he simply said, “Only your
health, Holy Father.”Clement smiled. “You are good at avoiding my taunts.”“Arguing with the Holy
Father is a fruitless endeavor.”“Ah, that infallibility stuff. I forgot. I’m always right.”He decided to
take that challenge. “Not always.”Clement chuckled. “Do you have the name found in the
archives?”He reached into his cassock and removed what he’d written just before he’d heard the
sound. He handed it to Clement and said, “Somebody was there again.”“Which should not
surprise you. Nothing is private here.” The pope read, then repeated what was written. “Father
Andrej Tibor.”He knew what was expected of him. “He’s a retired priest living in Romania. I
checked our records. His retirement check is still sent to an address there.”“I want you to go see
him.”“Are you going to tell me why?”“Not yet.”For the past three months Clement had been
deeply bothered. The old man had tried to conceal it, but after twenty-four years of friendship
little escaped Michener’s notice. He remembered precisely when the apprehension started. Just
after a visit to the archives—to the Riserva—and the ancient safe waiting behind the locked iron
grille. “Do I get to know when you will tell me why?”The pope rose from his chair. “After
prayers.”They left the study and walked in silence across the fourth floor, stopping at an open
doorway. The chapel beyond was sheathed in white marble, the windows a dazzling glass
mosaic fashioned to represent the Stations of the Cross. Clement came every morning for a few
minutes of meditation. No one was allowed to interrupt him. Everything could wait until he
finished talking with God.Michener had served Clement since the early days when the wiry
German was first an archbishop, then a cardinal, then Vatican secretary of state. He’d risen with
his mentor—from seminarian, to priest, to monsignor—the climb culminating thirty-four months
back when the Sacred College of Cardinals elected Jakob Cardinal Volkner the 267th successor
to St. Peter. Volkner immediately chose Michener as his personal secretary.Michener knew
Clement for who he was—a man educated in a postwar German society that had swirled in
turmoil—learning his diplomatic craft in such volatile postings as Dublin, Cairo, Cape Town, and
Warsaw. Jakob Volkner was a man of immense patience and fanatical attention. Never once in
their years together had Michener ever doubted his mentor’s faith or character, and he’d long
ago resolved that if he could simply be half the man Volkner had been, he would consider his life
a success.Clement finished his prayers, crossed himself, then kissed the pectoral cross that
graced the front of his white simar. His quiet time had been short today. The pope eased himself
up from the prie-dieu, but lingered at the altar. Michener stood quiet in the corner until the pontiff



stepped over to him.“I intend to explain myself in a letter to Father Tibor. It will be papal authority
for him to provide you with certain information.”Still not an explanation as to why the Romanian
trip was necessary. “When would you like me to go?”“Tomorrow. The next day at the latest.”“I’m
not sure that’s a good idea. Can’t one of the legates handle the task?”“I assure you, Colin. I won’t
die while you are gone. I may look bad, but I feel fine.”Which had been confirmed by Clement’s
doctors not less than a week ago. After a battery of tests, the pope had been proclaimed free of
any debilitating disease. But privately the papal physician had cautioned that stress was
Clement’s deadliest enemy, and his rapid decline over the past few months seemed evidence
that something was tearing at his soul.“I never said you looked bad, Holiness.”“You didn’t have
to.” The old man pointed to his eyes. “It’s in there. I’ve learned to read them.”Michener held up the
slip of paper. “Why do you need to make contact with this priest?”“I should have done it after I
first went into the Riserva. But I resisted.” Clement paused. “I can’t resist any longer. I have no
choice.”“Why is the supreme pontiff of the Roman Catholic Church without choices?”The pope
stepped away and faced a crucifix on the wall. Two stout candles burned bright on either side of
the marble altar.“Are you going to the tribunal this morning?” Clement asked, his back to
him.“That’s not an answer to my question.”“The supreme pontiff of the Roman Catholic Church
can pick and choose what he wants to answer.”“I believe you instructed me to attend the tribunal.
So, yes, I’ll be there. Along with a roomful of reporters.”“Will she be there?”He knew exactly who
the old man was referring to. “I’m told she applied for press credentials to cover the event.”“Do
you know her interest in the tribunal?”He shook his head. “As I told you before, I only learned of
her presence by accident.”Clement turned to face him. “But what a fortunate accident.”He
wondered why the pope was interested.“It’s all right to care, Colin. She’s a part of your past. A
part you should not forget.”Clement only knew the whole story because Michener had needed a
confessor, and the archbishop of Cologne had then been his closest companion. It was the only
breach of his clerical vows during his quarter century as a priest. He’d thought about quitting, but
Clement talked him out of it, explaining that only through weakness could a soul gain strength.
Nothing would be gained from walking away. Now, after more than a dozen years, he knew
Jakob Volkner had been right. He was the papal secretary. For nearly three years he’d helped
Clement XV govern a derisive combination of Catholic personality and culture. The fact that his
entire participation was based on a violation of his oath to his God and his Church never
seemed to bother him. And that realization had, of late, become quite troubling.“I haven’t
forgotten any of it,” he whispered.The pope stepped close to him and laid a hand on his
shoulder. “Do not lament for that which was lost. It is unhealthy and counterproductive.”“Lying
doesn’t come easy to me.”“Your God has forgiven you. That is all you need.”“How can you be
sure?”“I am. And if you can’t believe the infallible head of the Catholic Church, who can you
believe?” A smile accompanied the facetious comment, one that told Michener not to take things
quite so seriously.He smiled, too. “You’re impossible.”Clement removed his hand. “True, but I’m
lovable.”“I’ll try and remember that.”“You do that. I’ll have my letter for Father Tibor ready shortly.
It will call for a written response, but if he desires to speak, listen to him, ask what you will, and



tell me everything. Understand?”He wondered how he would know what to ask since he had no
idea why he was even going, but he simply said, “I understand, Holiness. As always.”Clement
grinned. “That’s right, Colin. As always.”THREE11:00 A.M.Michener entered the tribunal
chamber. The gathering hall was a lofty expanse of white and gray marble, enriched by a
geometric pattern of colorful mosaics that had borne witness to four hundred years of Church
history.Two plain-clothed Swiss guards manned the bronze doors and bowed as they
recognized the papal secretary. Michener had purposely waited an hour before walking over. He
knew his presence would be cause for discussion—rarely did someone so close to the pope
attend the proceedings.At Clement’s insistence, Michener had read all three of Kealy’s books
and privately briefed the pontiff on their provocative content. Clement himself had not read them
since that act would have generated too much speculation. Yet the pope had been intently
interested in what Father Kealy had written and, as Michener slipped into a seat at the back of
the chamber, he saw, for the first time, Thomas Kealy.The accused sat alone at a table. Kealy
appeared to be in his midthirties, with bushy auburn hair and a pleasant, youthful face. The grin
that flashed periodically seemed calculated—the look and manner almost intentionally
whimsical. Michener had read all of the background reports the tribunal had generated, and
each one painted Kealy as smug and nonconformist. Clearly an opportunist, one of the
investigators had written. Nonetheless, he could not help but think that Kealy’s arguments were,
in many ways, persuasive.Kealy was being questioned by Alberto Cardinal Valendrea, the
Vatican secretary of state, and Michener did not envy the man’s position. Kealy had drawn a
tough panel. All of the cardinals and bishops were what Michener regarded as intensely
conservative. None embraced the teachings of Vatican II, and not one was a supporter of
Clement XV. Valendrea particularly was noted for a radical adherence to dogma. The tribunal
members were each garbed in full vestments, the cardinals in scarlet silk, the bishops in black
wool, perched behind a curved marble table beneath one of Raphael’s paintings.“There is no
one so far removed from God as a heretic,” Cardinal Valendrea said. His deep voice echoed
without need of amplification.“It seems to me, Eminence,” Kealy said, “the less open a heretic is,
the more dangerous he would become. I don’t hide my disagreements. Instead, open debate is, I
believe, healthy for the Church.”Valendrea held up three books and Michener recognized the
front covers of Kealy’s works. “These are heresy. There is no other way to view them.”“Because I
advocate priests should marry? That women could be priests? That a priest can love a wife, a
child, and his God like others of faith? That perhaps the pope is not infallible? He’s human,
capable of error. That’s heresy?”“I don’t think one person on this tribunal would say
otherwise.”And none of them did.Michener watched Valendrea as the Italian shifted in his chair.
The cardinal was short and stumpy like a fire hydrant. A tangled fringe of white hair looped
across his brow, drawing attention to itself simply by the contrast with his olive skin. At sixty,
Valendrea enjoyed a luxury of relative youth within a Curia dominated by much older men. He
also possessed none of the solemnity that outsiders associated with a prince of the Church. He
smoked nearly two packs of cigarettes a day, owned a wine cellar that was the envy of many,



and regularly moved within the right European social circles. His family was blessed with money,
much of which was bestowed on him as the senior male in the paternal line.The press had long
labeled Valendrea papabile, a title that meant him eligible by age, rank, and influence for the
papacy. Michener had heard rumors of how the secretary of state was positioning himself for the
next conclave, bargaining with fence straddlers, strong-arming potential opposition. Clement
had been forced to appoint him secretary of state, the most powerful office below pope, because
a sizable bloc of cardinals had urged that Valendrea be given the job and Clement was astute
enough to placate those who’d placed him in power. Plus, as the pope explained at the time, let
your friends stay near and your enemies nearer.Valendrea rested his arms on the table. No
papers were spread before him. He was known as a man who rarely needed reference material.
“Father Kealy, there are many within the Church who feel the experiment of Vatican II cannot be
judged a success, and you are a shining example of our failure. Clerics do not have freedom of
expression. There are too many opinions in this world to allow discourse. This Church must
speak with one voice, that being the Holy Father’s.”“And there are many today who feel celibacy
and papal infallibility are flawed doctrine. Something from a time when the world was illiterate
and the Church corrupt.”“I differ with your conclusions. But even if those prelates exist, they keep
their opinions to themselves.”“Fear has a way of silencing tongues, Eminence.”“There is nothing
to fear.”“From this chair, I beg to differ.”“The Church does not punish its clerics for thoughts,
Father, only actions. Such as yours. Your organization is an insult to the Church you serve.”“If I
had no regard for the Church, Eminence, then I would have simply quit and said nothing.
Instead, I love my Church enough to challenge its policies.”“Did you think the Church would do
nothing while you breached your vows, carried on with a woman openly, and absolved yourself
of sin?” Valendrea held the books up again. “Then wrote about it? You literally invited this
challenge.”“Do you honestly believe that all priests are celibate?” Kealy asked.The question
caught Michener’s attention. He noticed the reporters perk up as well.“It matters not what I
believe,” Valendrea said. “That issue is with the individual cleric. Each one took an oath to his
Lord and his Church. I expect that oath to be honored. Anyone who fails in this should leave or
be forced out.”“Have you kept your oath, Eminence?”Michener was startled by Kealy’s boldness.
Perhaps he already realized his fate, so what did it matter.Valendrea shook his head. “Do you
find a personal challenge to me beneficial to your defense?”“It’s a simple question.”“Yes, Father. I
have kept my oath.”Kealy seemed unfazed. “What other answer would you offer?”“Are you
saying that I am a liar?”“No, Eminence. Only that no priest, cardinal, or bishop would dare admit
what he feels in his heart. We are each bound to say what the Church requires us to say. I have
no idea what you truly feel, and that is sad.”“What I feel is irrelevant to your heresy.”“It seems,
Eminence, that you have already judged me.”“No more so than your God. Who is infallible. Or
perhaps you take issue with that doctrine as well?”“When did God decree that priests cannot
know the love of a companion?”“Companion? Why not simply a woman?”“Because love knows
no bounds, Eminence.”“So you are advocating homosexuality, too?”“I advocate only that each
individual must follow his heart.”Valendrea shook his head. “Have you forgotten, Father, that your



ordination was a union with Christ? The truth of your identity—which is the same for everyone on
this tribunal—comes from a full participation in that union. You are to be a living, transparent
image of Christ.”“But how are we to know what that image is? None of us was around when
Christ lived.”“It is as the Church says.”“But is that not merely man molding the divine to suit his
need?”Valendrea’s lifted his right eyebrow in apparent disbelief. “Your arrogance is amazing. Do
you argue that Christ Himself was not celibate? That He did not place His Church above
everything? That He was not in union with His Church?”“I have no earthly idea what Christ’s
sexual preference was, and neither do you.”Valendrea hesitated a moment, then said, “Your
celibacy, Father, is a gift of yourself. An expression of your devoted service. That is Church
doctrine. One you seem unable, or unwilling, to understand.”Kealy responded, quoting more
dogma, and Michener let his attention drift from their debate. He’d avoided looking, telling
himself that it was not the reason he’d come, but his gaze quickly raked the hundred or so
present, finally settling on a woman seated two rows behind Kealy.Her hair was the color of
midnight and possessed a noticeable depth and shine. He recalled how the strands once
formed a thick mane and smelled of fresh lemon. Now they were short, layered, and finger-
combed. He could only glimpse an angled profile, but the dainty nose and thin lips were still
there. The skin remained the tint of heavily creamed coffee, evidence of a Romanian Gypsy
mother and a Hungarian German father. Her name, Katerina Lew, meant “pure lion,” a
description he’d always thought appropriate given her volatile temper and fanatical
convictions.They’d met in Munich. He was thirty-three, finishing his law degree. She was twenty-
five, deciding between journalism and a career writing novels. She’d known he was a priest, and
they spent nearly two years together before the showdown came. Your God or me, she
declared.He chose God.“Father Kealy,” Valendrea was saying, “the nature of our faith is that
nothing can be added or taken away. You must embrace the teachings of the mother Church in
their entirety, or reject them totally. There is no such thing as a partial Catholic. Our principles, as
expounded by the Holy Father, are not impious and cannot be diluted. They are as pure as
God.”“I believe those are the words of Pope Benedict XV,” Kealy said.“You are well versed. Which
increases my sadness at your heresy. A man as intelligent as you appear to be should
understand that this Church cannot, and will not tolerate open dissent. Especially of the degree
you have offered.”“What you’re saying is that the Church is afraid of debate.”“I am saying that the
Church sets rules. If you don’t like the rules, then muster enough votes to elect a pope who will
change them. Short of that, you must do as told.”“Oh, I forgot. The Holy Father is infallible.
Whatever is said by him concerning the faith is, without question, correct. Am I now stating
correct dogma?”Michener noticed that none of the other men on the tribunal had even
attempted to utter a word. Apparently the secretary of state was the inquisitor for the day. He
knew that all of the panelists were Valendrea loyalists, and little chance existed that any of them
would challenge their benefactor. But Thomas Kealy was making it easy, doing more damage to
himself than any of their questions might ever inflict.“That is correct,” Valendrea said. “Papal
infallibility is essential to the Church.”“Another doctrine created by man.”“Another dogma this



Church adheres to.”“I’m a priest who loves his God and his Church,” Kealy said. “I don’t see why
disagreeing with either would subject me to excommunication. Debate and discussion do
nothing but foster wise policies. Why does the Church fear that?”“Father, this hearing is not
about freedom of speech. We have no American constitution that guarantees such a right. This
hearing is about your brazen relationship with a woman, your public forgiveness of both your
sins, and your open dissension. All of which is in direct contradiction to the rules of the Church
you joined.”Michener’s gaze drifted back to Kate. It was the name he’d given her as a way of
imposing some of his Irish heritage on her Eastern European personality. She sat straight, a
notebook in her lap, her full attention on the unfolding debate.He thought of their final Bavarian
summer together when he took three weeks off between semesters. They’d traveled to an Alpine
village and stayed at an inn surrounded by snowcapped summits. He knew it was wrong, but by
then she’d touched a part of him he thought did not exist. What Cardinal Valendrea had just said
about Christ and a priest’s union with the Church was indeed the basis of clerical celibacy. A
priest should devote himself solely to God and the Church. But ever since that summer he’d
wondered why he couldn’t love a woman, his Church, and God simultaneously. What had Kealy
said? Like others of faith.He sensed the stare of eyes. As his mind refocused, he realized
Katerina had turned her head and was now looking directly at him.The face still carried the
toughness he’d found so attractive. The slight hint of Asian eyes remained, the mouth tugged
down, the jaw gentle and feminine. There were simply no sharp edges anywhere. Those, he
knew, hid in her personality. He examined her expression and tried to gauge its temperature. Not
anger. Not resentment. Not affection. A look that seemed to say nothing. Not even hello. He
found it uncomfortable to be this close to a memory. Perhaps she’d expected his appearance
and didn’t want to give him the satisfaction of thinking she cared. After all, their parting all those
years ago had not been amicable.She turned back to the tribunal and his anxiety
subsided.“Father Kealy,” Valendrea said, “I ask you simply. Do you renounce your heresy? Do
you recognize that what you have done is against the laws of this Church and your God?”The
priest pulled himself close to the table. “I do not believe that loving a woman is contrary to the
laws of God. So the forgiving of that sin was therefore inconsequential. I have a right to speak my
mind, so I make no apologies for the movement that I head. I have done nothing wrong,
Eminence.”“You are a foolish man, Father. I have given you every opportunity to beg forgiveness.
The Church can, and should, be forgiving. But contrition works in both directions. The penitent
must be willing.”“I do not seek your forgiveness.”Valendrea shook his head. “My heart aches for
you and your followers, Father. Clearly, all of you are with the devil.”FOUR1:05 P.M.Alberto
Cardinal Valendrea stood silent, hoping the euphoria from earlier at the tribunal would temper
his rising irritation. Amazing how quickly a bad experience could utterly ruin a good one.“What
do you think, Alberto?” Clement XV said. “Is there time for me to view the crowd?” The pope
motioned to the alcove and the open window.It galled Valendrea that the pope would waste time
standing before an open window and waving to people in St. Peter’s Square. Vatican Security
had cautioned against the gesture, but the silly old man ignored the warnings. The press wrote



about it all the time, comparing the German to John XXIII. And, in truth, there were similarities.
Both ascended the papal throne near the age of eighty. Both were deemed caretaker popes.
Both surprised everyone.Valendrea hated the way Vatican observers also analogized the pope’s
open window with his animated spirit, his unassuming openness, his charismatic warmth. The
papacy was not about popularity. It was about consistency, and he resented how easily Clement
had dispensed with so many time-honored customs. No longer did aides genuflect in the pope’s
presence. Few kissed the papal ring. And rarely did Clement speak in the first person plural, as
popes had done for centuries. This is the twenty-first century, Clement liked to say, while
decreeing an end to another long-standing custom.Valendrea remembered, not all that long ago,
when popes would never stand in an open window. Security concerns aside, limited exposure
bred an aura, it encouraged an air of mystery, and nothing promulgated faith and obedience
more than a sense of wonder.He’d served popes for nearly four decades, rising in the Curia
quickly, earning his cardinal’s hat before fifty, one of the youngest in modern times. He now held
the second most powerful position in the Catholic Church—the secretary of state—a job that
interjected him into every aspect of the Holy See. But he wanted more. He wanted the most
powerful position. The one where no one challenged his decisions. Where he spoke infallibly
and without question.He wanted to be pope.“It is such a lovely day,” the pope was saying. “The
rain seems gone. The air is like back home, in the German mountains. An Alpine freshness.
Such a shame to be inside.”Clement stepped into the alcove, but not far enough for him to be
seen from outside. The pope wore a white linen cassock, caped across the shoulders, with the
traditional white vest. Scarlet shoes encased his feet and a white skullcap topped his balding
head. He was the only prelate among one billion Catholics allowed to dress in that
manner.“Perhaps His Holiness could engage in that rather delightful activity after we have
completed the briefing. I have other appointments, and the tribunal took up the entire morning.”“It
would only take a few moments,” Clement said.He knew the German enjoyed taunting him. From
beyond the open window came the hum of Rome, that unique sound of three million souls and
their machines moving across porous volcanic ash.Clement seemed to notice the rumble, too. “It
has a strange sound, this city.”“It is our sound.”“Ah, I almost forgot. You are Italian, and all of us
are not.”Valendrea was standing beside a poster bed fashioned of heavy oak, the knicks and
scrapes so numerous they seemed a part of its craftsmanship. A worn crocheted blanket draped
one end, two oversized pillows the other. The remaining furniture was also German—the
armoire, dresser, and tables all painted gaily in a Bavarian style. There hadn’t been a German
pope since the middle of the eleventh century. Clement II had been a source of inspiration for the
current Clement XV—a fact that the pontiff made no secret about. But that earlier Clement was
most likely poisoned to death. A lesson, Valendrea many times thought, this German should not
forget.“Perhaps you are right,” Clement said. “Visiting can wait. We do have business, now don’t
we?”A breeze eased past the sill and rustled papers on the desk. Valendrea reached down and
halted their rise before they reached the computer terminal. Clement had not, as yet, switched
on the machine. He was the first pope to be fully computer literate—another point the press loved



—but Valendrea had not minded that change. Computer and fax lines were far easier to monitor
than telephones.“I am told you were quite spirited this morning,” Clement said. “What will be the
outcome of the tribunal?”He assumed Michener had reported back. He’d seen the papal
secretary in the audience. “I was unaware that His Holiness was so interested in the subject
matter of the tribunal.”“Hard to not to be curious. The square below is littered with television vans.
So, please, answer my question.”“Father Kealy presented us with few options. He will be
excommunicated.”The pope clasped his hands behind his back. “He offered no apology?”“He
was arrogant to the point of insult, and dared us to challenge him.”“Perhaps we should.”The
suggestion caught Valendrea off guard, but decades of diplomatic service had taught him how
to conceal surprise with questions. “And the purpose of such an unorthodox action?”“Why does
everything need a purpose? Perhaps we should simply listen to an opposing point of view.”He
kept his body still. “There is no way you could openly debate the question of celibacy. That has
been doctrine for five hundred years. What’s next? Women in the priesthood? Marriage for
clerics? An approval of birth control? Will there be a complete reversal of all dogma?”Clement
stepped toward the bed and stared up at a medieval rendition of Clement II hanging on the wall.
Valendrea knew that it had been brought from one of the cavernous cellars, where it had rested
for centuries. “He was bishop of Bamberg. A simple man who possessed no desire to be
pope.”“He was the king’s confidant,” Valendrea said. “Politically connected. In the right place at
the right time.”Clement turned to face him. “Like myself, I presume?”“Your election was by an
overwhelming majority of cardinals, each one inspired by the Holy Spirit.”Clement’s mouth
formed an irritating smile. “Or perhaps it was affected by the fact that none of the other
candidates, yourself included, could amass enough votes for election?”They were apparently
going to start feuding early today.“You are an ambitious man, Alberto. You think wearing this
white cassock will somehow make you happy. I can assure you, it won’t.”They’d had similar
conversations before, but the intensity of their exchanges had risen of late. Both knew how the
other felt. They were not friends, and never would be. Valendrea found it amusing how people
thought just because he was a cardinal and Clement pope, theirs would be a sacred relationship
of two pious souls, placing the needs of the Church first. Instead, they were vastly different men,
their union born purely of conflicting politics. To their credit, neither had ever openly feuded with
the other. Valendrea was smarter than that—the pope was required to argue with no one—and
Clement apparently realized that a great many cardinals supported his secretary of state. “I wish
nothing, Holy Father, except for you to live a long and prosperous life.”“You don’t lie well.”He was
tiring of the old man’s prodding. “Why does it matter? You won’t be here when the conclave
occurs. Don’t concern yourself with the prospects.”Clement shrugged. “It matters not. I’ll be
enshrined beneath St. Peter’s, with the rest of the men who have occupied this chair. I couldn’t
care less about my successor. But that man? Yes, that man should care greatly.”What was it the
old prelate knew? It seemed a habit lately to drop odd hints. “Is there something that displeases
the Holy Father?”Clement’s eyes flashed hot. “You are an opportunist, Alberto. A scheming
politico. I might just disappoint you and live another ten years.”He decided to drop the pretense.



“I doubt it.”“I actually hope you do inherit this job. You’ll find it far different than you might imagine.
Maybe you should be the one.”Now he wanted to know, “The one for what?”For a few moments
the pope went silent. Then he said, “The one to be pope, of course. What else?”“What is it that
bites your soul?”“We are fools, Alberto. All of us, in our majesty, are nothing but fools. God is far
wiser than any of us could even begin to imagine.”“I don’t think any believer would question
that.”“We expound our dogma and, in the process, ruin the lives of men like Father Kealy. He’s
just a priest trying to follow his conscience.”“He seemed more like an opportunist—to use your
description. A man who enjoys the spotlight. Surely, though, he understood Church policy when
he took his oath to abide by our teachings.”“But whose teachings? It is men like you and me
pronouncing the so-called Word of God. It’s men like you and me, punishing other men for
violating those teachings. I often wonder, is our precious dogma the thoughts of the Almighty or
just those of ordinary clerics?”Valendrea considered this inquiry just more of the strange
behavior this pope had shown as of late. He debated whether to probe, but decided he was
being tested, so he answered in the only way he could. “I consider the Word of God and the
dogma of this Church one and the same.”“Good answer. Textbook in its diction and syntax.
Unfortunately, Alberto, that belief will eventually be your undoing.”And the pope turned and
stepped toward the window.FIVEMichener strolled into the midday sun. The morning rain had
dissipated, the sky now littered with mottled clouds, the patches of blue striped by the contrail of
an airplane on its way east. Before him, the cobbles of St. Peter’s Square bore the remnants of
the earlier storm, puddles littered about like a multitude of lakes strewn across a vast landscape.
The television crews were still there, many now broadcasting reports back home.He’d left the
tribunal before it adjourned. One of his aides later informed him that the confrontation between
Father Kealy and Cardinal Valendrea had continued for the better part of two hours. He
wondered about the point of the hearing. The decision to excommunicate Kealy had surely been
made long before the priest had been commanded to Rome. Few accused clerics ever attended
a tribunal, so Kealy had most likely come to draw more attention to his movement. Within a
matter of weeks Kealy would be declared not in communion with the Holy See, just another
expatriate proclaiming the Church a dinosaur heading toward extinction.And sometimes
Michener believed critics, like Kealy, might be right.Nearly half of the world’s Catholics now lived
in Latin America. Add Africa and Asia and the fraction rose to three-quarters. Placating this
emerging international majority, while not alienating the Europeans and Italians, was a daily
challenge. No head of state dealt with something so intricate. But the Roman Catholic Church
had done just that for two thousand years—a claim no other of man’s institutions could make—
and spread out before him was one of the Church’s grandest manifestations.The key-shaped
square, enclosed within Bernini’s two magnificent semicircular colonnades, was breathtaking.
Michener had always been impressed with Vatican City. He’d first come a dozen years ago as
the adjunct priest to the archbishop of Cologne—his virtue having been tested by Katerina Lew,
but his resolve solidified. He recalled exploring all 108 acres of the walled enclave, marveling at
the majesty that two millennia of constant building could achieve.The tiny nation did not occupy



one of the hills upon which Rome was first built, but instead crowned Mons Vaticanus, the only
one of the seven ancient designations people still remembered. Fewer than two hundred were
actual citizens, and even fewer held a passport. Not one soul had ever been born there, few
besides popes died there, and even fewer were buried there. Its government was one of the
world’s last remaining absolute monarchies and, in a twist Michener had always thought ironic,
the Holy See’s United Nations representative could not sign the worldwide declaration of human
rights because, inside the Vatican, there was no religious freedom.He gazed out into the sunny
square, past the television trucks with their array of antennas, and noticed people looking off to
the right and up. A few were crying “Santissimo Padre.” Holy Father. He followed their upturned
heads to the fourth floor of the Apostolic Palace. Between the wooden shutters of a corner
window the face of Clement XV appeared.Many started waving. Clement waved back.“Still
fascinates you, doesn’t it?” a female voice said.He turned. Katerina Lew stood a few feet away.
Somehow he’d known she would find him. She came close to where he stood, just inside the
shadow of one of Bernini’s pillars. “You haven’t changed a bit. Still in love with your God. I could
see it in your eyes in the tribunal.”He tried to smile, but cautioned himself to focus on the
challenge before him. “How have you been, Kate?” The features on her face softened. “Life
everything you thought it would be?”“I can’t complain. No, I won’t complain. Unproductive. That’s
how you once described complaining.”“That’s good to hear.”“How did you know I’d be there this
morning?”“I saw your credentials application a few weeks back. May I ask what’s your interest in
Father Kealy?”“We haven’t spoken in fifteen years and that’s what you want to talk about?”“The
last time we spoke you told me never to speak of us again. You said there was no us. Only me
and God. So I didn’t think that was a good subject.”“But I said that only after you told me you
were returning to the archbishop and devoting yourself to the service of others. A priest in the
Catholic Church.”They were standing a bit close, so he took a few steps back, deeper into the
shadow of the colonnade. He caught a glimpse of Michelangelo’s dome atop St. Peter’s Basilica
being dried by a brightening midautumn sun.“I see you still have a talent for evading questions,”
he pointed out.“I’m here because Tom Kealy asked me to come. He’s no fool. He knows what
that tribunal is going to do.”“Who are you writing for?”“Freelance. A book he and I are putting
together.”She was a good writer, especially of poetry. He’d always envied her ability, and he
actually wanted to know more about what happened to her after Munich. He was aware of bits
and pieces. Her stints at a few European newspapers, never long, even a job in America. He
occasionally saw her byline—nothing heavy or weighty, mainly religious essays. Several times
he’d almost tracked her down, longing to share a coffee, but he knew that was impossible. He’d
made his choice and there was no going back.“I wasn’t surprised when I read of your papal
appointment,” she said. “I figured when Volkner was elected pope, he wouldn’t let you go.”He
caught the look in her emerald eyes and saw she was struggling with her emotions, just as she
had fifteen years ago. Then, he was a priest working on a law degree, anxious and ambitious,
tied to the fortunes of a German bishop whom many were saying could one day be a cardinal.
Now there was talk of his own elevation to the Sacred College. It was not unheard of that papal



secretaries moved directly from the Apostolic Palace into a scarlet hat. He wanted to be a prince
of the Church, to be part of the next conclave in the Sistine Chapel, beneath the frescoes of
Michelangelo and Botticelli, with a voice and a vote.“Clement is a good man,” he said.“He’s a
fool,” she quietly stated. “Just somebody the good cardinals put on the throne until one of them
can muster enough support.”“What makes you such an authority?”“Am I wrong?”He turned from
her, allowing his temper to cool, and watched a group of souvenir peddlers at the square’s
perimeter. Her surly attitude was still there, her words as biting and bitter as he remembered.
She was pushing forty, but maturity had done little to abate her consuming passions. It was one
of the things he’d never liked about her, and one of the things he missed. In his world, frankness
was unknown. He was surrounded by people who could say with conviction what they never
meant, so there was something to be said for truth. At least you knew exactly where you stood.
Solid ground. Not the perpetual quicksand he’d grown accustomed to dealing with.“Clement is a
good man charged with a nearly impossible task,” he said.“Of course if the dear mother Church
would bend a little, things might not be so difficult. Pretty hard to govern a billion when everyone
has to accept that the pope is the only man on earth who can’t make a mistake.”He didn’t want to
debate dogma with her, especially in the middle of St. Peter’s Square. Two Swiss guards,
plumed and helmeted, their halberds held high, marched past a few feet away. He watched them
advance toward the basilica’s main entrance. The six massive bells high in the dome were silent,
but he realized the time was not that far off when they would toll at Clement XV’s death. Which
made Katerina’s insolence all the more infuriating. Going to the tribunal earlier and talking with
her now were mistakes. He knew what he had to do. “It’s been nice seeing you again, Kate.” He
turned to leave.“Bastard.”She spit out the insult just loud enough for him to hear.He turned back,
wondering if she truly meant it. Conflict clouded her face. He stepped close and kept his voice
down. “We haven’t spoken in years and all you want to do is tell me how evil the Church is. If you
despise it so much, why waste your time writing about it? Go write that novel you always said
you would. I thought maybe, just maybe, you might have mellowed. But I see that hasn’t
occurred.”“How wonderful to know you might actually care. You never considered my feelings
when you told me it was over.”“Do we have to go through all that again?”“No, Colin. There’s no
need.” She retreated. “No need at all. Like you said, it’s been good seeing you again.”For an
instant he registered hurt, but she seemed to quickly conquer whatever weakness may have
swelled inside her.He stared back toward the palace. Many more were now calling out and
waving. Clement was still waving back. Several of the television crews were filming the
moment.“It’s him, Colin,” Katerina said. “He’s your problem. You just don’t know it.”The Third
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nothing but the truth.—POPE LEO XIII (1881)There is nothing greater than this fascinating and
sweet mystery of Fatima, which accompanies the Church and all of humanity throughout this
long century of apostasy, and without a doubt will accompany them up to their final fall and to
their rising up again.—ABBÉ GEORGES DE NANTES (1982),on the occasion of Pope John
Paul II’s first pilgrimage to FatimaFaith is a precious ally in the search for truth.—POPE JOHN
PAUL II (1998)The Church needs nothing but the truth.—POPE LEO XIII (1881)There is nothing
greater than this fascinating and sweet mystery of Fatima, which accompanies the Church and
all of humanity throughout this long century of apostasy, and without a doubt will accompany
them up to their final fall and to their rising up again.—ABBÉ GEORGES DE NANTES (1982),on
the occasion of Pope John Paul II’s first pilgrimage to FatimaFaith is a precious ally in the search
for truth.—POPE JOHN PAUL II (1998)The Church needs nothing but the truth.—POPE LEO XIII
(1881)There is nothing greater than this fascinating and sweet mystery of Fatima, which
accompanies the Church and all of humanity throughout this long century of apostasy, and
without a doubt will accompany them up to their final fall and to their rising up again.—ABBÉ
GEORGES DE NANTES (1982),on the occasion of Pope John Paul II’s first pilgrimage to
FatimaFaith is a precious ally in the search for truth.—POPE JOHN PAUL II
(1998)PROLOGUEFATIMA, PORTUGALJULY 13, 1917Lucia stared toward heaven and
watched the Lady descend. The apparition came from the east, as it had twice before, emerging
as a sparkling dot from deep within the cloudy sky. Her glide never wavered as She quickly
approached, Her form brightening as it settled above the holm oak, eight feet off the ground.The
Lady stood upright, Her crystallized image clothed in a glow that seemed more brilliant than the
sun. Lucia lowered her eyes in response to the dazzling beauty.A crowd surrounded Lucia,
unlike the first time the Lady appeared, two months before. Then it had been only Lucia, Jacinta,
and Francisco in the fields, tending the family sheep. Her cousins were seven and nine. She was
the oldest, and felt it, at ten. On her right, Francisco knelt in his long trousers and stocking cap.



To her left Jacinta was on her knees in a black skirt, a kerchief over her dark hair.Lucia looked up
and noticed the crowd again. The people had started amassing yesterday, many coming from
neighboring villages, some accompanied by crippled children they hoped the Lady would cure.
The prior of Fatima had proclaimed the apparition a fraud and urged all to stay away. The devil at
work, he’d said. But the people had not listened, one parishioner even labeling the prior a fool
since the devil would never incite people to pray.A woman in the throng was shouting, calling
Lucia and her cousins impostors, swearing God would avenge their sacrilege. Manuel Marto,
Lucia’s uncle, Jacinta and Francisco’s father, stood behind them and Lucia heard him admonish
the woman to be silent. He commanded respect in the valley as a man who’d seen more of the
world than the surrounding Serra da Aire. Lucia derived comfort from his keen brown eyes and
quiet manner. It was good he was nearby, there among the strangers.She tried not to
concentrate on any of the words being screamed her way, and blocked from her mind the scent
of mint, the aroma of pine, and the pungent fragrance of wild rosemary. Her thoughts, and now
her eyes, were on the Lady floating before her.Only she, Jacinta, and Francisco could see the
Lady, but only she and Jacinta could hear the words. Lucia thought that strange—why Francisco
should be denied—but, during Her first visit, the Lady had made it clear that Francisco would go
to heaven only after saying many rosaries.A breeze drifted across the checkered landscape of
the great hollow basin known as Cova da Iria. The land belonged to Lucia’s parents and was
littered with olive trees and patches of evergreens. The grass grew tall and made excellent hay,
and the soil yielded potatoes, cabbage, and corn.Rows of simple stone walls delineated the
fields. Most had crumbled, for which Lucia was grateful, as it allowed the sheep to graze at will.
Her task was to tend the family flock. Jacinta and Francisco were likewise charged by their
parents, and they’d spent many days over the past few years in the fields, sometimes playing,
sometimes praying, sometimes listening to Francisco work his fife.But all that had changed two
months ago, when the apparition first appeared.Ever since, they’d been pounded with unceasing
questions and scoffed at by nonbelievers. Lucia’s mother had even taken her to the parish priest,
commanding her to say it was all a lie. The priest had listened to what she’d said and stated it
was not possible that Our Lady had descended from heaven simply to say that the rosary should
be recited every day. Lucia’s only solace came when she was alone, able then to weep freely for
both herself and the world.The sky dimmed, and umbrellas used by the crowd for shade started
to close. Lucia stood and yelled, “Take off your hats, for I see Our Lady.”The men immediately
obeyed, some crossing themselves as if to be forgiven for their rude behavior.She turned back to
the vision and knelt. “Vocemecê que me quere?” she asked. What do you want of me?“Do not
offend the Lord our God anymore because He is already much offended. I want you to come
here on the thirteenth day of the coming month, and to continue to say five decades of the
rosary every day in honor of Our Lady of the rosary to obtain the peace of the world and the end
of the war. For She alone will be able to help.”Lucia stared hard at the Lady. The form was
transparent, in varied hues of yellow, white, and blue. The face was beautiful, but strangely
shaded in sorrow. A dress fell to Her ankles. A veil covered Her head. A rosary resembling pearls



intertwined folded hands. The voice was gentle and pleasant, never rising or lowering, a
soothing constant, like the breeze that continued to sweep over the crowd.Lucia mustered her
courage and said, “I wish to ask you to tell us who you are, and to perform a miracle so that
everyone will believe that you have appeared to us.”“Continue to come here every month on this
day. In October I will tell you who I am and what I wish, and I will perform a miracle that everyone
will have to believe.”Over the past month, Lucia had thought about what to say. Many had
petitioned her with requests concerning loved ones and those too sick to speak for themselves.
One in particular came to mind. “Can you cure Maria Carreira’s crippled son?”“I will not cure him.
But I shall provide him a means of livelihood, provided he says the rosary every day.”She thought
it strange that a lady of heaven would attach conditions to mercy, but she understood the need
for devotion. The parish priest always proclaimed such worship as the only means to gain God’s
grace.“Sacrifice yourselves for sinners,” the Lady said, “and say many times, especially when
you make some sacrifice: ‘O Jesus, it is for your love, for the conversion of sinners and in
reparation for the sins committed against the Immaculate Heart of Mary.’ ”The Lady opened Her
clasped hands and spread Her arms. A penetrating radiance poured forth and bathed Lucia in a
warmth much like that of a winter sun on a cool day. She embraced the feeling, then saw that the
radiance did not stop at her and her two cousins. Instead, it passed through the earth and the
ground opened.This was new and different, and it frightened her.A sea of fire spread before her
in a magnificent vision. Within the flames blackened forms appeared, like chunks of beef swirling
in a boiling soup. They were human in shape, though no features or faces were distinguishable.
They popped from the fire then quickly descended, their bobbing accompanied by shrieks and
groans so sorrowful that a shudder of fear crept down Lucia’s spine. The poor souls seemed to
possess no weight or equilibrium, and were utterly at the mercy of the conflagration that
consumed them. Animal forms appeared, some she recognized, but all were frightful and she
knew them for what they were. Demons. Tenders of the flames. She was terrified and saw that
Jacinta and Francisco were equally scared. Tears were welling in their eyes and she wanted to
comfort them. If not for the Lady floating before them, she too would have lost control.“Look at
Her,” she whispered to her cousins.They obeyed, and all three turned away from the horrible
vision, their hands folded before them, fingers pointing skyward.“You see Hell, where the souls
of poor sinners go,” the Lady said. “To save them, God wishes to establish in the world the
devotion to my Immaculate Heart. If they do what I will tell you, many souls will be saved, and
there will be peace. The war is going to end. But if they do not stop offending God, another and
worse one will begin in the reign of Pius XI.”The vision of hell disappeared and the warm light
retreated back into the Lady’s folded hands.“When you shall see a night illuminated by an
unknown light, know that it is the great sign that God gives you that He is going to punish the
world for its crimes by means of war, hunger, and persecution of the Church and the Holy
Father.”Lucia was disturbed by the Lady’s words. She knew that a war had raged across Europe
for the past several years. Men from villages had gone off to fight, many never returning. She’d
heard the sorrow of the families in church. Now she was being told a way to end that



suffering.“To prevent this,” the Lady said, “I come to ask the consecration of Russia to my
Immaculate Heart and the Communion of Reparation on the first Saturdays. If they listen to my
requests, Russia will be converted and there will be peace. If not, she will scatter her errors
through the world, provoking wars and persecutions of the church. The good will be martyred,
the Holy Father will have much to suffer, various nations will be annihilated. In the end my
Immaculate Heart will triumph. The Holy Father will consecrate Russia to me, and it will be
converted, and a certain period of peace will be granted to the world.”Lucia wondered what
Russia was. Perhaps a person? A wicked woman in need of salvation? Maybe a place? Outside
of the Galicians and Spain, she did not know the name of any other nation. Her world was the
village of Fatima where her family lived, the nearby hamlet of Aljustrel where Francisco and
Jacinta lived, the Cova da Iria where the sheep grazed and vegetables grew, and the Cabeco
grotto where the angel had come last year and the year before, announcing the Lady’s arrival.
This Russia was apparently quite important to capture the Lady’s attention. But Lucia wanted to
know, “What of Portugal?”“In Portugal, the dogma of the faith will always be kept.”She smiled. It
was comforting to know that her homeland was well considered in heaven.“When you say the
rosary,” the Lady said, “say after each mystery, ‘O my Jesus, pardon us and deliver us from the
fires of hell. Draw all souls to salvation, especially those in need.’ ”She nodded.“I have more to
tell you.” When the third message was completed, the Lady said, “Tell this to no one, as yet.”“Not
even Francisco?” Lucia asked.“You may tell him.”A long moment of silence followed. No sound
leaked from the crowd. All of the men, women, and children were standing or kneeling, in
rapture, enthralled by what the three seers—as Lucia had heard them labeled—were doing.
Many clutched at rosaries and muttered prayers. She knew no one could see or hear the Lady—
their experience would be one of faith.She took a moment to savor the silence. The entire Cova
was locked in a deep solemnity. Even the wind had gone silent. Her flesh grew cold, and for the
first time the weight of responsibility settled onto her. She sucked in a deep breath and asked,
“Do you want nothing more of me?”“Today I want nothing more of you.”The Lady began to rise
into the eastern sky. Something that sounded like thunder rumbled past overhead. Lucia stood.
She was shaking. “There She goes,” she cried, pointing to the sky.The crowd sensed that the
vision was over and started to press inward.“What did she look like?”“What did she say?”“Why
do you look so sad?”“Will she come again?”The push of people toward the holm oak became
intense and a sudden fear swept through Lucia. She blurted out, “It’s a secret. It’s a
secret.”“Good or bad?” a woman screamed.“Good for some. For others, bad.”“And you won’t tell
us?”“It’s a secret and the Lady told us not to tell.”Manuel Marto picked Jacinta up and started to
elbow his way through the crowd. Lucia followed with Francisco in hand. The stragglers pursued,
pelting them with more questions. She could only think of one answer to their pleas.“It’s a secret.
It’s a secret.”PROLOGUEFATIMA, PORTUGALJULY 13, 1917Lucia stared toward heaven and
watched the Lady descend. The apparition came from the east, as it had twice before, emerging
as a sparkling dot from deep within the cloudy sky. Her glide never wavered as She quickly
approached, Her form brightening as it settled above the holm oak, eight feet off the ground.The



Lady stood upright, Her crystallized image clothed in a glow that seemed more brilliant than the
sun. Lucia lowered her eyes in response to the dazzling beauty.A crowd surrounded Lucia,
unlike the first time the Lady appeared, two months before. Then it had been only Lucia, Jacinta,
and Francisco in the fields, tending the family sheep. Her cousins were seven and nine. She was
the oldest, and felt it, at ten. On her right, Francisco knelt in his long trousers and stocking cap.
To her left Jacinta was on her knees in a black skirt, a kerchief over her dark hair.Lucia looked up
and noticed the crowd again. The people had started amassing yesterday, many coming from
neighboring villages, some accompanied by crippled children they hoped the Lady would cure.
The prior of Fatima had proclaimed the apparition a fraud and urged all to stay away. The devil at
work, he’d said. But the people had not listened, one parishioner even labeling the prior a fool
since the devil would never incite people to pray.A woman in the throng was shouting, calling
Lucia and her cousins impostors, swearing God would avenge their sacrilege. Manuel Marto,
Lucia’s uncle, Jacinta and Francisco’s father, stood behind them and Lucia heard him admonish
the woman to be silent. He commanded respect in the valley as a man who’d seen more of the
world than the surrounding Serra da Aire. Lucia derived comfort from his keen brown eyes and
quiet manner. It was good he was nearby, there among the strangers.She tried not to
concentrate on any of the words being screamed her way, and blocked from her mind the scent
of mint, the aroma of pine, and the pungent fragrance of wild rosemary. Her thoughts, and now
her eyes, were on the Lady floating before her.Only she, Jacinta, and Francisco could see the
Lady, but only she and Jacinta could hear the words. Lucia thought that strange—why Francisco
should be denied—but, during Her first visit, the Lady had made it clear that Francisco would go
to heaven only after saying many rosaries.A breeze drifted across the checkered landscape of
the great hollow basin known as Cova da Iria. The land belonged to Lucia’s parents and was
littered with olive trees and patches of evergreens. The grass grew tall and made excellent hay,
and the soil yielded potatoes, cabbage, and corn.Rows of simple stone walls delineated the
fields. Most had crumbled, for which Lucia was grateful, as it allowed the sheep to graze at will.
Her task was to tend the family flock. Jacinta and Francisco were likewise charged by their
parents, and they’d spent many days over the past few years in the fields, sometimes playing,
sometimes praying, sometimes listening to Francisco work his fife.But all that had changed two
months ago, when the apparition first appeared.Ever since, they’d been pounded with unceasing
questions and scoffed at by nonbelievers. Lucia’s mother had even taken her to the parish priest,
commanding her to say it was all a lie. The priest had listened to what she’d said and stated it
was not possible that Our Lady had descended from heaven simply to say that the rosary should
be recited every day. Lucia’s only solace came when she was alone, able then to weep freely for
both herself and the world.The sky dimmed, and umbrellas used by the crowd for shade started
to close. Lucia stood and yelled, “Take off your hats, for I see Our Lady.”The men immediately
obeyed, some crossing themselves as if to be forgiven for their rude behavior.She turned back to
the vision and knelt. “Vocemecê que me quere?” she asked. What do you want of me?“Do not
offend the Lord our God anymore because He is already much offended. I want you to come



here on the thirteenth day of the coming month, and to continue to say five decades of the
rosary every day in honor of Our Lady of the rosary to obtain the peace of the world and the end
of the war. For She alone will be able to help.”Lucia stared hard at the Lady. The form was
transparent, in varied hues of yellow, white, and blue. The face was beautiful, but strangely
shaded in sorrow. A dress fell to Her ankles. A veil covered Her head. A rosary resembling pearls
intertwined folded hands. The voice was gentle and pleasant, never rising or lowering, a
soothing constant, like the breeze that continued to sweep over the crowd.Lucia mustered her
courage and said, “I wish to ask you to tell us who you are, and to perform a miracle so that
everyone will believe that you have appeared to us.”“Continue to come here every month on this
day. In October I will tell you who I am and what I wish, and I will perform a miracle that everyone
will have to believe.”Over the past month, Lucia had thought about what to say. Many had
petitioned her with requests concerning loved ones and those too sick to speak for themselves.
One in particular came to mind. “Can you cure Maria Carreira’s crippled son?”“I will not cure him.
But I shall provide him a means of livelihood, provided he says the rosary every day.”She thought
it strange that a lady of heaven would attach conditions to mercy, but she understood the need
for devotion. The parish priest always proclaimed such worship as the only means to gain God’s
grace.“Sacrifice yourselves for sinners,” the Lady said, “and say many times, especially when
you make some sacrifice: ‘O Jesus, it is for your love, for the conversion of sinners and in
reparation for the sins committed against the Immaculate Heart of Mary.’ ”The Lady opened Her
clasped hands and spread Her arms. A penetrating radiance poured forth and bathed Lucia in a
warmth much like that of a winter sun on a cool day. She embraced the feeling, then saw that the
radiance did not stop at her and her two cousins. Instead, it passed through the earth and the
ground opened.This was new and different, and it frightened her.A sea of fire spread before her
in a magnificent vision. Within the flames blackened forms appeared, like chunks of beef swirling
in a boiling soup. They were human in shape, though no features or faces were distinguishable.
They popped from the fire then quickly descended, their bobbing accompanied by shrieks and
groans so sorrowful that a shudder of fear crept down Lucia’s spine. The poor souls seemed to
possess no weight or equilibrium, and were utterly at the mercy of the conflagration that
consumed them. Animal forms appeared, some she recognized, but all were frightful and she
knew them for what they were. Demons. Tenders of the flames. She was terrified and saw that
Jacinta and Francisco were equally scared. Tears were welling in their eyes and she wanted to
comfort them. If not for the Lady floating before them, she too would have lost control.“Look at
Her,” she whispered to her cousins.They obeyed, and all three turned away from the horrible
vision, their hands folded before them, fingers pointing skyward.“You see Hell, where the souls
of poor sinners go,” the Lady said. “To save them, God wishes to establish in the world the
devotion to my Immaculate Heart. If they do what I will tell you, many souls will be saved, and
there will be peace. The war is going to end. But if they do not stop offending God, another and
worse one will begin in the reign of Pius XI.”The vision of hell disappeared and the warm light
retreated back into the Lady’s folded hands.“When you shall see a night illuminated by an



unknown light, know that it is the great sign that God gives you that He is going to punish the
world for its crimes by means of war, hunger, and persecution of the Church and the Holy
Father.”Lucia was disturbed by the Lady’s words. She knew that a war had raged across Europe
for the past several years. Men from villages had gone off to fight, many never returning. She’d
heard the sorrow of the families in church. Now she was being told a way to end that
suffering.“To prevent this,” the Lady said, “I come to ask the consecration of Russia to my
Immaculate Heart and the Communion of Reparation on the first Saturdays. If they listen to my
requests, Russia will be converted and there will be peace. If not, she will scatter her errors
through the world, provoking wars and persecutions of the church. The good will be martyred,
the Holy Father will have much to suffer, various nations will be annihilated. In the end my
Immaculate Heart will triumph. The Holy Father will consecrate Russia to me, and it will be
converted, and a certain period of peace will be granted to the world.”Lucia wondered what
Russia was. Perhaps a person? A wicked woman in need of salvation? Maybe a place? Outside
of the Galicians and Spain, she did not know the name of any other nation. Her world was the
village of Fatima where her family lived, the nearby hamlet of Aljustrel where Francisco and
Jacinta lived, the Cova da Iria where the sheep grazed and vegetables grew, and the Cabeco
grotto where the angel had come last year and the year before, announcing the Lady’s arrival.
This Russia was apparently quite important to capture the Lady’s attention. But Lucia wanted to
know, “What of Portugal?”“In Portugal, the dogma of the faith will always be kept.”She smiled. It
was comforting to know that her homeland was well considered in heaven.“When you say the
rosary,” the Lady said, “say after each mystery, ‘O my Jesus, pardon us and deliver us from the
fires of hell. Draw all souls to salvation, especially those in need.’ ”She nodded.“I have more to
tell you.” When the third message was completed, the Lady said, “Tell this to no one, as yet.”“Not
even Francisco?” Lucia asked.“You may tell him.”A long moment of silence followed. No sound
leaked from the crowd. All of the men, women, and children were standing or kneeling, in
rapture, enthralled by what the three seers—as Lucia had heard them labeled—were doing.
Many clutched at rosaries and muttered prayers. She knew no one could see or hear the Lady—
their experience would be one of faith.She took a moment to savor the silence. The entire Cova
was locked in a deep solemnity. Even the wind had gone silent. Her flesh grew cold, and for the
first time the weight of responsibility settled onto her. She sucked in a deep breath and asked,
“Do you want nothing more of me?”“Today I want nothing more of you.”The Lady began to rise
into the eastern sky. Something that sounded like thunder rumbled past overhead. Lucia stood.
She was shaking. “There She goes,” she cried, pointing to the sky.The crowd sensed that the
vision was over and started to press inward.“What did she look like?”“What did she say?”“Why
do you look so sad?”“Will she come again?”The push of people toward the holm oak became
intense and a sudden fear swept through Lucia. She blurted out, “It’s a secret. It’s a
secret.”“Good or bad?” a woman screamed.“Good for some. For others, bad.”“And you won’t tell
us?”“It’s a secret and the Lady told us not to tell.”Manuel Marto picked Jacinta up and started to
elbow his way through the crowd. Lucia followed with Francisco in hand. The stragglers pursued,



pelting them with more questions. She could only think of one answer to their pleas.“It’s a secret.
It’s a secret.”PROLOGUEFATIMA, PORTUGALJULY 13, 1917Lucia stared toward heaven and
watched the Lady descend. The apparition came from the east, as it had twice before, emerging
as a sparkling dot from deep within the cloudy sky. Her glide never wavered as She quickly
approached, Her form brightening as it settled above the holm oak, eight feet off the ground.The
Lady stood upright, Her crystallized image clothed in a glow that seemed more brilliant than the
sun. Lucia lowered her eyes in response to the dazzling beauty.A crowd surrounded Lucia,
unlike the first time the Lady appeared, two months before. Then it had been only Lucia, Jacinta,
and Francisco in the fields, tending the family sheep. Her cousins were seven and nine. She was
the oldest, and felt it, at ten. On her right, Francisco knelt in his long trousers and stocking cap.
To her left Jacinta was on her knees in a black skirt, a kerchief over her dark hair.Lucia looked up
and noticed the crowd again. The people had started amassing yesterday, many coming from
neighboring villages, some accompanied by crippled children they hoped the Lady would cure.
The prior of Fatima had proclaimed the apparition a fraud and urged all to stay away. The devil at
work, he’d said. But the people had not listened, one parishioner even labeling the prior a fool
since the devil would never incite people to pray.A woman in the throng was shouting, calling
Lucia and her cousins impostors, swearing God would avenge their sacrilege. Manuel Marto,
Lucia’s uncle, Jacinta and Francisco’s father, stood behind them and Lucia heard him admonish
the woman to be silent. He commanded respect in the valley as a man who’d seen more of the
world than the surrounding Serra da Aire. Lucia derived comfort from his keen brown eyes and
quiet manner. It was good he was nearby, there among the strangers.She tried not to
concentrate on any of the words being screamed her way, and blocked from her mind the scent
of mint, the aroma of pine, and the pungent fragrance of wild rosemary. Her thoughts, and now
her eyes, were on the Lady floating before her.Only she, Jacinta, and Francisco could see the
Lady, but only she and Jacinta could hear the words. Lucia thought that strange—why Francisco
should be denied—but, during Her first visit, the Lady had made it clear that Francisco would go
to heaven only after saying many rosaries.A breeze drifted across the checkered landscape of
the great hollow basin known as Cova da Iria. The land belonged to Lucia’s parents and was
littered with olive trees and patches of evergreens. The grass grew tall and made excellent hay,
and the soil yielded potatoes, cabbage, and corn.Rows of simple stone walls delineated the
fields. Most had crumbled, for which Lucia was grateful, as it allowed the sheep to graze at will.
Her task was to tend the family flock. Jacinta and Francisco were likewise charged by their
parents, and they’d spent many days over the past few years in the fields, sometimes playing,
sometimes praying, sometimes listening to Francisco work his fife.But all that had changed two
months ago, when the apparition first appeared.Ever since, they’d been pounded with unceasing
questions and scoffed at by nonbelievers. Lucia’s mother had even taken her to the parish priest,
commanding her to say it was all a lie. The priest had listened to what she’d said and stated it
was not possible that Our Lady had descended from heaven simply to say that the rosary should
be recited every day. Lucia’s only solace came when she was alone, able then to weep freely for



both herself and the world.The sky dimmed, and umbrellas used by the crowd for shade started
to close. Lucia stood and yelled, “Take off your hats, for I see Our Lady.”The men immediately
obeyed, some crossing themselves as if to be forgiven for their rude behavior.She turned back to
the vision and knelt. “Vocemecê que me quere?” she asked. What do you want of me?“Do not
offend the Lord our God anymore because He is already much offended. I want you to come
here on the thirteenth day of the coming month, and to continue to say five decades of the
rosary every day in honor of Our Lady of the rosary to obtain the peace of the world and the end
of the war. For She alone will be able to help.”Lucia stared hard at the Lady. The form was
transparent, in varied hues of yellow, white, and blue. The face was beautiful, but strangely
shaded in sorrow. A dress fell to Her ankles. A veil covered Her head. A rosary resembling pearls
intertwined folded hands. The voice was gentle and pleasant, never rising or lowering, a
soothing constant, like the breeze that continued to sweep over the crowd.Lucia mustered her
courage and said, “I wish to ask you to tell us who you are, and to perform a miracle so that
everyone will believe that you have appeared to us.”“Continue to come here every month on this
day. In October I will tell you who I am and what I wish, and I will perform a miracle that everyone
will have to believe.”Over the past month, Lucia had thought about what to say. Many had
petitioned her with requests concerning loved ones and those too sick to speak for themselves.
One in particular came to mind. “Can you cure Maria Carreira’s crippled son?”“I will not cure him.
But I shall provide him a means of livelihood, provided he says the rosary every day.”She thought
it strange that a lady of heaven would attach conditions to mercy, but she understood the need
for devotion. The parish priest always proclaimed such worship as the only means to gain God’s
grace.“Sacrifice yourselves for sinners,” the Lady said, “and say many times, especially when
you make some sacrifice: ‘O Jesus, it is for your love, for the conversion of sinners and in
reparation for the sins committed against the Immaculate Heart of Mary.’ ”The Lady opened Her
clasped hands and spread Her arms. A penetrating radiance poured forth and bathed Lucia in a
warmth much like that of a winter sun on a cool day. She embraced the feeling, then saw that the
radiance did not stop at her and her two cousins. Instead, it passed through the earth and the
ground opened.This was new and different, and it frightened her.A sea of fire spread before her
in a magnificent vision. Within the flames blackened forms appeared, like chunks of beef swirling
in a boiling soup. They were human in shape, though no features or faces were distinguishable.
They popped from the fire then quickly descended, their bobbing accompanied by shrieks and
groans so sorrowful that a shudder of fear crept down Lucia’s spine. The poor souls seemed to
possess no weight or equilibrium, and were utterly at the mercy of the conflagration that
consumed them. Animal forms appeared, some she recognized, but all were frightful and she
knew them for what they were. Demons. Tenders of the flames. She was terrified and saw that
Jacinta and Francisco were equally scared. Tears were welling in their eyes and she wanted to
comfort them. If not for the Lady floating before them, she too would have lost control.“Look at
Her,” she whispered to her cousins.They obeyed, and all three turned away from the horrible
vision, their hands folded before them, fingers pointing skyward.“You see Hell, where the souls



of poor sinners go,” the Lady said. “To save them, God wishes to establish in the world the
devotion to my Immaculate Heart. If they do what I will tell you, many souls will be saved, and
there will be peace. The war is going to end. But if they do not stop offending God, another and
worse one will begin in the reign of Pius XI.”The vision of hell disappeared and the warm light
retreated back into the Lady’s folded hands.“When you shall see a night illuminated by an
unknown light, know that it is the great sign that God gives you that He is going to punish the
world for its crimes by means of war, hunger, and persecution of the Church and the Holy
Father.”Lucia was disturbed by the Lady’s words. She knew that a war had raged across Europe
for the past several years. Men from villages had gone off to fight, many never returning. She’d
heard the sorrow of the families in church. Now she was being told a way to end that
suffering.“To prevent this,” the Lady said, “I come to ask the consecration of Russia to my
Immaculate Heart and the Communion of Reparation on the first Saturdays. If they listen to my
requests, Russia will be converted and there will be peace. If not, she will scatter her errors
through the world, provoking wars and persecutions of the church. The good will be martyred,
the Holy Father will have much to suffer, various nations will be annihilated. In the end my
Immaculate Heart will triumph. The Holy Father will consecrate Russia to me, and it will be
converted, and a certain period of peace will be granted to the world.”Lucia wondered what
Russia was. Perhaps a person? A wicked woman in need of salvation? Maybe a place? Outside
of the Galicians and Spain, she did not know the name of any other nation. Her world was the
village of Fatima where her family lived, the nearby hamlet of Aljustrel where Francisco and
Jacinta lived, the Cova da Iria where the sheep grazed and vegetables grew, and the Cabeco
grotto where the angel had come last year and the year before, announcing the Lady’s arrival.
This Russia was apparently quite important to capture the Lady’s attention. But Lucia wanted to
know, “What of Portugal?”“In Portugal, the dogma of the faith will always be kept.”She smiled. It
was comforting to know that her homeland was well considered in heaven.“When you say the
rosary,” the Lady said, “say after each mystery, ‘O my Jesus, pardon us and deliver us from the
fires of hell. Draw all souls to salvation, especially those in need.’ ”She nodded.“I have more to
tell you.” When the third message was completed, the Lady said, “Tell this to no one, as yet.”“Not
even Francisco?” Lucia asked.“You may tell him.”A long moment of silence followed. No sound
leaked from the crowd. All of the men, women, and children were standing or kneeling, in
rapture, enthralled by what the three seers—as Lucia had heard them labeled—were doing.
Many clutched at rosaries and muttered prayers. She knew no one could see or hear the Lady—
their experience would be one of faith.She took a moment to savor the silence. The entire Cova
was locked in a deep solemnity. Even the wind had gone silent. Her flesh grew cold, and for the
first time the weight of responsibility settled onto her. She sucked in a deep breath and asked,
“Do you want nothing more of me?”“Today I want nothing more of you.”The Lady began to rise
into the eastern sky. Something that sounded like thunder rumbled past overhead. Lucia stood.
She was shaking. “There She goes,” she cried, pointing to the sky.The crowd sensed that the
vision was over and started to press inward.“What did she look like?”“What did she say?”“Why



do you look so sad?”“Will she come again?”The push of people toward the holm oak became
intense and a sudden fear swept through Lucia. She blurted out, “It’s a secret. It’s a
secret.”“Good or bad?” a woman screamed.“Good for some. For others, bad.”“And you won’t tell
us?”“It’s a secret and the Lady told us not to tell.”Manuel Marto picked Jacinta up and started to
elbow his way through the crowd. Lucia followed with Francisco in hand. The stragglers pursued,
pelting them with more questions. She could only think of one answer to their pleas.“It’s a secret.
It’s a secret.”ONEVATICAN CITYWEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 8, THE PRESENT6:15
A.M.Monsignor Colin Michener heard the sound again and closed the book. Somebody was
there. He knew it.Like before.He stood from the reading desk and stared around at the array of
baroque shelves. The ancient bookcases towered above him and more stood at attention down
narrow halls that spanned in both directions. The cavernous room carried an aura, a mystique
bred in part by its label. L’Archivio Segreto Vaticano. The Secret Archives of the Vatican.He’d
always thought that name strange since little contained within the volumes was secret. Most
were merely the meticulous record of two millennia of church organization, the accounts from a
time when popes were kings, warriors, politicians, and lovers. All told there were twenty-five
miles of shelves, which offered much if a searcher knew where to look.And Michener certainly
did.Refocusing on the sound, his gaze drifted across the room, past frescoes of Constantine,
Pepin, and Frederick II, before settling on an iron grille at the far side. The space beyond the
grille was dark and quiet. The Riserva was accessed only by direct papal authority, the key to the
grille held by the church’s archivist. Michener had never entered that chamber, though he’d
stood dutifully outside while his boss, Pope Clement XV, ventured inside. Even so, he was aware
of some of the precious documents that the windowless space contained. The last letter of Mary,
Queen of Scots, before she was beheaded by Elizabeth I. The petitions of seventy-five English
lords asking the pope to annul Henry VIII’s first marriage. Galileo’s signed confession.
Napoleon’s Treaty of Tolentino.He studied the cresting and buttresses of the iron grille, and the
gilded frieze of foliage and animals hammered into the metal above. The gate itself had stood
since the fourteenth century. Nothing in Vatican City was ordinary. Everything carried the
distinctive mark of a renowned artist or a legendary craftsman, someone who’d labored for years
trying to please both his God and his pope.He strode across the room, his footfalls echoing
through the tepid air, and stopped at the iron gate. A warm breeze swept past him from beyond
the grille. The right side of the portal was dominated by a huge hasp. He tested the bolt. Locked
and secure.He turned back, wondering if one of the staff had entered the archives. The duty
scriptor had departed when he’d arrived earlier and no one else would be allowed inside while
he was there, since the papal secretary needed no babysitter. But there were a multitude of
doors that led in and out, and he wondered if the noise he’d heard moments ago was that of
ancient hinges being worked open, then gently closed. It was hard to tell. Sound within the great
expanse was as confused as the writings.He stepped to his right, toward one of the long
corridors—the Hall of Parchments. Beyond was the Room of Inventories and Indexes. As he
walked, overhead bulbs flashed on and off, casting a succession of light pools, and he felt as if



he were underground, though he was two stories up.He ventured only a little way, heard nothing,
then turned around.It was early in the day and midweek. He’d chosen this time for his research
deliberately—less chance of impeding others who’d gained access to the archives, and less
chance of attracting the attention of curial employees. He was on a mission for the Holy Father,
his inquiries private, but he was not alone. The last time, a week ago, he’d sensed the same
thing.He reentered the main hall and stepped back to the reading desk, his attention still on the
room. The floor was a zodiacal diagram oriented to the sun, its rays able to penetrate thanks to
carefully positioned slits high in the walls. He knew that centuries ago the Gregorian calendar
had been calculated at this precise spot. Yet no sunlight leaked in today. Outside was cold and
wet, a midautumn rainstorm pelting Rome.The volumes that had held his attention for the past
two hours were neatly arranged on the lectern. Many had been composed within the past two
decades. Four were much older. Two of the oldest were written in Italian, one was in Spanish, the
other in Portuguese. He could read all of them with ease—another reason Clement XV coveted
his employment.The Spanish and Italian accounts were of little value, both rehashes of the
Portuguese work: A Comprehensive and Detailed Study of the Reported Apparitions of the Holy
Virgin Mary at Fatima–May 13, 1917, to October 13, 1917.Pope Benedict XV had ordered the
investigation in 1922 as part of the Church’s investigation into what supposedly had occurred in
a remote Portuguese valley. The entire manuscript was handwritten, the ink faded to a warm
yellow so the words appeared as if they were scripted in gold. The bishop of Leira had
performed a thorough inquiry, spending eight years in all, and the information later became
critical in the 1930 acknowledgment by the Vatican that the Virgin’s six earthly appearances at
Fatima were worthy of assent. Three appendices, now attached to the original, had been
generated in the 1950s, ’60s, and ’90s.Michener had studied them all with the thoroughness of
the lawyer he’d been trained by the Church to be. Seven years at the University of Munich had
earned him his degrees, yet he’d never practiced law conventionally. His was a world of
ecclesiastical pronouncements and canonical decrees. Precedent spanned two millennia and
relied more on an understanding of the times than on any notion of stare decisis. His arduous
legal training had become invaluable to his Church service, as the logic of the law had many
times become an ally in the confusing mire of divine politics. More important, it had just helped
him find in this labyrinth of forgotten information what Clement XV wanted.The sound came
again.A soft squeak, like two limbs rubbing together in a breeze, or a mouse announcing its
presence.He rushed toward the source and glanced both ways.Nothing.Fifty feet off to the left, a
door led out of the archive. He approached the portal and tested the lock. It yielded. He strained
to open the heavy slab of carved oak and the iron hinges squealed ever so slightly.A sound he
recognized.The hallway beyond was empty, but a gleam on the marble floor caught his
attention.He knelt.The transparent clumps of moisture came with regularity, the droplets leading
off into the corridor, then back through the doorway into the archive. Suspended within some
were remnants of mud, leaves, and grass.He followed the trail with his gaze which stopped at
the end of a row of shelves. Rain continued to pound the roof.He knew the puddles for what they



were.Footprints.ONEVATICAN CITYWEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 8, THE PRESENT6:15
A.M.Monsignor Colin Michener heard the sound again and closed the book. Somebody was
there. He knew it.Like before.He stood from the reading desk and stared around at the array of
baroque shelves. The ancient bookcases towered above him and more stood at attention down
narrow halls that spanned in both directions. The cavernous room carried an aura, a mystique
bred in part by its label. L’Archivio Segreto Vaticano. The Secret Archives of the Vatican.He’d
always thought that name strange since little contained within the volumes was secret. Most
were merely the meticulous record of two millennia of church organization, the accounts from a
time when popes were kings, warriors, politicians, and lovers. All told there were twenty-five
miles of shelves, which offered much if a searcher knew where to look.And Michener certainly
did.Refocusing on the sound, his gaze drifted across the room, past frescoes of Constantine,
Pepin, and Frederick II, before settling on an iron grille at the far side. The space beyond the
grille was dark and quiet. The Riserva was accessed only by direct papal authority, the key to the
grille held by the church’s archivist. Michener had never entered that chamber, though he’d
stood dutifully outside while his boss, Pope Clement XV, ventured inside. Even so, he was aware
of some of the precious documents that the windowless space contained. The last letter of Mary,
Queen of Scots, before she was beheaded by Elizabeth I. The petitions of seventy-five English
lords asking the pope to annul Henry VIII’s first marriage. Galileo’s signed confession.
Napoleon’s Treaty of Tolentino.He studied the cresting and buttresses of the iron grille, and the
gilded frieze of foliage and animals hammered into the metal above. The gate itself had stood
since the fourteenth century. Nothing in Vatican City was ordinary. Everything carried the
distinctive mark of a renowned artist or a legendary craftsman, someone who’d labored for years
trying to please both his God and his pope.He strode across the room, his footfalls echoing
through the tepid air, and stopped at the iron gate. A warm breeze swept past him from beyond
the grille. The right side of the portal was dominated by a huge hasp. He tested the bolt. Locked
and secure.He turned back, wondering if one of the staff had entered the archives. The duty
scriptor had departed when he’d arrived earlier and no one else would be allowed inside while
he was there, since the papal secretary needed no babysitter. But there were a multitude of
doors that led in and out, and he wondered if the noise he’d heard moments ago was that of
ancient hinges being worked open, then gently closed. It was hard to tell. Sound within the great
expanse was as confused as the writings.He stepped to his right, toward one of the long
corridors—the Hall of Parchments. Beyond was the Room of Inventories and Indexes. As he
walked, overhead bulbs flashed on and off, casting a succession of light pools, and he felt as if
he were underground, though he was two stories up.He ventured only a little way, heard nothing,
then turned around.It was early in the day and midweek. He’d chosen this time for his research
deliberately—less chance of impeding others who’d gained access to the archives, and less
chance of attracting the attention of curial employees. He was on a mission for the Holy Father,
his inquiries private, but he was not alone. The last time, a week ago, he’d sensed the same
thing.He reentered the main hall and stepped back to the reading desk, his attention still on the



room. The floor was a zodiacal diagram oriented to the sun, its rays able to penetrate thanks to
carefully positioned slits high in the walls. He knew that centuries ago the Gregorian calendar
had been calculated at this precise spot. Yet no sunlight leaked in today. Outside was cold and
wet, a midautumn rainstorm pelting Rome.The volumes that had held his attention for the past
two hours were neatly arranged on the lectern. Many had been composed within the past two
decades. Four were much older. Two of the oldest were written in Italian, one was in Spanish, the
other in Portuguese. He could read all of them with ease—another reason Clement XV coveted
his employment.The Spanish and Italian accounts were of little value, both rehashes of the
Portuguese work: A Comprehensive and Detailed Study of the Reported Apparitions of the Holy
Virgin Mary at Fatima–May 13, 1917, to October 13, 1917.Pope Benedict XV had ordered the
investigation in 1922 as part of the Church’s investigation into what supposedly had occurred in
a remote Portuguese valley. The entire manuscript was handwritten, the ink faded to a warm
yellow so the words appeared as if they were scripted in gold. The bishop of Leira had
performed a thorough inquiry, spending eight years in all, and the information later became
critical in the 1930 acknowledgment by the Vatican that the Virgin’s six earthly appearances at
Fatima were worthy of assent. Three appendices, now attached to the original, had been
generated in the 1950s, ’60s, and ’90s.Michener had studied them all with the thoroughness of
the lawyer he’d been trained by the Church to be. Seven years at the University of Munich had
earned him his degrees, yet he’d never practiced law conventionally. His was a world of
ecclesiastical pronouncements and canonical decrees. Precedent spanned two millennia and
relied more on an understanding of the times than on any notion of stare decisis. His arduous
legal training had become invaluable to his Church service, as the logic of the law had many
times become an ally in the confusing mire of divine politics. More important, it had just helped
him find in this labyrinth of forgotten information what Clement XV wanted.The sound came
again.A soft squeak, like two limbs rubbing together in a breeze, or a mouse announcing its
presence.He rushed toward the source and glanced both ways.Nothing.Fifty feet off to the left, a
door led out of the archive. He approached the portal and tested the lock. It yielded. He strained
to open the heavy slab of carved oak and the iron hinges squealed ever so slightly.A sound he
recognized.The hallway beyond was empty, but a gleam on the marble floor caught his
attention.He knelt.The transparent clumps of moisture came with regularity, the droplets leading
off into the corridor, then back through the doorway into the archive. Suspended within some
were remnants of mud, leaves, and grass.He followed the trail with his gaze which stopped at
the end of a row of shelves. Rain continued to pound the roof.He knew the puddles for what they
were.Footprints.ONEVATICAN CITYWEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 8, THE PRESENT6:15
A.M.Monsignor Colin Michener heard the sound again and closed the book. Somebody was
there. He knew it.Like before.He stood from the reading desk and stared around at the array of
baroque shelves. The ancient bookcases towered above him and more stood at attention down
narrow halls that spanned in both directions. The cavernous room carried an aura, a mystique
bred in part by its label. L’Archivio Segreto Vaticano. The Secret Archives of the Vatican.He’d



always thought that name strange since little contained within the volumes was secret. Most
were merely the meticulous record of two millennia of church organization, the accounts from a
time when popes were kings, warriors, politicians, and lovers. All told there were twenty-five
miles of shelves, which offered much if a searcher knew where to look.And Michener certainly
did.Refocusing on the sound, his gaze drifted across the room, past frescoes of Constantine,
Pepin, and Frederick II, before settling on an iron grille at the far side. The space beyond the
grille was dark and quiet. The Riserva was accessed only by direct papal authority, the key to the
grille held by the church’s archivist. Michener had never entered that chamber, though he’d
stood dutifully outside while his boss, Pope Clement XV, ventured inside. Even so, he was aware
of some of the precious documents that the windowless space contained. The last letter of Mary,
Queen of Scots, before she was beheaded by Elizabeth I. The petitions of seventy-five English
lords asking the pope to annul Henry VIII’s first marriage. Galileo’s signed confession.
Napoleon’s Treaty of Tolentino.He studied the cresting and buttresses of the iron grille, and the
gilded frieze of foliage and animals hammered into the metal above. The gate itself had stood
since the fourteenth century. Nothing in Vatican City was ordinary. Everything carried the
distinctive mark of a renowned artist or a legendary craftsman, someone who’d labored for years
trying to please both his God and his pope.He strode across the room, his footfalls echoing
through the tepid air, and stopped at the iron gate. A warm breeze swept past him from beyond
the grille. The right side of the portal was dominated by a huge hasp. He tested the bolt. Locked
and secure.He turned back, wondering if one of the staff had entered the archives. The duty
scriptor had departed when he’d arrived earlier and no one else would be allowed inside while
he was there, since the papal secretary needed no babysitter. But there were a multitude of
doors that led in and out, and he wondered if the noise he’d heard moments ago was that of
ancient hinges being worked open, then gently closed. It was hard to tell. Sound within the great
expanse was as confused as the writings.He stepped to his right, toward one of the long
corridors—the Hall of Parchments. Beyond was the Room of Inventories and Indexes. As he
walked, overhead bulbs flashed on and off, casting a succession of light pools, and he felt as if
he were underground, though he was two stories up.He ventured only a little way, heard nothing,
then turned around.It was early in the day and midweek. He’d chosen this time for his research
deliberately—less chance of impeding others who’d gained access to the archives, and less
chance of attracting the attention of curial employees. He was on a mission for the Holy Father,
his inquiries private, but he was not alone. The last time, a week ago, he’d sensed the same
thing.He reentered the main hall and stepped back to the reading desk, his attention still on the
room. The floor was a zodiacal diagram oriented to the sun, its rays able to penetrate thanks to
carefully positioned slits high in the walls. He knew that centuries ago the Gregorian calendar
had been calculated at this precise spot. Yet no sunlight leaked in today. Outside was cold and
wet, a midautumn rainstorm pelting Rome.The volumes that had held his attention for the past
two hours were neatly arranged on the lectern. Many had been composed within the past two
decades. Four were much older. Two of the oldest were written in Italian, one was in Spanish, the



other in Portuguese. He could read all of them with ease—another reason Clement XV coveted
his employment.The Spanish and Italian accounts were of little value, both rehashes of the
Portuguese work: A Comprehensive and Detailed Study of the Reported Apparitions of the Holy
Virgin Mary at Fatima–May 13, 1917, to October 13, 1917.Pope Benedict XV had ordered the
investigation in 1922 as part of the Church’s investigation into what supposedly had occurred in
a remote Portuguese valley. The entire manuscript was handwritten, the ink faded to a warm
yellow so the words appeared as if they were scripted in gold. The bishop of Leira had
performed a thorough inquiry, spending eight years in all, and the information later became
critical in the 1930 acknowledgment by the Vatican that the Virgin’s six earthly appearances at
Fatima were worthy of assent. Three appendices, now attached to the original, had been
generated in the 1950s, ’60s, and ’90s.Michener had studied them all with the thoroughness of
the lawyer he’d been trained by the Church to be. Seven years at the University of Munich had
earned him his degrees, yet he’d never practiced law conventionally. His was a world of
ecclesiastical pronouncements and canonical decrees. Precedent spanned two millennia and
relied more on an understanding of the times than on any notion of stare decisis. His arduous
legal training had become invaluable to his Church service, as the logic of the law had many
times become an ally in the confusing mire of divine politics. More important, it had just helped
him find in this labyrinth of forgotten information what Clement XV wanted.The sound came
again.A soft squeak, like two limbs rubbing together in a breeze, or a mouse announcing its
presence.He rushed toward the source and glanced both ways.Nothing.Fifty feet off to the left, a
door led out of the archive. He approached the portal and tested the lock. It yielded. He strained
to open the heavy slab of carved oak and the iron hinges squealed ever so slightly.A sound he
recognized.The hallway beyond was empty, but a gleam on the marble floor caught his
attention.He knelt.The transparent clumps of moisture came with regularity, the droplets leading
off into the corridor, then back through the doorway into the archive. Suspended within some
were remnants of mud, leaves, and grass.He followed the trail with his gaze which stopped at
the end of a row of shelves. Rain continued to pound the roof.He knew the puddles for what they
were.Footprints.TWO7:45 A.M.The media circus started early, as Michener knew it would. He
stood before the window and watched as television vans and trailers eased into St. Peter’s
Square and claimed their assigned positions. The Vatican press office had reported to him
yesterday that seventy-one press applications had been approved for the tribunal from North
American, English, and French journalists, though there were also a dozen Italians and three
Germans in the group. Most were print media, but several news outlets had asked for and were
granted on-site broadcast permission. The BBC had even lobbied for camera access inside the
tribunal itself, part of a documentary it was preparing, but that request was denied. The whole
thing should be quite a show—but that was the price to be paid for going after a celebrity.The
Apostolic Penitentiary was the senior of three Vatican tribunals and dealt exclusively with
excommunications. Canon law proclaimed five reasons a person could be excommunicated:
Breaking the confidentiality of the confessional. Physically attacking the pope. Consecrating a



bishop without Holy See approval. Desecrating the Eucharist. And the one at issue today—a
priest absolving his accomplice in a sexual sin.Father Thomas Kealy of St. Peter and Paul
Church in Richmond, Virginia had done the unthinkable. Three years ago he’d engaged in an
open relationship with a woman, then in front of his congregation he’d absolved them both of sin.
The stunt, and Kealy’s scathing comments on the Church’s unbending position regarding
celibacy, had garnered a great deal of attention. Individual priests and theologians had long
challenged Rome on celibacy, and the usual response was to wait the advocate out, since most
either quit or fell into line. Father Kealy, though, took his challenge to new levels by publishing
three books, one an international best seller, that directly contradicted established Catholic
doctrine. Michener well knew the institutional fear that surrounded him. It was one thing when a
priest challenged Rome, quite another when people started listening.And people listened to
Thomas Kealy.He was handsome and smart and possessed the enviable gift of being able to
succinctly convey his thoughts. He’d appeared across the globe and had attracted a strong
following. Every movement needed a leader, and church reform advocates had apparently found
theirs in this bold priest. His website, which Michener knew the Apostolic Penitentiary monitored
on a daily basis, scored more than twenty thousand hits a day. A year ago Kealy had founded a
global movement, Catholics Rallying for Equality Against Theological Eccentricities—CREATE—
which now boasted over a million members, most from North America and Europe.Kealy’s bold
leadership had even spawned courage among American bishops, and last year a sizable bloc
came close to openly endorsing his ideas and questioning Rome’s continued reliance on
archaic medieval philosophy. As Kealy had many times pronounced, the American church was in
crisis thanks to old ideas, disgraced priests, and arrogant leaders. His argument that the Vatican
loves American money, but not American influence resonated. He offered the kind of populist
common sense that Michener knew Western minds craved. He had become a celebrity. Now the
challenger had come to meet the champion, and their joust would be recorded by the world
press.But first, Michener had a joust of his own.He turned from the window and stared at
Clement XV, flushing from his mind the thought that his old friend might soon die.“How are you
today, Holy Father?” he asked in German. When alone, they always used Clement’s native
language. Almost none of the palace staff spoke German.The pope reached for a china cup and
savored a sip of espresso. “It is amazing how being surrounded by such majesty can be so
unsatisfying.”The cynicism was nothing new, but of late its tone had intensified.Clement tabled
the cup. “Did you find the information in the archive?”Michener stepped from the window and
nodded.“Was the original Fatima report helpful?”“Not a bit. I discovered other documents that
yielded more.” He wondered again why any of this was important, but said nothing.The pope
seemed to sense what he was thinking. “You never ask, do you?”“You’d tell, if you wanted me to
know.”A lot had changed about this man over the past three years—the pope growing more
distant, pale, and fragile by the day. While Clement had always been a short, thin man, it
seemed of late that his body was retreating within itself. His scalp, once covered by a thatch of
brown hair, was now dusted with short gray fuzz. The bright face that had adorned newspapers



and magazines, smiling from the balcony of St. Peter’s as his election was announced, loomed
gaunt to the point of caricature, his flush cheeks gone, the once hardly noticeable port wine stain
now a prominent splotch that the Vatican press office routinely airbrushed from photos. The
pressures of occupying the chair of St. Peter had taken a toll, severely aging a man who, not so
long ago, scaled the Bavarian Alps with regularity.Michener motioned to the tray of coffee. He
remembered when wurst, yogurt, and black bread constituted breakfast. “Why don’t you eat?
The steward told me you didn’t have any dinner last night.”“Such a worrier.”“Why are you not
hungry?”“Persistent, too.”“Evading my questions does nothing to calm my fears.”“And what are
your fears, Colin?”He wanted to mention the lines bracketing Clement’s brow, the alarming pallor
of his skin, the veins that marked the old man’s hands and wrists. But he simply said, “Only your
health, Holy Father.”Clement smiled. “You are good at avoiding my taunts.”“Arguing with the Holy
Father is a fruitless endeavor.”“Ah, that infallibility stuff. I forgot. I’m always right.”He decided to
take that challenge. “Not always.”Clement chuckled. “Do you have the name found in the
archives?”He reached into his cassock and removed what he’d written just before he’d heard the
sound. He handed it to Clement and said, “Somebody was there again.”“Which should not
surprise you. Nothing is private here.” The pope read, then repeated what was written. “Father
Andrej Tibor.”He knew what was expected of him. “He’s a retired priest living in Romania. I
checked our records. His retirement check is still sent to an address there.”“I want you to go see
him.”“Are you going to tell me why?”“Not yet.”For the past three months Clement had been
deeply bothered. The old man had tried to conceal it, but after twenty-four years of friendship
little escaped Michener’s notice. He remembered precisely when the apprehension started. Just
after a visit to the archives—to the Riserva—and the ancient safe waiting behind the locked iron
grille. “Do I get to know when you will tell me why?”The pope rose from his chair. “After
prayers.”They left the study and walked in silence across the fourth floor, stopping at an open
doorway. The chapel beyond was sheathed in white marble, the windows a dazzling glass
mosaic fashioned to represent the Stations of the Cross. Clement came every morning for a few
minutes of meditation. No one was allowed to interrupt him. Everything could wait until he
finished talking with God.Michener had served Clement since the early days when the wiry
German was first an archbishop, then a cardinal, then Vatican secretary of state. He’d risen with
his mentor—from seminarian, to priest, to monsignor—the climb culminating thirty-four months
back when the Sacred College of Cardinals elected Jakob Cardinal Volkner the 267th successor
to St. Peter. Volkner immediately chose Michener as his personal secretary.Michener knew
Clement for who he was—a man educated in a postwar German society that had swirled in
turmoil—learning his diplomatic craft in such volatile postings as Dublin, Cairo, Cape Town, and
Warsaw. Jakob Volkner was a man of immense patience and fanatical attention. Never once in
their years together had Michener ever doubted his mentor’s faith or character, and he’d long
ago resolved that if he could simply be half the man Volkner had been, he would consider his life
a success.Clement finished his prayers, crossed himself, then kissed the pectoral cross that
graced the front of his white simar. His quiet time had been short today. The pope eased himself



up from the prie-dieu, but lingered at the altar. Michener stood quiet in the corner until the pontiff
stepped over to him.“I intend to explain myself in a letter to Father Tibor. It will be papal authority
for him to provide you with certain information.”Still not an explanation as to why the Romanian
trip was necessary. “When would you like me to go?”“Tomorrow. The next day at the latest.”“I’m
not sure that’s a good idea. Can’t one of the legates handle the task?”“I assure you, Colin. I won’t
die while you are gone. I may look bad, but I feel fine.”Which had been confirmed by Clement’s
doctors not less than a week ago. After a battery of tests, the pope had been proclaimed free of
any debilitating disease. But privately the papal physician had cautioned that stress was
Clement’s deadliest enemy, and his rapid decline over the past few months seemed evidence
that something was tearing at his soul.“I never said you looked bad, Holiness.”“You didn’t have
to.” The old man pointed to his eyes. “It’s in there. I’ve learned to read them.”Michener held up the
slip of paper. “Why do you need to make contact with this priest?”“I should have done it after I
first went into the Riserva. But I resisted.” Clement paused. “I can’t resist any longer. I have no
choice.”“Why is the supreme pontiff of the Roman Catholic Church without choices?”The pope
stepped away and faced a crucifix on the wall. Two stout candles burned bright on either side of
the marble altar.“Are you going to the tribunal this morning?” Clement asked, his back to
him.“That’s not an answer to my question.”“The supreme pontiff of the Roman Catholic Church
can pick and choose what he wants to answer.”“I believe you instructed me to attend the tribunal.
So, yes, I’ll be there. Along with a roomful of reporters.”“Will she be there?”He knew exactly who
the old man was referring to. “I’m told she applied for press credentials to cover the event.”“Do
you know her interest in the tribunal?”He shook his head. “As I told you before, I only learned of
her presence by accident.”Clement turned to face him. “But what a fortunate accident.”He
wondered why the pope was interested.“It’s all right to care, Colin. She’s a part of your past. A
part you should not forget.”Clement only knew the whole story because Michener had needed a
confessor, and the archbishop of Cologne had then been his closest companion. It was the only
breach of his clerical vows during his quarter century as a priest. He’d thought about quitting, but
Clement talked him out of it, explaining that only through weakness could a soul gain strength.
Nothing would be gained from walking away. Now, after more than a dozen years, he knew
Jakob Volkner had been right. He was the papal secretary. For nearly three years he’d helped
Clement XV govern a derisive combination of Catholic personality and culture. The fact that his
entire participation was based on a violation of his oath to his God and his Church never
seemed to bother him. And that realization had, of late, become quite troubling.“I haven’t
forgotten any of it,” he whispered.The pope stepped close to him and laid a hand on his
shoulder. “Do not lament for that which was lost. It is unhealthy and counterproductive.”“Lying
doesn’t come easy to me.”“Your God has forgiven you. That is all you need.”“How can you be
sure?”“I am. And if you can’t believe the infallible head of the Catholic Church, who can you
believe?” A smile accompanied the facetious comment, one that told Michener not to take things
quite so seriously.He smiled, too. “You’re impossible.”Clement removed his hand. “True, but I’m
lovable.”“I’ll try and remember that.”“You do that. I’ll have my letter for Father Tibor ready shortly.



It will call for a written response, but if he desires to speak, listen to him, ask what you will, and
tell me everything. Understand?”He wondered how he would know what to ask since he had no
idea why he was even going, but he simply said, “I understand, Holiness. As always.”Clement
grinned. “That’s right, Colin. As always.”TWO7:45 A.M.The media circus started early, as
Michener knew it would. He stood before the window and watched as television vans and trailers
eased into St. Peter’s Square and claimed their assigned positions. The Vatican press office had
reported to him yesterday that seventy-one press applications had been approved for the
tribunal from North American, English, and French journalists, though there were also a dozen
Italians and three Germans in the group. Most were print media, but several news outlets had
asked for and were granted on-site broadcast permission. The BBC had even lobbied for
camera access inside the tribunal itself, part of a documentary it was preparing, but that request
was denied. The whole thing should be quite a show—but that was the price to be paid for going
after a celebrity.The Apostolic Penitentiary was the senior of three Vatican tribunals and dealt
exclusively with excommunications. Canon law proclaimed five reasons a person could be
excommunicated: Breaking the confidentiality of the confessional. Physically attacking the pope.
Consecrating a bishop without Holy See approval. Desecrating the Eucharist. And the one at
issue today—a priest absolving his accomplice in a sexual sin.Father Thomas Kealy of St. Peter
and Paul Church in Richmond, Virginia had done the unthinkable. Three years ago he’d
engaged in an open relationship with a woman, then in front of his congregation he’d absolved
them both of sin. The stunt, and Kealy’s scathing comments on the Church’s unbending position
regarding celibacy, had garnered a great deal of attention. Individual priests and theologians had
long challenged Rome on celibacy, and the usual response was to wait the advocate out, since
most either quit or fell into line. Father Kealy, though, took his challenge to new levels by
publishing three books, one an international best seller, that directly contradicted established
Catholic doctrine. Michener well knew the institutional fear that surrounded him. It was one thing
when a priest challenged Rome, quite another when people started listening.And people
listened to Thomas Kealy.He was handsome and smart and possessed the enviable gift of being
able to succinctly convey his thoughts. He’d appeared across the globe and had attracted a
strong following. Every movement needed a leader, and church reform advocates had
apparently found theirs in this bold priest. His website, which Michener knew the Apostolic
Penitentiary monitored on a daily basis, scored more than twenty thousand hits a day. A year
ago Kealy had founded a global movement, Catholics Rallying for Equality Against Theological
Eccentricities—CREATE—which now boasted over a million members, most from North
America and Europe.Kealy’s bold leadership had even spawned courage among American
bishops, and last year a sizable bloc came close to openly endorsing his ideas and questioning
Rome’s continued reliance on archaic medieval philosophy. As Kealy had many times
pronounced, the American church was in crisis thanks to old ideas, disgraced priests, and
arrogant leaders. His argument that the Vatican loves American money, but not American
influence resonated. He offered the kind of populist common sense that Michener knew Western



minds craved. He had become a celebrity. Now the challenger had come to meet the champion,
and their joust would be recorded by the world press.But first, Michener had a joust of his
own.He turned from the window and stared at Clement XV, flushing from his mind the thought
that his old friend might soon die.“How are you today, Holy Father?” he asked in German. When
alone, they always used Clement’s native language. Almost none of the palace staff spoke
German.The pope reached for a china cup and savored a sip of espresso. “It is amazing how
being surrounded by such majesty can be so unsatisfying.”The cynicism was nothing new, but of
late its tone had intensified.Clement tabled the cup. “Did you find the information in the
archive?”Michener stepped from the window and nodded.“Was the original Fatima report
helpful?”“Not a bit. I discovered other documents that yielded more.” He wondered again why
any of this was important, but said nothing.The pope seemed to sense what he was thinking.
“You never ask, do you?”“You’d tell, if you wanted me to know.”A lot had changed about this man
over the past three years—the pope growing more distant, pale, and fragile by the day. While
Clement had always been a short, thin man, it seemed of late that his body was retreating within
itself. His scalp, once covered by a thatch of brown hair, was now dusted with short gray fuzz.
The bright face that had adorned newspapers and magazines, smiling from the balcony of St.
Peter’s as his election was announced, loomed gaunt to the point of caricature, his flush cheeks
gone, the once hardly noticeable port wine stain now a prominent splotch that the Vatican press
office routinely airbrushed from photos. The pressures of occupying the chair of St. Peter had
taken a toll, severely aging a man who, not so long ago, scaled the Bavarian Alps with
regularity.Michener motioned to the tray of coffee. He remembered when wurst, yogurt, and
black bread constituted breakfast. “Why don’t you eat? The steward told me you didn’t have any
dinner last night.”“Such a worrier.”“Why are you not hungry?”“Persistent, too.”“Evading my
questions does nothing to calm my fears.”“And what are your fears, Colin?”He wanted to
mention the lines bracketing Clement’s brow, the alarming pallor of his skin, the veins that
marked the old man’s hands and wrists. But he simply said, “Only your health, Holy
Father.”Clement smiled. “You are good at avoiding my taunts.”“Arguing with the Holy Father is a
fruitless endeavor.”“Ah, that infallibility stuff. I forgot. I’m always right.”He decided to take that
challenge. “Not always.”Clement chuckled. “Do you have the name found in the archives?”He
reached into his cassock and removed what he’d written just before he’d heard the sound. He
handed it to Clement and said, “Somebody was there again.”“Which should not surprise you.
Nothing is private here.” The pope read, then repeated what was written. “Father Andrej
Tibor.”He knew what was expected of him. “He’s a retired priest living in Romania. I checked our
records. His retirement check is still sent to an address there.”“I want you to go see him.”“Are you
going to tell me why?”“Not yet.”For the past three months Clement had been deeply bothered.
The old man had tried to conceal it, but after twenty-four years of friendship little escaped
Michener’s notice. He remembered precisely when the apprehension started. Just after a visit to
the archives—to the Riserva—and the ancient safe waiting behind the locked iron grille. “Do I get
to know when you will tell me why?”The pope rose from his chair. “After prayers.”They left the



study and walked in silence across the fourth floor, stopping at an open doorway. The chapel
beyond was sheathed in white marble, the windows a dazzling glass mosaic fashioned to
represent the Stations of the Cross. Clement came every morning for a few minutes of
meditation. No one was allowed to interrupt him. Everything could wait until he finished talking
with God.Michener had served Clement since the early days when the wiry German was first an
archbishop, then a cardinal, then Vatican secretary of state. He’d risen with his mentor—from
seminarian, to priest, to monsignor—the climb culminating thirty-four months back when the
Sacred College of Cardinals elected Jakob Cardinal Volkner the 267th successor to St. Peter.
Volkner immediately chose Michener as his personal secretary.Michener knew Clement for who
he was—a man educated in a postwar German society that had swirled in turmoil—learning his
diplomatic craft in such volatile postings as Dublin, Cairo, Cape Town, and Warsaw. Jakob
Volkner was a man of immense patience and fanatical attention. Never once in their years
together had Michener ever doubted his mentor’s faith or character, and he’d long ago resolved
that if he could simply be half the man Volkner had been, he would consider his life a
success.Clement finished his prayers, crossed himself, then kissed the pectoral cross that
graced the front of his white simar. His quiet time had been short today. The pope eased himself
up from the prie-dieu, but lingered at the altar. Michener stood quiet in the corner until the pontiff
stepped over to him.“I intend to explain myself in a letter to Father Tibor. It will be papal authority
for him to provide you with certain information.”Still not an explanation as to why the Romanian
trip was necessary. “When would you like me to go?”“Tomorrow. The next day at the latest.”“I’m
not sure that’s a good idea. Can’t one of the legates handle the task?”“I assure you, Colin. I won’t
die while you are gone. I may look bad, but I feel fine.”Which had been confirmed by Clement’s
doctors not less than a week ago. After a battery of tests, the pope had been proclaimed free of
any debilitating disease. But privately the papal physician had cautioned that stress was
Clement’s deadliest enemy, and his rapid decline over the past few months seemed evidence
that something was tearing at his soul.“I never said you looked bad, Holiness.”“You didn’t have
to.” The old man pointed to his eyes. “It’s in there. I’ve learned to read them.”Michener held up the
slip of paper. “Why do you need to make contact with this priest?”“I should have done it after I
first went into the Riserva. But I resisted.” Clement paused. “I can’t resist any longer. I have no
choice.”“Why is the supreme pontiff of the Roman Catholic Church without choices?”The pope
stepped away and faced a crucifix on the wall. Two stout candles burned bright on either side of
the marble altar.“Are you going to the tribunal this morning?” Clement asked, his back to
him.“That’s not an answer to my question.”“The supreme pontiff of the Roman Catholic Church
can pick and choose what he wants to answer.”“I believe you instructed me to attend the tribunal.
So, yes, I’ll be there. Along with a roomful of reporters.”“Will she be there?”He knew exactly who
the old man was referring to. “I’m told she applied for press credentials to cover the event.”“Do
you know her interest in the tribunal?”He shook his head. “As I told you before, I only learned of
her presence by accident.”Clement turned to face him. “But what a fortunate accident.”He
wondered why the pope was interested.“It’s all right to care, Colin. She’s a part of your past. A



part you should not forget.”Clement only knew the whole story because Michener had needed a
confessor, and the archbishop of Cologne had then been his closest companion. It was the only
breach of his clerical vows during his quarter century as a priest. He’d thought about quitting, but
Clement talked him out of it, explaining that only through weakness could a soul gain strength.
Nothing would be gained from walking away. Now, after more than a dozen years, he knew
Jakob Volkner had been right. He was the papal secretary. For nearly three years he’d helped
Clement XV govern a derisive combination of Catholic personality and culture. The fact that his
entire participation was based on a violation of his oath to his God and his Church never
seemed to bother him. And that realization had, of late, become quite troubling.“I haven’t
forgotten any of it,” he whispered.The pope stepped close to him and laid a hand on his
shoulder. “Do not lament for that which was lost. It is unhealthy and counterproductive.”“Lying
doesn’t come easy to me.”“Your God has forgiven you. That is all you need.”“How can you be
sure?”“I am. And if you can’t believe the infallible head of the Catholic Church, who can you
believe?” A smile accompanied the facetious comment, one that told Michener not to take things
quite so seriously.He smiled, too. “You’re impossible.”Clement removed his hand. “True, but I’m
lovable.”“I’ll try and remember that.”“You do that. I’ll have my letter for Father Tibor ready shortly.
It will call for a written response, but if he desires to speak, listen to him, ask what you will, and
tell me everything. Understand?”He wondered how he would know what to ask since he had no
idea why he was even going, but he simply said, “I understand, Holiness. As always.”Clement
grinned. “That’s right, Colin. As always.”TWO7:45 A.M.The media circus started early, as
Michener knew it would. He stood before the window and watched as television vans and trailers
eased into St. Peter’s Square and claimed their assigned positions. The Vatican press office had
reported to him yesterday that seventy-one press applications had been approved for the
tribunal from North American, English, and French journalists, though there were also a dozen
Italians and three Germans in the group. Most were print media, but several news outlets had
asked for and were granted on-site broadcast permission. The BBC had even lobbied for
camera access inside the tribunal itself, part of a documentary it was preparing, but that request
was denied. The whole thing should be quite a show—but that was the price to be paid for going
after a celebrity.The Apostolic Penitentiary was the senior of three Vatican tribunals and dealt
exclusively with excommunications. Canon law proclaimed five reasons a person could be
excommunicated: Breaking the confidentiality of the confessional. Physically attacking the pope.
Consecrating a bishop without Holy See approval. Desecrating the Eucharist. And the one at
issue today—a priest absolving his accomplice in a sexual sin.Father Thomas Kealy of St. Peter
and Paul Church in Richmond, Virginia had done the unthinkable. Three years ago he’d
engaged in an open relationship with a woman, then in front of his congregation he’d absolved
them both of sin. The stunt, and Kealy’s scathing comments on the Church’s unbending position
regarding celibacy, had garnered a great deal of attention. Individual priests and theologians had
long challenged Rome on celibacy, and the usual response was to wait the advocate out, since
most either quit or fell into line. Father Kealy, though, took his challenge to new levels by



publishing three books, one an international best seller, that directly contradicted established
Catholic doctrine. Michener well knew the institutional fear that surrounded him. It was one thing
when a priest challenged Rome, quite another when people started listening.And people
listened to Thomas Kealy.He was handsome and smart and possessed the enviable gift of being
able to succinctly convey his thoughts. He’d appeared across the globe and had attracted a
strong following. Every movement needed a leader, and church reform advocates had
apparently found theirs in this bold priest. His website, which Michener knew the Apostolic
Penitentiary monitored on a daily basis, scored more than twenty thousand hits a day. A year
ago Kealy had founded a global movement, Catholics Rallying for Equality Against Theological
Eccentricities—CREATE—which now boasted over a million members, most from North
America and Europe.Kealy’s bold leadership had even spawned courage among American
bishops, and last year a sizable bloc came close to openly endorsing his ideas and questioning
Rome’s continued reliance on archaic medieval philosophy. As Kealy had many times
pronounced, the American church was in crisis thanks to old ideas, disgraced priests, and
arrogant leaders. His argument that the Vatican loves American money, but not American
influence resonated. He offered the kind of populist common sense that Michener knew Western
minds craved. He had become a celebrity. Now the challenger had come to meet the champion,
and their joust would be recorded by the world press.But first, Michener had a joust of his
own.He turned from the window and stared at Clement XV, flushing from his mind the thought
that his old friend might soon die.“How are you today, Holy Father?” he asked in German. When
alone, they always used Clement’s native language. Almost none of the palace staff spoke
German.The pope reached for a china cup and savored a sip of espresso. “It is amazing how
being surrounded by such majesty can be so unsatisfying.”The cynicism was nothing new, but of
late its tone had intensified.Clement tabled the cup. “Did you find the information in the
archive?”Michener stepped from the window and nodded.“Was the original Fatima report
helpful?”“Not a bit. I discovered other documents that yielded more.” He wondered again why
any of this was important, but said nothing.The pope seemed to sense what he was thinking.
“You never ask, do you?”“You’d tell, if you wanted me to know.”A lot had changed about this man
over the past three years—the pope growing more distant, pale, and fragile by the day. While
Clement had always been a short, thin man, it seemed of late that his body was retreating within
itself. His scalp, once covered by a thatch of brown hair, was now dusted with short gray fuzz.
The bright face that had adorned newspapers and magazines, smiling from the balcony of St.
Peter’s as his election was announced, loomed gaunt to the point of caricature, his flush cheeks
gone, the once hardly noticeable port wine stain now a prominent splotch that the Vatican press
office routinely airbrushed from photos. The pressures of occupying the chair of St. Peter had
taken a toll, severely aging a man who, not so long ago, scaled the Bavarian Alps with
regularity.Michener motioned to the tray of coffee. He remembered when wurst, yogurt, and
black bread constituted breakfast. “Why don’t you eat? The steward told me you didn’t have any
dinner last night.”“Such a worrier.”“Why are you not hungry?”“Persistent, too.”“Evading my



questions does nothing to calm my fears.”“And what are your fears, Colin?”He wanted to
mention the lines bracketing Clement’s brow, the alarming pallor of his skin, the veins that
marked the old man’s hands and wrists. But he simply said, “Only your health, Holy
Father.”Clement smiled. “You are good at avoiding my taunts.”“Arguing with the Holy Father is a
fruitless endeavor.”“Ah, that infallibility stuff. I forgot. I’m always right.”He decided to take that
challenge. “Not always.”Clement chuckled. “Do you have the name found in the archives?”He
reached into his cassock and removed what he’d written just before he’d heard the sound. He
handed it to Clement and said, “Somebody was there again.”“Which should not surprise you.
Nothing is private here.” The pope read, then repeated what was written. “Father Andrej
Tibor.”He knew what was expected of him. “He’s a retired priest living in Romania. I checked our
records. His retirement check is still sent to an address there.”“I want you to go see him.”“Are you
going to tell me why?”“Not yet.”For the past three months Clement had been deeply bothered.
The old man had tried to conceal it, but after twenty-four years of friendship little escaped
Michener’s notice. He remembered precisely when the apprehension started. Just after a visit to
the archives—to the Riserva—and the ancient safe waiting behind the locked iron grille. “Do I get
to know when you will tell me why?”The pope rose from his chair. “After prayers.”They left the
study and walked in silence across the fourth floor, stopping at an open doorway. The chapel
beyond was sheathed in white marble, the windows a dazzling glass mosaic fashioned to
represent the Stations of the Cross. Clement came every morning for a few minutes of
meditation. No one was allowed to interrupt him. Everything could wait until he finished talking
with God.Michener had served Clement since the early days when the wiry German was first an
archbishop, then a cardinal, then Vatican secretary of state. He’d risen with his mentor—from
seminarian, to priest, to monsignor—the climb culminating thirty-four months back when the
Sacred College of Cardinals elected Jakob Cardinal Volkner the 267th successor to St. Peter.
Volkner immediately chose Michener as his personal secretary.Michener knew Clement for who
he was—a man educated in a postwar German society that had swirled in turmoil—learning his
diplomatic craft in such volatile postings as Dublin, Cairo, Cape Town, and Warsaw. Jakob
Volkner was a man of immense patience and fanatical attention. Never once in their years
together had Michener ever doubted his mentor’s faith or character, and he’d long ago resolved
that if he could simply be half the man Volkner had been, he would consider his life a
success.Clement finished his prayers, crossed himself, then kissed the pectoral cross that
graced the front of his white simar. His quiet time had been short today. The pope eased himself
up from the prie-dieu, but lingered at the altar. Michener stood quiet in the corner until the pontiff
stepped over to him.“I intend to explain myself in a letter to Father Tibor. It will be papal authority
for him to provide you with certain information.”Still not an explanation as to why the Romanian
trip was necessary. “When would you like me to go?”“Tomorrow. The next day at the latest.”“I’m
not sure that’s a good idea. Can’t one of the legates handle the task?”“I assure you, Colin. I won’t
die while you are gone. I may look bad, but I feel fine.”Which had been confirmed by Clement’s
doctors not less than a week ago. After a battery of tests, the pope had been proclaimed free of



any debilitating disease. But privately the papal physician had cautioned that stress was
Clement’s deadliest enemy, and his rapid decline over the past few months seemed evidence
that something was tearing at his soul.“I never said you looked bad, Holiness.”“You didn’t have
to.” The old man pointed to his eyes. “It’s in there. I’ve learned to read them.”Michener held up the
slip of paper. “Why do you need to make contact with this priest?”“I should have done it after I
first went into the Riserva. But I resisted.” Clement paused. “I can’t resist any longer. I have no
choice.”“Why is the supreme pontiff of the Roman Catholic Church without choices?”The pope
stepped away and faced a crucifix on the wall. Two stout candles burned bright on either side of
the marble altar.“Are you going to the tribunal this morning?” Clement asked, his back to
him.“That’s not an answer to my question.”“The supreme pontiff of the Roman Catholic Church
can pick and choose what he wants to answer.”“I believe you instructed me to attend the tribunal.
So, yes, I’ll be there. Along with a roomful of reporters.”“Will she be there?”He knew exactly who
the old man was referring to. “I’m told she applied for press credentials to cover the event.”“Do
you know her interest in the tribunal?”He shook his head. “As I told you before, I only learned of
her presence by accident.”Clement turned to face him. “But what a fortunate accident.”He
wondered why the pope was interested.“It’s all right to care, Colin. She’s a part of your past. A
part you should not forget.”Clement only knew the whole story because Michener had needed a
confessor, and the archbishop of Cologne had then been his closest companion. It was the only
breach of his clerical vows during his quarter century as a priest. He’d thought about quitting, but
Clement talked him out of it, explaining that only through weakness could a soul gain strength.
Nothing would be gained from walking away. Now, after more than a dozen years, he knew
Jakob Volkner had been right. He was the papal secretary. For nearly three years he’d helped
Clement XV govern a derisive combination of Catholic personality and culture. The fact that his
entire participation was based on a violation of his oath to his God and his Church never
seemed to bother him. And that realization had, of late, become quite troubling.“I haven’t
forgotten any of it,” he whispered.The pope stepped close to him and laid a hand on his
shoulder. “Do not lament for that which was lost. It is unhealthy and counterproductive.”“Lying
doesn’t come easy to me.”“Your God has forgiven you. That is all you need.”“How can you be
sure?”“I am. And if you can’t believe the infallible head of the Catholic Church, who can you
believe?” A smile accompanied the facetious comment, one that told Michener not to take things
quite so seriously.He smiled, too. “You’re impossible.”Clement removed his hand. “True, but I’m
lovable.”“I’ll try and remember that.”“You do that. I’ll have my letter for Father Tibor ready shortly.
It will call for a written response, but if he desires to speak, listen to him, ask what you will, and
tell me everything. Understand?”He wondered how he would know what to ask since he had no
idea why he was even going, but he simply said, “I understand, Holiness. As always.”Clement
grinned. “That’s right, Colin. As always.”THREE11:00 A.M.Michener entered the tribunal
chamber. The gathering hall was a lofty expanse of white and gray marble, enriched by a
geometric pattern of colorful mosaics that had borne witness to four hundred years of Church
history.Two plain-clothed Swiss guards manned the bronze doors and bowed as they



recognized the papal secretary. Michener had purposely waited an hour before walking over. He
knew his presence would be cause for discussion—rarely did someone so close to the pope
attend the proceedings.At Clement’s insistence, Michener had read all three of Kealy’s books
and privately briefed the pontiff on their provocative content. Clement himself had not read them
since that act would have generated too much speculation. Yet the pope had been intently
interested in what Father Kealy had written and, as Michener slipped into a seat at the back of
the chamber, he saw, for the first time, Thomas Kealy.The accused sat alone at a table. Kealy
appeared to be in his midthirties, with bushy auburn hair and a pleasant, youthful face. The grin
that flashed periodically seemed calculated—the look and manner almost intentionally
whimsical. Michener had read all of the background reports the tribunal had generated, and
each one painted Kealy as smug and nonconformist. Clearly an opportunist, one of the
investigators had written. Nonetheless, he could not help but think that Kealy’s arguments were,
in many ways, persuasive.Kealy was being questioned by Alberto Cardinal Valendrea, the
Vatican secretary of state, and Michener did not envy the man’s position. Kealy had drawn a
tough panel. All of the cardinals and bishops were what Michener regarded as intensely
conservative. None embraced the teachings of Vatican II, and not one was a supporter of
Clement XV. Valendrea particularly was noted for a radical adherence to dogma. The tribunal
members were each garbed in full vestments, the cardinals in scarlet silk, the bishops in black
wool, perched behind a curved marble table beneath one of Raphael’s paintings.“There is no
one so far removed from God as a heretic,” Cardinal Valendrea said. His deep voice echoed
without need of amplification.“It seems to me, Eminence,” Kealy said, “the less open a heretic is,
the more dangerous he would become. I don’t hide my disagreements. Instead, open debate is, I
believe, healthy for the Church.”Valendrea held up three books and Michener recognized the
front covers of Kealy’s works. “These are heresy. There is no other way to view them.”“Because I
advocate priests should marry? That women could be priests? That a priest can love a wife, a
child, and his God like others of faith? That perhaps the pope is not infallible? He’s human,
capable of error. That’s heresy?”“I don’t think one person on this tribunal would say
otherwise.”And none of them did.Michener watched Valendrea as the Italian shifted in his chair.
The cardinal was short and stumpy like a fire hydrant. A tangled fringe of white hair looped
across his brow, drawing attention to itself simply by the contrast with his olive skin. At sixty,
Valendrea enjoyed a luxury of relative youth within a Curia dominated by much older men. He
also possessed none of the solemnity that outsiders associated with a prince of the Church. He
smoked nearly two packs of cigarettes a day, owned a wine cellar that was the envy of many,
and regularly moved within the right European social circles. His family was blessed with money,
much of which was bestowed on him as the senior male in the paternal line.The press had long
labeled Valendrea papabile, a title that meant him eligible by age, rank, and influence for the
papacy. Michener had heard rumors of how the secretary of state was positioning himself for the
next conclave, bargaining with fence straddlers, strong-arming potential opposition. Clement
had been forced to appoint him secretary of state, the most powerful office below pope, because



a sizable bloc of cardinals had urged that Valendrea be given the job and Clement was astute
enough to placate those who’d placed him in power. Plus, as the pope explained at the time, let
your friends stay near and your enemies nearer.Valendrea rested his arms on the table. No
papers were spread before him. He was known as a man who rarely needed reference material.
“Father Kealy, there are many within the Church who feel the experiment of Vatican II cannot be
judged a success, and you are a shining example of our failure. Clerics do not have freedom of
expression. There are too many opinions in this world to allow discourse. This Church must
speak with one voice, that being the Holy Father’s.”“And there are many today who feel celibacy
and papal infallibility are flawed doctrine. Something from a time when the world was illiterate
and the Church corrupt.”“I differ with your conclusions. But even if those prelates exist, they keep
their opinions to themselves.”“Fear has a way of silencing tongues, Eminence.”“There is nothing
to fear.”“From this chair, I beg to differ.”“The Church does not punish its clerics for thoughts,
Father, only actions. Such as yours. Your organization is an insult to the Church you serve.”“If I
had no regard for the Church, Eminence, then I would have simply quit and said nothing.
Instead, I love my Church enough to challenge its policies.”“Did you think the Church would do
nothing while you breached your vows, carried on with a woman openly, and absolved yourself
of sin?” Valendrea held the books up again. “Then wrote about it? You literally invited this
challenge.”“Do you honestly believe that all priests are celibate?” Kealy asked.The question
caught Michener’s attention. He noticed the reporters perk up as well.“It matters not what I
believe,” Valendrea said. “That issue is with the individual cleric. Each one took an oath to his
Lord and his Church. I expect that oath to be honored. Anyone who fails in this should leave or
be forced out.”“Have you kept your oath, Eminence?”Michener was startled by Kealy’s boldness.
Perhaps he already realized his fate, so what did it matter.Valendrea shook his head. “Do you
find a personal challenge to me beneficial to your defense?”“It’s a simple question.”“Yes, Father. I
have kept my oath.”Kealy seemed unfazed. “What other answer would you offer?”“Are you
saying that I am a liar?”“No, Eminence. Only that no priest, cardinal, or bishop would dare admit
what he feels in his heart. We are each bound to say what the Church requires us to say. I have
no idea what you truly feel, and that is sad.”“What I feel is irrelevant to your heresy.”“It seems,
Eminence, that you have already judged me.”“No more so than your God. Who is infallible. Or
perhaps you take issue with that doctrine as well?”“When did God decree that priests cannot
know the love of a companion?”“Companion? Why not simply a woman?”“Because love knows
no bounds, Eminence.”“So you are advocating homosexuality, too?”“I advocate only that each
individual must follow his heart.”Valendrea shook his head. “Have you forgotten, Father, that your
ordination was a union with Christ? The truth of your identity—which is the same for everyone on
this tribunal—comes from a full participation in that union. You are to be a living, transparent
image of Christ.”“But how are we to know what that image is? None of us was around when
Christ lived.”“It is as the Church says.”“But is that not merely man molding the divine to suit his
need?”Valendrea’s lifted his right eyebrow in apparent disbelief. “Your arrogance is amazing. Do
you argue that Christ Himself was not celibate? That He did not place His Church above



everything? That He was not in union with His Church?”“I have no earthly idea what Christ’s
sexual preference was, and neither do you.”Valendrea hesitated a moment, then said, “Your
celibacy, Father, is a gift of yourself. An expression of your devoted service. That is Church
doctrine. One you seem unable, or unwilling, to understand.”Kealy responded, quoting more
dogma, and Michener let his attention drift from their debate. He’d avoided looking, telling
himself that it was not the reason he’d come, but his gaze quickly raked the hundred or so
present, finally settling on a woman seated two rows behind Kealy.Her hair was the color of
midnight and possessed a noticeable depth and shine. He recalled how the strands once
formed a thick mane and smelled of fresh lemon. Now they were short, layered, and finger-
combed. He could only glimpse an angled profile, but the dainty nose and thin lips were still
there. The skin remained the tint of heavily creamed coffee, evidence of a Romanian Gypsy
mother and a Hungarian German father. Her name, Katerina Lew, meant “pure lion,” a
description he’d always thought appropriate given her volatile temper and fanatical
convictions.They’d met in Munich. He was thirty-three, finishing his law degree. She was twenty-
five, deciding between journalism and a career writing novels. She’d known he was a priest, and
they spent nearly two years together before the showdown came. Your God or me, she
declared.He chose God.“Father Kealy,” Valendrea was saying, “the nature of our faith is that
nothing can be added or taken away. You must embrace the teachings of the mother Church in
their entirety, or reject them totally. There is no such thing as a partial Catholic. Our principles, as
expounded by the Holy Father, are not impious and cannot be diluted. They are as pure as
God.”“I believe those are the words of Pope Benedict XV,” Kealy said.“You are well versed. Which
increases my sadness at your heresy. A man as intelligent as you appear to be should
understand that this Church cannot, and will not tolerate open dissent. Especially of the degree
you have offered.”“What you’re saying is that the Church is afraid of debate.”“I am saying that the
Church sets rules. If you don’t like the rules, then muster enough votes to elect a pope who will
change them. Short of that, you must do as told.”“Oh, I forgot. The Holy Father is infallible.
Whatever is said by him concerning the faith is, without question, correct. Am I now stating
correct dogma?”Michener noticed that none of the other men on the tribunal had even
attempted to utter a word. Apparently the secretary of state was the inquisitor for the day. He
knew that all of the panelists were Valendrea loyalists, and little chance existed that any of them
would challenge their benefactor. But Thomas Kealy was making it easy, doing more damage to
himself than any of their questions might ever inflict.“That is correct,” Valendrea said. “Papal
infallibility is essential to the Church.”“Another doctrine created by man.”“Another dogma this
Church adheres to.”“I’m a priest who loves his God and his Church,” Kealy said. “I don’t see why
disagreeing with either would subject me to excommunication. Debate and discussion do
nothing but foster wise policies. Why does the Church fear that?”“Father, this hearing is not
about freedom of speech. We have no American constitution that guarantees such a right. This
hearing is about your brazen relationship with a woman, your public forgiveness of both your
sins, and your open dissension. All of which is in direct contradiction to the rules of the Church



you joined.”Michener’s gaze drifted back to Kate. It was the name he’d given her as a way of
imposing some of his Irish heritage on her Eastern European personality. She sat straight, a
notebook in her lap, her full attention on the unfolding debate.He thought of their final Bavarian
summer together when he took three weeks off between semesters. They’d traveled to an Alpine
village and stayed at an inn surrounded by snowcapped summits. He knew it was wrong, but by
then she’d touched a part of him he thought did not exist. What Cardinal Valendrea had just said
about Christ and a priest’s union with the Church was indeed the basis of clerical celibacy. A
priest should devote himself solely to God and the Church. But ever since that summer he’d
wondered why he couldn’t love a woman, his Church, and God simultaneously. What had Kealy
said? Like others of faith.He sensed the stare of eyes. As his mind refocused, he realized
Katerina had turned her head and was now looking directly at him.The face still carried the
toughness he’d found so attractive. The slight hint of Asian eyes remained, the mouth tugged
down, the jaw gentle and feminine. There were simply no sharp edges anywhere. Those, he
knew, hid in her personality. He examined her expression and tried to gauge its temperature. Not
anger. Not resentment. Not affection. A look that seemed to say nothing. Not even hello. He
found it uncomfortable to be this close to a memory. Perhaps she’d expected his appearance
and didn’t want to give him the satisfaction of thinking she cared. After all, their parting all those
years ago had not been amicable.She turned back to the tribunal and his anxiety
subsided.“Father Kealy,” Valendrea said, “I ask you simply. Do you renounce your heresy? Do
you recognize that what you have done is against the laws of this Church and your God?”The
priest pulled himself close to the table. “I do not believe that loving a woman is contrary to the
laws of God. So the forgiving of that sin was therefore inconsequential. I have a right to speak my
mind, so I make no apologies for the movement that I head. I have done nothing wrong,
Eminence.”“You are a foolish man, Father. I have given you every opportunity to beg forgiveness.
The Church can, and should, be forgiving. But contrition works in both directions. The penitent
must be willing.”“I do not seek your forgiveness.”Valendrea shook his head. “My heart aches for
you and your followers, Father. Clearly, all of you are with the devil.”THREE11:00 A.M.Michener
entered the tribunal chamber. The gathering hall was a lofty expanse of white and gray marble,
enriched by a geometric pattern of colorful mosaics that had borne witness to four hundred
years of Church history.Two plain-clothed Swiss guards manned the bronze doors and bowed as
they recognized the papal secretary. Michener had purposely waited an hour before walking
over. He knew his presence would be cause for discussion—rarely did someone so close to the
pope attend the proceedings.At Clement’s insistence, Michener had read all three of Kealy’s
books and privately briefed the pontiff on their provocative content. Clement himself had not
read them since that act would have generated too much speculation. Yet the pope had been
intently interested in what Father Kealy had written and, as Michener slipped into a seat at the
back of the chamber, he saw, for the first time, Thomas Kealy.The accused sat alone at a table.
Kealy appeared to be in his midthirties, with bushy auburn hair and a pleasant, youthful face.
The grin that flashed periodically seemed calculated—the look and manner almost intentionally



whimsical. Michener had read all of the background reports the tribunal had generated, and
each one painted Kealy as smug and nonconformist. Clearly an opportunist, one of the
investigators had written. Nonetheless, he could not help but think that Kealy’s arguments were,
in many ways, persuasive.Kealy was being questioned by Alberto Cardinal Valendrea, the
Vatican secretary of state, and Michener did not envy the man’s position. Kealy had drawn a
tough panel. All of the cardinals and bishops were what Michener regarded as intensely
conservative. None embraced the teachings of Vatican II, and not one was a supporter of
Clement XV. Valendrea particularly was noted for a radical adherence to dogma. The tribunal
members were each garbed in full vestments, the cardinals in scarlet silk, the bishops in black
wool, perched behind a curved marble table beneath one of Raphael’s paintings.“There is no
one so far removed from God as a heretic,” Cardinal Valendrea said. His deep voice echoed
without need of amplification.“It seems to me, Eminence,” Kealy said, “the less open a heretic is,
the more dangerous he would become. I don’t hide my disagreements. Instead, open debate is, I
believe, healthy for the Church.”Valendrea held up three books and Michener recognized the
front covers of Kealy’s works. “These are heresy. There is no other way to view them.”“Because I
advocate priests should marry? That women could be priests? That a priest can love a wife, a
child, and his God like others of faith? That perhaps the pope is not infallible? He’s human,
capable of error. That’s heresy?”“I don’t think one person on this tribunal would say
otherwise.”And none of them did.Michener watched Valendrea as the Italian shifted in his chair.
The cardinal was short and stumpy like a fire hydrant. A tangled fringe of white hair looped
across his brow, drawing attention to itself simply by the contrast with his olive skin. At sixty,
Valendrea enjoyed a luxury of relative youth within a Curia dominated by much older men. He
also possessed none of the solemnity that outsiders associated with a prince of the Church. He
smoked nearly two packs of cigarettes a day, owned a wine cellar that was the envy of many,
and regularly moved within the right European social circles. His family was blessed with money,
much of which was bestowed on him as the senior male in the paternal line.The press had long
labeled Valendrea papabile, a title that meant him eligible by age, rank, and influence for the
papacy. Michener had heard rumors of how the secretary of state was positioning himself for the
next conclave, bargaining with fence straddlers, strong-arming potential opposition. Clement
had been forced to appoint him secretary of state, the most powerful office below pope, because
a sizable bloc of cardinals had urged that Valendrea be given the job and Clement was astute
enough to placate those who’d placed him in power. Plus, as the pope explained at the time, let
your friends stay near and your enemies nearer.Valendrea rested his arms on the table. No
papers were spread before him. He was known as a man who rarely needed reference material.
“Father Kealy, there are many within the Church who feel the experiment of Vatican II cannot be
judged a success, and you are a shining example of our failure. Clerics do not have freedom of
expression. There are too many opinions in this world to allow discourse. This Church must
speak with one voice, that being the Holy Father’s.”“And there are many today who feel celibacy
and papal infallibility are flawed doctrine. Something from a time when the world was illiterate



and the Church corrupt.”“I differ with your conclusions. But even if those prelates exist, they keep
their opinions to themselves.”“Fear has a way of silencing tongues, Eminence.”“There is nothing
to fear.”“From this chair, I beg to differ.”“The Church does not punish its clerics for thoughts,
Father, only actions. Such as yours. Your organization is an insult to the Church you serve.”“If I
had no regard for the Church, Eminence, then I would have simply quit and said nothing.
Instead, I love my Church enough to challenge its policies.”“Did you think the Church would do
nothing while you breached your vows, carried on with a woman openly, and absolved yourself
of sin?” Valendrea held the books up again. “Then wrote about it? You literally invited this
challenge.”“Do you honestly believe that all priests are celibate?” Kealy asked.The question
caught Michener’s attention. He noticed the reporters perk up as well.“It matters not what I
believe,” Valendrea said. “That issue is with the individual cleric. Each one took an oath to his
Lord and his Church. I expect that oath to be honored. Anyone who fails in this should leave or
be forced out.”“Have you kept your oath, Eminence?”Michener was startled by Kealy’s boldness.
Perhaps he already realized his fate, so what did it matter.Valendrea shook his head. “Do you
find a personal challenge to me beneficial to your defense?”“It’s a simple question.”“Yes, Father. I
have kept my oath.”Kealy seemed unfazed. “What other answer would you offer?”“Are you
saying that I am a liar?”“No, Eminence. Only that no priest, cardinal, or bishop would dare admit
what he feels in his heart. We are each bound to say what the Church requires us to say. I have
no idea what you truly feel, and that is sad.”“What I feel is irrelevant to your heresy.”“It seems,
Eminence, that you have already judged me.”“No more so than your God. Who is infallible. Or
perhaps you take issue with that doctrine as well?”“When did God decree that priests cannot
know the love of a companion?”“Companion? Why not simply a woman?”“Because love knows
no bounds, Eminence.”“So you are advocating homosexuality, too?”“I advocate only that each
individual must follow his heart.”Valendrea shook his head. “Have you forgotten, Father, that your
ordination was a union with Christ? The truth of your identity—which is the same for everyone on
this tribunal—comes from a full participation in that union. You are to be a living, transparent
image of Christ.”“But how are we to know what that image is? None of us was around when
Christ lived.”“It is as the Church says.”“But is that not merely man molding the divine to suit his
need?”Valendrea’s lifted his right eyebrow in apparent disbelief. “Your arrogance is amazing. Do
you argue that Christ Himself was not celibate? That He did not place His Church above
everything? That He was not in union with His Church?”“I have no earthly idea what Christ’s
sexual preference was, and neither do you.”Valendrea hesitated a moment, then said, “Your
celibacy, Father, is a gift of yourself. An expression of your devoted service. That is Church
doctrine. One you seem unable, or unwilling, to understand.”Kealy responded, quoting more
dogma, and Michener let his attention drift from their debate. He’d avoided looking, telling
himself that it was not the reason he’d come, but his gaze quickly raked the hundred or so
present, finally settling on a woman seated two rows behind Kealy.Her hair was the color of
midnight and possessed a noticeable depth and shine. He recalled how the strands once
formed a thick mane and smelled of fresh lemon. Now they were short, layered, and finger-



combed. He could only glimpse an angled profile, but the dainty nose and thin lips were still
there. The skin remained the tint of heavily creamed coffee, evidence of a Romanian Gypsy
mother and a Hungarian German father. Her name, Katerina Lew, meant “pure lion,” a
description he’d always thought appropriate given her volatile temper and fanatical
convictions.They’d met in Munich. He was thirty-three, finishing his law degree. She was twenty-
five, deciding between journalism and a career writing novels. She’d known he was a priest, and
they spent nearly two years together before the showdown came. Your God or me, she
declared.He chose God.“Father Kealy,” Valendrea was saying, “the nature of our faith is that
nothing can be added or taken away. You must embrace the teachings of the mother Church in
their entirety, or reject them totally. There is no such thing as a partial Catholic. Our principles, as
expounded by the Holy Father, are not impious and cannot be diluted. They are as pure as
God.”“I believe those are the words of Pope Benedict XV,” Kealy said.“You are well versed. Which
increases my sadness at your heresy. A man as intelligent as you appear to be should
understand that this Church cannot, and will not tolerate open dissent. Especially of the degree
you have offered.”“What you’re saying is that the Church is afraid of debate.”“I am saying that the
Church sets rules. If you don’t like the rules, then muster enough votes to elect a pope who will
change them. Short of that, you must do as told.”“Oh, I forgot. The Holy Father is infallible.
Whatever is said by him concerning the faith is, without question, correct. Am I now stating
correct dogma?”Michener noticed that none of the other men on the tribunal had even
attempted to utter a word. Apparently the secretary of state was the inquisitor for the day. He
knew that all of the panelists were Valendrea loyalists, and little chance existed that any of them
would challenge their benefactor. But Thomas Kealy was making it easy, doing more damage to
himself than any of their questions might ever inflict.“That is correct,” Valendrea said. “Papal
infallibility is essential to the Church.”“Another doctrine created by man.”“Another dogma this
Church adheres to.”“I’m a priest who loves his God and his Church,” Kealy said. “I don’t see why
disagreeing with either would subject me to excommunication. Debate and discussion do
nothing but foster wise policies. Why does the Church fear that?”“Father, this hearing is not
about freedom of speech. We have no American constitution that guarantees such a right. This
hearing is about your brazen relationship with a woman, your public forgiveness of both your
sins, and your open dissension. All of which is in direct contradiction to the rules of the Church
you joined.”Michener’s gaze drifted back to Kate. It was the name he’d given her as a way of
imposing some of his Irish heritage on her Eastern European personality. She sat straight, a
notebook in her lap, her full attention on the unfolding debate.He thought of their final Bavarian
summer together when he took three weeks off between semesters. They’d traveled to an Alpine
village and stayed at an inn surrounded by snowcapped summits. He knew it was wrong, but by
then she’d touched a part of him he thought did not exist. What Cardinal Valendrea had just said
about Christ and a priest’s union with the Church was indeed the basis of clerical celibacy. A
priest should devote himself solely to God and the Church. But ever since that summer he’d
wondered why he couldn’t love a woman, his Church, and God simultaneously. What had Kealy



said? Like others of faith.He sensed the stare of eyes. As his mind refocused, he realized
Katerina had turned her head and was now looking directly at him.The face still carried the
toughness he’d found so attractive. The slight hint of Asian eyes remained, the mouth tugged
down, the jaw gentle and feminine. There were simply no sharp edges anywhere. Those, he
knew, hid in her personality. He examined her expression and tried to gauge its temperature. Not
anger. Not resentment. Not affection. A look that seemed to say nothing. Not even hello. He
found it uncomfortable to be this close to a memory. Perhaps she’d expected his appearance
and didn’t want to give him the satisfaction of thinking she cared. After all, their parting all those
years ago had not been amicable.She turned back to the tribunal and his anxiety
subsided.“Father Kealy,” Valendrea said, “I ask you simply. Do you renounce your heresy? Do
you recognize that what you have done is against the laws of this Church and your God?”The
priest pulled himself close to the table. “I do not believe that loving a woman is contrary to the
laws of God. So the forgiving of that sin was therefore inconsequential. I have a right to speak my
mind, so I make no apologies for the movement that I head. I have done nothing wrong,
Eminence.”“You are a foolish man, Father. I have given you every opportunity to beg forgiveness.
The Church can, and should, be forgiving. But contrition works in both directions. The penitent
must be willing.”“I do not seek your forgiveness.”Valendrea shook his head. “My heart aches for
you and your followers, Father. Clearly, all of you are with the devil.”THREE11:00 A.M.Michener
entered the tribunal chamber. The gathering hall was a lofty expanse of white and gray marble,
enriched by a geometric pattern of colorful mosaics that had borne witness to four hundred
years of Church history.Two plain-clothed Swiss guards manned the bronze doors and bowed as
they recognized the papal secretary. Michener had purposely waited an hour before walking
over. He knew his presence would be cause for discussion—rarely did someone so close to the
pope attend the proceedings.At Clement’s insistence, Michener had read all three of Kealy’s
books and privately briefed the pontiff on their provocative content. Clement himself had not
read them since that act would have generated too much speculation. Yet the pope had been
intently interested in what Father Kealy had written and, as Michener slipped into a seat at the
back of the chamber, he saw, for the first time, Thomas Kealy.The accused sat alone at a table.
Kealy appeared to be in his midthirties, with bushy auburn hair and a pleasant, youthful face.
The grin that flashed periodically seemed calculated—the look and manner almost intentionally
whimsical. Michener had read all of the background reports the tribunal had generated, and
each one painted Kealy as smug and nonconformist. Clearly an opportunist, one of the
investigators had written. Nonetheless, he could not help but think that Kealy’s arguments were,
in many ways, persuasive.Kealy was being questioned by Alberto Cardinal Valendrea, the
Vatican secretary of state, and Michener did not envy the man’s position. Kealy had drawn a
tough panel. All of the cardinals and bishops were what Michener regarded as intensely
conservative. None embraced the teachings of Vatican II, and not one was a supporter of
Clement XV. Valendrea particularly was noted for a radical adherence to dogma. The tribunal
members were each garbed in full vestments, the cardinals in scarlet silk, the bishops in black



wool, perched behind a curved marble table beneath one of Raphael’s paintings.“There is no
one so far removed from God as a heretic,” Cardinal Valendrea said. His deep voice echoed
without need of amplification.“It seems to me, Eminence,” Kealy said, “the less open a heretic is,
the more dangerous he would become. I don’t hide my disagreements. Instead, open debate is, I
believe, healthy for the Church.”Valendrea held up three books and Michener recognized the
front covers of Kealy’s works. “These are heresy. There is no other way to view them.”“Because I
advocate priests should marry? That women could be priests? That a priest can love a wife, a
child, and his God like others of faith? That perhaps the pope is not infallible? He’s human,
capable of error. That’s heresy?”“I don’t think one person on this tribunal would say
otherwise.”And none of them did.Michener watched Valendrea as the Italian shifted in his chair.
The cardinal was short and stumpy like a fire hydrant. A tangled fringe of white hair looped
across his brow, drawing attention to itself simply by the contrast with his olive skin. At sixty,
Valendrea enjoyed a luxury of relative youth within a Curia dominated by much older men. He
also possessed none of the solemnity that outsiders associated with a prince of the Church. He
smoked nearly two packs of cigarettes a day, owned a wine cellar that was the envy of many,
and regularly moved within the right European social circles. His family was blessed with money,
much of which was bestowed on him as the senior male in the paternal line.The press had long
labeled Valendrea papabile, a title that meant him eligible by age, rank, and influence for the
papacy. Michener had heard rumors of how the secretary of state was positioning himself for the
next conclave, bargaining with fence straddlers, strong-arming potential opposition. Clement
had been forced to appoint him secretary of state, the most powerful office below pope, because
a sizable bloc of cardinals had urged that Valendrea be given the job and Clement was astute
enough to placate those who’d placed him in power. Plus, as the pope explained at the time, let
your friends stay near and your enemies nearer.Valendrea rested his arms on the table. No
papers were spread before him. He was known as a man who rarely needed reference material.
“Father Kealy, there are many within the Church who feel the experiment of Vatican II cannot be
judged a success, and you are a shining example of our failure. Clerics do not have freedom of
expression. There are too many opinions in this world to allow discourse. This Church must
speak with one voice, that being the Holy Father’s.”“And there are many today who feel celibacy
and papal infallibility are flawed doctrine. Something from a time when the world was illiterate
and the Church corrupt.”“I differ with your conclusions. But even if those prelates exist, they keep
their opinions to themselves.”“Fear has a way of silencing tongues, Eminence.”“There is nothing
to fear.”“From this chair, I beg to differ.”“The Church does not punish its clerics for thoughts,
Father, only actions. Such as yours. Your organization is an insult to the Church you serve.”“If I
had no regard for the Church, Eminence, then I would have simply quit and said nothing.
Instead, I love my Church enough to challenge its policies.”“Did you think the Church would do
nothing while you breached your vows, carried on with a woman openly, and absolved yourself
of sin?” Valendrea held the books up again. “Then wrote about it? You literally invited this
challenge.”“Do you honestly believe that all priests are celibate?” Kealy asked.The question



caught Michener’s attention. He noticed the reporters perk up as well.“It matters not what I
believe,” Valendrea said. “That issue is with the individual cleric. Each one took an oath to his
Lord and his Church. I expect that oath to be honored. Anyone who fails in this should leave or
be forced out.”“Have you kept your oath, Eminence?”Michener was startled by Kealy’s boldness.
Perhaps he already realized his fate, so what did it matter.Valendrea shook his head. “Do you
find a personal challenge to me beneficial to your defense?”“It’s a simple question.”“Yes, Father. I
have kept my oath.”Kealy seemed unfazed. “What other answer would you offer?”“Are you
saying that I am a liar?”“No, Eminence. Only that no priest, cardinal, or bishop would dare admit
what he feels in his heart. We are each bound to say what the Church requires us to say. I have
no idea what you truly feel, and that is sad.”“What I feel is irrelevant to your heresy.”“It seems,
Eminence, that you have already judged me.”“No more so than your God. Who is infallible. Or
perhaps you take issue with that doctrine as well?”“When did God decree that priests cannot
know the love of a companion?”“Companion? Why not simply a woman?”“Because love knows
no bounds, Eminence.”“So you are advocating homosexuality, too?”“I advocate only that each
individual must follow his heart.”Valendrea shook his head. “Have you forgotten, Father, that your
ordination was a union with Christ? The truth of your identity—which is the same for everyone on
this tribunal—comes from a full participation in that union. You are to be a living, transparent
image of Christ.”“But how are we to know what that image is? None of us was around when
Christ lived.”“It is as the Church says.”“But is that not merely man molding the divine to suit his
need?”Valendrea’s lifted his right eyebrow in apparent disbelief. “Your arrogance is amazing. Do
you argue that Christ Himself was not celibate? That He did not place His Church above
everything? That He was not in union with His Church?”“I have no earthly idea what Christ’s
sexual preference was, and neither do you.”Valendrea hesitated a moment, then said, “Your
celibacy, Father, is a gift of yourself. An expression of your devoted service. That is Church
doctrine. One you seem unable, or unwilling, to understand.”Kealy responded, quoting more
dogma, and Michener let his attention drift from their debate. He’d avoided looking, telling
himself that it was not the reason he’d come, but his gaze quickly raked the hundred or so
present, finally settling on a woman seated two rows behind Kealy.Her hair was the color of
midnight and possessed a noticeable depth and shine. He recalled how the strands once
formed a thick mane and smelled of fresh lemon. Now they were short, layered, and finger-
combed. He could only glimpse an angled profile, but the dainty nose and thin lips were still
there. The skin remained the tint of heavily creamed coffee, evidence of a Romanian Gypsy
mother and a Hungarian German father. Her name, Katerina Lew, meant “pure lion,” a
description he’d always thought appropriate given her volatile temper and fanatical
convictions.They’d met in Munich. He was thirty-three, finishing his law degree. She was twenty-
five, deciding between journalism and a career writing novels. She’d known he was a priest, and
they spent nearly two years together before the showdown came. Your God or me, she
declared.He chose God.“Father Kealy,” Valendrea was saying, “the nature of our faith is that
nothing can be added or taken away. You must embrace the teachings of the mother Church in



their entirety, or reject them totally. There is no such thing as a partial Catholic. Our principles, as
expounded by the Holy Father, are not impious and cannot be diluted. They are as pure as
God.”“I believe those are the words of Pope Benedict XV,” Kealy said.“You are well versed. Which
increases my sadness at your heresy. A man as intelligent as you appear to be should
understand that this Church cannot, and will not tolerate open dissent. Especially of the degree
you have offered.”“What you’re saying is that the Church is afraid of debate.”“I am saying that the
Church sets rules. If you don’t like the rules, then muster enough votes to elect a pope who will
change them. Short of that, you must do as told.”“Oh, I forgot. The Holy Father is infallible.
Whatever is said by him concerning the faith is, without question, correct. Am I now stating
correct dogma?”Michener noticed that none of the other men on the tribunal had even
attempted to utter a word. Apparently the secretary of state was the inquisitor for the day. He
knew that all of the panelists were Valendrea loyalists, and little chance existed that any of them
would challenge their benefactor. But Thomas Kealy was making it easy, doing more damage to
himself than any of their questions might ever inflict.“That is correct,” Valendrea said. “Papal
infallibility is essential to the Church.”“Another doctrine created by man.”“Another dogma this
Church adheres to.”“I’m a priest who loves his God and his Church,” Kealy said. “I don’t see why
disagreeing with either would subject me to excommunication. Debate and discussion do
nothing but foster wise policies. Why does the Church fear that?”“Father, this hearing is not
about freedom of speech. We have no American constitution that guarantees such a right. This
hearing is about your brazen relationship with a woman, your public forgiveness of both your
sins, and your open dissension. All of which is in direct contradiction to the rules of the Church
you joined.”Michener’s gaze drifted back to Kate. It was the name he’d given her as a way of
imposing some of his Irish heritage on her Eastern European personality. She sat straight, a
notebook in her lap, her full attention on the unfolding debate.He thought of their final Bavarian
summer together when he took three weeks off between semesters. They’d traveled to an Alpine
village and stayed at an inn surrounded by snowcapped summits. He knew it was wrong, but by
then she’d touched a part of him he thought did not exist. What Cardinal Valendrea had just said
about Christ and a priest’s union with the Church was indeed the basis of clerical celibacy. A
priest should devote himself solely to God and the Church. But ever since that summer he’d
wondered why he couldn’t love a woman, his Church, and God simultaneously. What had Kealy
said? Like others of faith.He sensed the stare of eyes. As his mind refocused, he realized
Katerina had turned her head and was now looking directly at him.The face still carried the
toughness he’d found so attractive. The slight hint of Asian eyes remained, the mouth tugged
down, the jaw gentle and feminine. There were simply no sharp edges anywhere. Those, he
knew, hid in her personality. He examined her expression and tried to gauge its temperature. Not
anger. Not resentment. Not affection. A look that seemed to say nothing. Not even hello. He
found it uncomfortable to be this close to a memory. Perhaps she’d expected his appearance
and didn’t want to give him the satisfaction of thinking she cared. After all, their parting all those
years ago had not been amicable.She turned back to the tribunal and his anxiety



subsided.“Father Kealy,” Valendrea said, “I ask you simply. Do you renounce your heresy? Do
you recognize that what you have done is against the laws of this Church and your God?”The
priest pulled himself close to the table. “I do not believe that loving a woman is contrary to the
laws of God. So the forgiving of that sin was therefore inconsequential. I have a right to speak my
mind, so I make no apologies for the movement that I head. I have done nothing wrong,
Eminence.”“You are a foolish man, Father. I have given you every opportunity to beg forgiveness.
The Church can, and should, be forgiving. But contrition works in both directions. The penitent
must be willing.”“I do not seek your forgiveness.”Valendrea shook his head. “My heart aches for
you and your followers, Father. Clearly, all of you are with the devil.”FOUR1:05 P.M.Alberto
Cardinal Valendrea stood silent, hoping the euphoria from earlier at the tribunal would temper
his rising irritation. Amazing how quickly a bad experience could utterly ruin a good one.“What
do you think, Alberto?” Clement XV said. “Is there time for me to view the crowd?” The pope
motioned to the alcove and the open window.It galled Valendrea that the pope would waste time
standing before an open window and waving to people in St. Peter’s Square. Vatican Security
had cautioned against the gesture, but the silly old man ignored the warnings. The press wrote
about it all the time, comparing the German to John XXIII. And, in truth, there were similarities.
Both ascended the papal throne near the age of eighty. Both were deemed caretaker popes.
Both surprised everyone.Valendrea hated the way Vatican observers also analogized the pope’s
open window with his animated spirit, his unassuming openness, his charismatic warmth. The
papacy was not about popularity. It was about consistency, and he resented how easily Clement
had dispensed with so many time-honored customs. No longer did aides genuflect in the pope’s
presence. Few kissed the papal ring. And rarely did Clement speak in the first person plural, as
popes had done for centuries. This is the twenty-first century, Clement liked to say, while
decreeing an end to another long-standing custom.Valendrea remembered, not all that long ago,
when popes would never stand in an open window. Security concerns aside, limited exposure
bred an aura, it encouraged an air of mystery, and nothing promulgated faith and obedience
more than a sense of wonder.He’d served popes for nearly four decades, rising in the Curia
quickly, earning his cardinal’s hat before fifty, one of the youngest in modern times. He now held
the second most powerful position in the Catholic Church—the secretary of state—a job that
interjected him into every aspect of the Holy See. But he wanted more. He wanted the most
powerful position. The one where no one challenged his decisions. Where he spoke infallibly
and without question.He wanted to be pope.“It is such a lovely day,” the pope was saying. “The
rain seems gone. The air is like back home, in the German mountains. An Alpine freshness.
Such a shame to be inside.”Clement stepped into the alcove, but not far enough for him to be
seen from outside. The pope wore a white linen cassock, caped across the shoulders, with the
traditional white vest. Scarlet shoes encased his feet and a white skullcap topped his balding
head. He was the only prelate among one billion Catholics allowed to dress in that
manner.“Perhaps His Holiness could engage in that rather delightful activity after we have
completed the briefing. I have other appointments, and the tribunal took up the entire morning.”“It



would only take a few moments,” Clement said.He knew the German enjoyed taunting him. From
beyond the open window came the hum of Rome, that unique sound of three million souls and
their machines moving across porous volcanic ash.Clement seemed to notice the rumble, too. “It
has a strange sound, this city.”“It is our sound.”“Ah, I almost forgot. You are Italian, and all of us
are not.”Valendrea was standing beside a poster bed fashioned of heavy oak, the knicks and
scrapes so numerous they seemed a part of its craftsmanship. A worn crocheted blanket draped
one end, two oversized pillows the other. The remaining furniture was also German—the
armoire, dresser, and tables all painted gaily in a Bavarian style. There hadn’t been a German
pope since the middle of the eleventh century. Clement II had been a source of inspiration for the
current Clement XV—a fact that the pontiff made no secret about. But that earlier Clement was
most likely poisoned to death. A lesson, Valendrea many times thought, this German should not
forget.“Perhaps you are right,” Clement said. “Visiting can wait. We do have business, now don’t
we?”A breeze eased past the sill and rustled papers on the desk. Valendrea reached down and
halted their rise before they reached the computer terminal. Clement had not, as yet, switched
on the machine. He was the first pope to be fully computer literate—another point the press loved
—but Valendrea had not minded that change. Computer and fax lines were far easier to monitor
than telephones.“I am told you were quite spirited this morning,” Clement said. “What will be the
outcome of the tribunal?”He assumed Michener had reported back. He’d seen the papal
secretary in the audience. “I was unaware that His Holiness was so interested in the subject
matter of the tribunal.”“Hard to not to be curious. The square below is littered with television vans.
So, please, answer my question.”“Father Kealy presented us with few options. He will be
excommunicated.”The pope clasped his hands behind his back. “He offered no apology?”“He
was arrogant to the point of insult, and dared us to challenge him.”“Perhaps we should.”The
suggestion caught Valendrea off guard, but decades of diplomatic service had taught him how
to conceal surprise with questions. “And the purpose of such an unorthodox action?”“Why does
everything need a purpose? Perhaps we should simply listen to an opposing point of view.”He
kept his body still. “There is no way you could openly debate the question of celibacy. That has
been doctrine for five hundred years. What’s next? Women in the priesthood? Marriage for
clerics? An approval of birth control? Will there be a complete reversal of all dogma?”Clement
stepped toward the bed and stared up at a medieval rendition of Clement II hanging on the wall.
Valendrea knew that it had been brought from one of the cavernous cellars, where it had rested
for centuries. “He was bishop of Bamberg. A simple man who possessed no desire to be
pope.”“He was the king’s confidant,” Valendrea said. “Politically connected. In the right place at
the right time.”Clement turned to face him. “Like myself, I presume?”“Your election was by an
overwhelming majority of cardinals, each one inspired by the Holy Spirit.”Clement’s mouth
formed an irritating smile. “Or perhaps it was affected by the fact that none of the other
candidates, yourself included, could amass enough votes for election?”They were apparently
going to start feuding early today.“You are an ambitious man, Alberto. You think wearing this
white cassock will somehow make you happy. I can assure you, it won’t.”They’d had similar



conversations before, but the intensity of their exchanges had risen of late. Both knew how the
other felt. They were not friends, and never would be. Valendrea found it amusing how people
thought just because he was a cardinal and Clement pope, theirs would be a sacred relationship
of two pious souls, placing the needs of the Church first. Instead, they were vastly different men,
their union born purely of conflicting politics. To their credit, neither had ever openly feuded with
the other. Valendrea was smarter than that—the pope was required to argue with no one—and
Clement apparently realized that a great many cardinals supported his secretary of state. “I wish
nothing, Holy Father, except for you to live a long and prosperous life.”“You don’t lie well.”He was
tiring of the old man’s prodding. “Why does it matter? You won’t be here when the conclave
occurs. Don’t concern yourself with the prospects.”Clement shrugged. “It matters not. I’ll be
enshrined beneath St. Peter’s, with the rest of the men who have occupied this chair. I couldn’t
care less about my successor. But that man? Yes, that man should care greatly.”What was it the
old prelate knew? It seemed a habit lately to drop odd hints. “Is there something that displeases
the Holy Father?”Clement’s eyes flashed hot. “You are an opportunist, Alberto. A scheming
politico. I might just disappoint you and live another ten years.”He decided to drop the pretense.
“I doubt it.”“I actually hope you do inherit this job. You’ll find it far different than you might imagine.
Maybe you should be the one.”Now he wanted to know, “The one for what?”For a few moments
the pope went silent. Then he said, “The one to be pope, of course. What else?”“What is it that
bites your soul?”“We are fools, Alberto. All of us, in our majesty, are nothing but fools. God is far
wiser than any of us could even begin to imagine.”“I don’t think any believer would question
that.”“We expound our dogma and, in the process, ruin the lives of men like Father Kealy. He’s
just a priest trying to follow his conscience.”“He seemed more like an opportunist—to use your
description. A man who enjoys the spotlight. Surely, though, he understood Church policy when
he took his oath to abide by our teachings.”“But whose teachings? It is men like you and me
pronouncing the so-called Word of God. It’s men like you and me, punishing other men for
violating those teachings. I often wonder, is our precious dogma the thoughts of the Almighty or
just those of ordinary clerics?”Valendrea considered this inquiry just more of the strange
behavior this pope had shown as of late. He debated whether to probe, but decided he was
being tested, so he answered in the only way he could. “I consider the Word of God and the
dogma of this Church one and the same.”“Good answer. Textbook in its diction and syntax.
Unfortunately, Alberto, that belief will eventually be your undoing.”And the pope turned and
stepped toward the window.FOUR1:05 P.M.Alberto Cardinal Valendrea stood silent, hoping the
euphoria from earlier at the tribunal would temper his rising irritation. Amazing how quickly a bad
experience could utterly ruin a good one.“What do you think, Alberto?” Clement XV said. “Is
there time for me to view the crowd?” The pope motioned to the alcove and the open window.It
galled Valendrea that the pope would waste time standing before an open window and waving to
people in St. Peter’s Square. Vatican Security had cautioned against the gesture, but the silly old
man ignored the warnings. The press wrote about it all the time, comparing the German to John
XXIII. And, in truth, there were similarities. Both ascended the papal throne near the age of



eighty. Both were deemed caretaker popes. Both surprised everyone.Valendrea hated the way
Vatican observers also analogized the pope’s open window with his animated spirit, his
unassuming openness, his charismatic warmth. The papacy was not about popularity. It was
about consistency, and he resented how easily Clement had dispensed with so many time-
honored customs. No longer did aides genuflect in the pope’s presence. Few kissed the papal
ring. And rarely did Clement speak in the first person plural, as popes had done for centuries.
This is the twenty-first century, Clement liked to say, while decreeing an end to another long-
standing custom.Valendrea remembered, not all that long ago, when popes would never stand
in an open window. Security concerns aside, limited exposure bred an aura, it encouraged an air
of mystery, and nothing promulgated faith and obedience more than a sense of wonder.He’d
served popes for nearly four decades, rising in the Curia quickly, earning his cardinal’s hat
before fifty, one of the youngest in modern times. He now held the second most powerful
position in the Catholic Church—the secretary of state—a job that interjected him into every
aspect of the Holy See. But he wanted more. He wanted the most powerful position. The one
where no one challenged his decisions. Where he spoke infallibly and without question.He
wanted to be pope.“It is such a lovely day,” the pope was saying. “The rain seems gone. The air
is like back home, in the German mountains. An Alpine freshness. Such a shame to be
inside.”Clement stepped into the alcove, but not far enough for him to be seen from outside. The
pope wore a white linen cassock, caped across the shoulders, with the traditional white vest.
Scarlet shoes encased his feet and a white skullcap topped his balding head. He was the only
prelate among one billion Catholics allowed to dress in that manner.“Perhaps His Holiness could
engage in that rather delightful activity after we have completed the briefing. I have other
appointments, and the tribunal took up the entire morning.”“It would only take a few moments,”
Clement said.He knew the German enjoyed taunting him. From beyond the open window came
the hum of Rome, that unique sound of three million souls and their machines moving across
porous volcanic ash.Clement seemed to notice the rumble, too. “It has a strange sound, this
city.”“It is our sound.”“Ah, I almost forgot. You are Italian, and all of us are not.”Valendrea was
standing beside a poster bed fashioned of heavy oak, the knicks and scrapes so numerous they
seemed a part of its craftsmanship. A worn crocheted blanket draped one end, two oversized
pillows the other. The remaining furniture was also German—the armoire, dresser, and tables all
painted gaily in a Bavarian style. There hadn’t been a German pope since the middle of the
eleventh century. Clement II had been a source of inspiration for the current Clement XV—a fact
that the pontiff made no secret about. But that earlier Clement was most likely poisoned to
death. A lesson, Valendrea many times thought, this German should not forget.“Perhaps you are
right,” Clement said. “Visiting can wait. We do have business, now don’t we?”A breeze eased
past the sill and rustled papers on the desk. Valendrea reached down and halted their rise
before they reached the computer terminal. Clement had not, as yet, switched on the machine.
He was the first pope to be fully computer literate—another point the press loved—but
Valendrea had not minded that change. Computer and fax lines were far easier to monitor than



telephones.“I am told you were quite spirited this morning,” Clement said. “What will be the
outcome of the tribunal?”He assumed Michener had reported back. He’d seen the papal
secretary in the audience. “I was unaware that His Holiness was so interested in the subject
matter of the tribunal.”“Hard to not to be curious. The square below is littered with television vans.
So, please, answer my question.”“Father Kealy presented us with few options. He will be
excommunicated.”The pope clasped his hands behind his back. “He offered no apology?”“He
was arrogant to the point of insult, and dared us to challenge him.”“Perhaps we should.”The
suggestion caught Valendrea off guard, but decades of diplomatic service had taught him how
to conceal surprise with questions. “And the purpose of such an unorthodox action?”“Why does
everything need a purpose? Perhaps we should simply listen to an opposing point of view.”He
kept his body still. “There is no way you could openly debate the question of celibacy. That has
been doctrine for five hundred years. What’s next? Women in the priesthood? Marriage for
clerics? An approval of birth control? Will there be a complete reversal of all dogma?”Clement
stepped toward the bed and stared up at a medieval rendition of Clement II hanging on the wall.
Valendrea knew that it had been brought from one of the cavernous cellars, where it had rested
for centuries. “He was bishop of Bamberg. A simple man who possessed no desire to be
pope.”“He was the king’s confidant,” Valendrea said. “Politically connected. In the right place at
the right time.”Clement turned to face him. “Like myself, I presume?”“Your election was by an
overwhelming majority of cardinals, each one inspired by the Holy Spirit.”Clement’s mouth
formed an irritating smile. “Or perhaps it was affected by the fact that none of the other
candidates, yourself included, could amass enough votes for election?”They were apparently
going to start feuding early today.“You are an ambitious man, Alberto. You think wearing this
white cassock will somehow make you happy. I can assure you, it won’t.”They’d had similar
conversations before, but the intensity of their exchanges had risen of late. Both knew how the
other felt. They were not friends, and never would be. Valendrea found it amusing how people
thought just because he was a cardinal and Clement pope, theirs would be a sacred relationship
of two pious souls, placing the needs of the Church first. Instead, they were vastly different men,
their union born purely of conflicting politics. To their credit, neither had ever openly feuded with
the other. Valendrea was smarter than that—the pope was required to argue with no one—and
Clement apparently realized that a great many cardinals supported his secretary of state. “I wish
nothing, Holy Father, except for you to live a long and prosperous life.”“You don’t lie well.”He was
tiring of the old man’s prodding. “Why does it matter? You won’t be here when the conclave
occurs. Don’t concern yourself with the prospects.”Clement shrugged. “It matters not. I’ll be
enshrined beneath St. Peter’s, with the rest of the men who have occupied this chair. I couldn’t
care less about my successor. But that man? Yes, that man should care greatly.”What was it the
old prelate knew? It seemed a habit lately to drop odd hints. “Is there something that displeases
the Holy Father?”Clement’s eyes flashed hot. “You are an opportunist, Alberto. A scheming
politico. I might just disappoint you and live another ten years.”He decided to drop the pretense.
“I doubt it.”“I actually hope you do inherit this job. You’ll find it far different than you might imagine.



Maybe you should be the one.”Now he wanted to know, “The one for what?”For a few moments
the pope went silent. Then he said, “The one to be pope, of course. What else?”“What is it that
bites your soul?”“We are fools, Alberto. All of us, in our majesty, are nothing but fools. God is far
wiser than any of us could even begin to imagine.”“I don’t think any believer would question
that.”“We expound our dogma and, in the process, ruin the lives of men like Father Kealy. He’s
just a priest trying to follow his conscience.”“He seemed more like an opportunist—to use your
description. A man who enjoys the spotlight. Surely, though, he understood Church policy when
he took his oath to abide by our teachings.”“But whose teachings? It is men like you and me
pronouncing the so-called Word of God. It’s men like you and me, punishing other men for
violating those teachings. I often wonder, is our precious dogma the thoughts of the Almighty or
just those of ordinary clerics?”Valendrea considered this inquiry just more of the strange
behavior this pope had shown as of late. He debated whether to probe, but decided he was
being tested, so he answered in the only way he could. “I consider the Word of God and the
dogma of this Church one and the same.”“Good answer. Textbook in its diction and syntax.
Unfortunately, Alberto, that belief will eventually be your undoing.”And the pope turned and
stepped toward the window.FOUR1:05 P.M.Alberto Cardinal Valendrea stood silent, hoping the
euphoria from earlier at the tribunal would temper his rising irritation. Amazing how quickly a bad
experience could utterly ruin a good one.“What do you think, Alberto?” Clement XV said. “Is
there time for me to view the crowd?” The pope motioned to the alcove and the open window.It
galled Valendrea that the pope would waste time standing before an open window and waving to
people in St. Peter’s Square. Vatican Security had cautioned against the gesture, but the silly old
man ignored the warnings. The press wrote about it all the time, comparing the German to John
XXIII. And, in truth, there were similarities. Both ascended the papal throne near the age of
eighty. Both were deemed caretaker popes. Both surprised everyone.Valendrea hated the way
Vatican observers also analogized the pope’s open window with his animated spirit, his
unassuming openness, his charismatic warmth. The papacy was not about popularity. It was
about consistency, and he resented how easily Clement had dispensed with so many time-
honored customs. No longer did aides genuflect in the pope’s presence. Few kissed the papal
ring. And rarely did Clement speak in the first person plural, as popes had done for centuries.
This is the twenty-first century, Clement liked to say, while decreeing an end to another long-
standing custom.Valendrea remembered, not all that long ago, when popes would never stand
in an open window. Security concerns aside, limited exposure bred an aura, it encouraged an air
of mystery, and nothing promulgated faith and obedience more than a sense of wonder.He’d
served popes for nearly four decades, rising in the Curia quickly, earning his cardinal’s hat
before fifty, one of the youngest in modern times. He now held the second most powerful
position in the Catholic Church—the secretary of state—a job that interjected him into every
aspect of the Holy See. But he wanted more. He wanted the most powerful position. The one
where no one challenged his decisions. Where he spoke infallibly and without question.He
wanted to be pope.“It is such a lovely day,” the pope was saying. “The rain seems gone. The air



is like back home, in the German mountains. An Alpine freshness. Such a shame to be
inside.”Clement stepped into the alcove, but not far enough for him to be seen from outside. The
pope wore a white linen cassock, caped across the shoulders, with the traditional white vest.
Scarlet shoes encased his feet and a white skullcap topped his balding head. He was the only
prelate among one billion Catholics allowed to dress in that manner.“Perhaps His Holiness could
engage in that rather delightful activity after we have completed the briefing. I have other
appointments, and the tribunal took up the entire morning.”“It would only take a few moments,”
Clement said.He knew the German enjoyed taunting him. From beyond the open window came
the hum of Rome, that unique sound of three million souls and their machines moving across
porous volcanic ash.Clement seemed to notice the rumble, too. “It has a strange sound, this
city.”“It is our sound.”“Ah, I almost forgot. You are Italian, and all of us are not.”Valendrea was
standing beside a poster bed fashioned of heavy oak, the knicks and scrapes so numerous they
seemed a part of its craftsmanship. A worn crocheted blanket draped one end, two oversized
pillows the other. The remaining furniture was also German—the armoire, dresser, and tables all
painted gaily in a Bavarian style. There hadn’t been a German pope since the middle of the
eleventh century. Clement II had been a source of inspiration for the current Clement XV—a fact
that the pontiff made no secret about. But that earlier Clement was most likely poisoned to
death. A lesson, Valendrea many times thought, this German should not forget.“Perhaps you are
right,” Clement said. “Visiting can wait. We do have business, now don’t we?”A breeze eased
past the sill and rustled papers on the desk. Valendrea reached down and halted their rise
before they reached the computer terminal. Clement had not, as yet, switched on the machine.
He was the first pope to be fully computer literate—another point the press loved—but
Valendrea had not minded that change. Computer and fax lines were far easier to monitor than
telephones.“I am told you were quite spirited this morning,” Clement said. “What will be the
outcome of the tribunal?”He assumed Michener had reported back. He’d seen the papal
secretary in the audience. “I was unaware that His Holiness was so interested in the subject
matter of the tribunal.”“Hard to not to be curious. The square below is littered with television vans.
So, please, answer my question.”“Father Kealy presented us with few options. He will be
excommunicated.”The pope clasped his hands behind his back. “He offered no apology?”“He
was arrogant to the point of insult, and dared us to challenge him.”“Perhaps we should.”The
suggestion caught Valendrea off guard, but decades of diplomatic service had taught him how
to conceal surprise with questions. “And the purpose of such an unorthodox action?”“Why does
everything need a purpose? Perhaps we should simply listen to an opposing point of view.”He
kept his body still. “There is no way you could openly debate the question of celibacy. That has
been doctrine for five hundred years. What’s next? Women in the priesthood? Marriage for
clerics? An approval of birth control? Will there be a complete reversal of all dogma?”Clement
stepped toward the bed and stared up at a medieval rendition of Clement II hanging on the wall.
Valendrea knew that it had been brought from one of the cavernous cellars, where it had rested
for centuries. “He was bishop of Bamberg. A simple man who possessed no desire to be



pope.”“He was the king’s confidant,” Valendrea said. “Politically connected. In the right place at
the right time.”Clement turned to face him. “Like myself, I presume?”“Your election was by an
overwhelming majority of cardinals, each one inspired by the Holy Spirit.”Clement’s mouth
formed an irritating smile. “Or perhaps it was affected by the fact that none of the other
candidates, yourself included, could amass enough votes for election?”They were apparently
going to start feuding early today.“You are an ambitious man, Alberto. You think wearing this
white cassock will somehow make you happy. I can assure you, it won’t.”They’d had similar
conversations before, but the intensity of their exchanges had risen of late. Both knew how the
other felt. They were not friends, and never would be. Valendrea found it amusing how people
thought just because he was a cardinal and Clement pope, theirs would be a sacred relationship
of two pious souls, placing the needs of the Church first. Instead, they were vastly different men,
their union born purely of conflicting politics. To their credit, neither had ever openly feuded with
the other. Valendrea was smarter than that—the pope was required to argue with no one—and
Clement apparently realized that a great many cardinals supported his secretary of state. “I wish
nothing, Holy Father, except for you to live a long and prosperous life.”“You don’t lie well.”He was
tiring of the old man’s prodding. “Why does it matter? You won’t be here when the conclave
occurs. Don’t concern yourself with the prospects.”Clement shrugged. “It matters not. I’ll be
enshrined beneath St. Peter’s, with the rest of the men who have occupied this chair. I couldn’t
care less about my successor. But that man? Yes, that man should care greatly.”What was it the
old prelate knew? It seemed a habit lately to drop odd hints. “Is there something that displeases
the Holy Father?”Clement’s eyes flashed hot. “You are an opportunist, Alberto. A scheming
politico. I might just disappoint you and live another ten years.”He decided to drop the pretense.
“I doubt it.”“I actually hope you do inherit this job. You’ll find it far different than you might imagine.
Maybe you should be the one.”Now he wanted to know, “The one for what?”For a few moments
the pope went silent. Then he said, “The one to be pope, of course. What else?”“What is it that
bites your soul?”“We are fools, Alberto. All of us, in our majesty, are nothing but fools. God is far
wiser than any of us could even begin to imagine.”“I don’t think any believer would question
that.”“We expound our dogma and, in the process, ruin the lives of men like Father Kealy. He’s
just a priest trying to follow his conscience.”“He seemed more like an opportunist—to use your
description. A man who enjoys the spotlight. Surely, though, he understood Church policy when
he took his oath to abide by our teachings.”“But whose teachings? It is men like you and me
pronouncing the so-called Word of God. It’s men like you and me, punishing other men for
violating those teachings. I often wonder, is our precious dogma the thoughts of the Almighty or
just those of ordinary clerics?”Valendrea considered this inquiry just more of the strange
behavior this pope had shown as of late. He debated whether to probe, but decided he was
being tested, so he answered in the only way he could. “I consider the Word of God and the
dogma of this Church one and the same.”“Good answer. Textbook in its diction and syntax.
Unfortunately, Alberto, that belief will eventually be your undoing.”And the pope turned and
stepped toward the window.FIVEMichener strolled into the midday sun. The morning rain had



dissipated, the sky now littered with mottled clouds, the patches of blue striped by the contrail of
an airplane on its way east. Before him, the cobbles of St. Peter’s Square bore the remnants of
the earlier storm, puddles littered about like a multitude of lakes strewn across a vast landscape.
The television crews were still there, many now broadcasting reports back home.He’d left the
tribunal before it adjourned. One of his aides later informed him that the confrontation between
Father Kealy and Cardinal Valendrea had continued for the better part of two hours. He
wondered about the point of the hearing. The decision to excommunicate Kealy had surely been
made long before the priest had been commanded to Rome. Few accused clerics ever attended
a tribunal, so Kealy had most likely come to draw more attention to his movement. Within a
matter of weeks Kealy would be declared not in communion with the Holy See, just another
expatriate proclaiming the Church a dinosaur heading toward extinction.And sometimes
Michener believed critics, like Kealy, might be right.Nearly half of the world’s Catholics now lived
in Latin America. Add Africa and Asia and the fraction rose to three-quarters. Placating this
emerging international majority, while not alienating the Europeans and Italians, was a daily
challenge. No head of state dealt with something so intricate. But the Roman Catholic Church
had done just that for two thousand years—a claim no other of man’s institutions could make—
and spread out before him was one of the Church’s grandest manifestations.The key-shaped
square, enclosed within Bernini’s two magnificent semicircular colonnades, was breathtaking.
Michener had always been impressed with Vatican City. He’d first come a dozen years ago as
the adjunct priest to the archbishop of Cologne—his virtue having been tested by Katerina Lew,
but his resolve solidified. He recalled exploring all 108 acres of the walled enclave, marveling at
the majesty that two millennia of constant building could achieve.The tiny nation did not occupy
one of the hills upon which Rome was first built, but instead crowned Mons Vaticanus, the only
one of the seven ancient designations people still remembered. Fewer than two hundred were
actual citizens, and even fewer held a passport. Not one soul had ever been born there, few
besides popes died there, and even fewer were buried there. Its government was one of the
world’s last remaining absolute monarchies and, in a twist Michener had always thought ironic,
the Holy See’s United Nations representative could not sign the worldwide declaration of human
rights because, inside the Vatican, there was no religious freedom.He gazed out into the sunny
square, past the television trucks with their array of antennas, and noticed people looking off to
the right and up. A few were crying “Santissimo Padre.” Holy Father. He followed their upturned
heads to the fourth floor of the Apostolic Palace. Between the wooden shutters of a corner
window the face of Clement XV appeared.Many started waving. Clement waved back.“Still
fascinates you, doesn’t it?” a female voice said.He turned. Katerina Lew stood a few feet away.
Somehow he’d known she would find him. She came close to where he stood, just inside the
shadow of one of Bernini’s pillars. “You haven’t changed a bit. Still in love with your God. I could
see it in your eyes in the tribunal.”He tried to smile, but cautioned himself to focus on the
challenge before him. “How have you been, Kate?” The features on her face softened. “Life
everything you thought it would be?”“I can’t complain. No, I won’t complain. Unproductive. That’s



how you once described complaining.”“That’s good to hear.”“How did you know I’d be there this
morning?”“I saw your credentials application a few weeks back. May I ask what’s your interest in
Father Kealy?”“We haven’t spoken in fifteen years and that’s what you want to talk about?”“The
last time we spoke you told me never to speak of us again. You said there was no us. Only me
and God. So I didn’t think that was a good subject.”“But I said that only after you told me you
were returning to the archbishop and devoting yourself to the service of others. A priest in the
Catholic Church.”They were standing a bit close, so he took a few steps back, deeper into the
shadow of the colonnade. He caught a glimpse of Michelangelo’s dome atop St. Peter’s Basilica
being dried by a brightening midautumn sun.“I see you still have a talent for evading questions,”
he pointed out.“I’m here because Tom Kealy asked me to come. He’s no fool. He knows what
that tribunal is going to do.”“Who are you writing for?”“Freelance. A book he and I are putting
together.”She was a good writer, especially of poetry. He’d always envied her ability, and he
actually wanted to know more about what happened to her after Munich. He was aware of bits
and pieces. Her stints at a few European newspapers, never long, even a job in America. He
occasionally saw her byline—nothing heavy or weighty, mainly religious essays. Several times
he’d almost tracked her down, longing to share a coffee, but he knew that was impossible. He’d
made his choice and there was no going back.“I wasn’t surprised when I read of your papal
appointment,” she said. “I figured when Volkner was elected pope, he wouldn’t let you go.”He
caught the look in her emerald eyes and saw she was struggling with her emotions, just as she
had fifteen years ago. Then, he was a priest working on a law degree, anxious and ambitious,
tied to the fortunes of a German bishop whom many were saying could one day be a cardinal.
Now there was talk of his own elevation to the Sacred College. It was not unheard of that papal
secretaries moved directly from the Apostolic Palace into a scarlet hat. He wanted to be a prince
of the Church, to be part of the next conclave in the Sistine Chapel, beneath the frescoes of
Michelangelo and Botticelli, with a voice and a vote.“Clement is a good man,” he said.“He’s a
fool,” she quietly stated. “Just somebody the good cardinals put on the throne until one of them
can muster enough support.”“What makes you such an authority?”“Am I wrong?”He turned from
her, allowing his temper to cool, and watched a group of souvenir peddlers at the square’s
perimeter. Her surly attitude was still there, her words as biting and bitter as he remembered.
She was pushing forty, but maturity had done little to abate her consuming passions. It was one
of the things he’d never liked about her, and one of the things he missed. In his world, frankness
was unknown. He was surrounded by people who could say with conviction what they never
meant, so there was something to be said for truth. At least you knew exactly where you stood.
Solid ground. Not the perpetual quicksand he’d grown accustomed to dealing with.“Clement is a
good man charged with a nearly impossible task,” he said.“Of course if the dear mother Church
would bend a little, things might not be so difficult. Pretty hard to govern a billion when everyone
has to accept that the pope is the only man on earth who can’t make a mistake.”He didn’t want to
debate dogma with her, especially in the middle of St. Peter’s Square. Two Swiss guards,
plumed and helmeted, their halberds held high, marched past a few feet away. He watched them



advance toward the basilica’s main entrance. The six massive bells high in the dome were silent,
but he realized the time was not that far off when they would toll at Clement XV’s death. Which
made Katerina’s insolence all the more infuriating. Going to the tribunal earlier and talking with
her now were mistakes. He knew what he had to do. “It’s been nice seeing you again, Kate.” He
turned to leave.“Bastard.”She spit out the insult just loud enough for him to hear.He turned back,
wondering if she truly meant it. Conflict clouded her face. He stepped close and kept his voice
down. “We haven’t spoken in years and all you want to do is tell me how evil the Church is. If you
despise it so much, why waste your time writing about it? Go write that novel you always said
you would. I thought maybe, just maybe, you might have mellowed. But I see that hasn’t
occurred.”“How wonderful to know you might actually care. You never considered my feelings
when you told me it was over.”“Do we have to go through all that again?”“No, Colin. There’s no
need.” She retreated. “No need at all. Like you said, it’s been good seeing you again.”For an
instant he registered hurt, but she seemed to quickly conquer whatever weakness may have
swelled inside her.He stared back toward the palace. Many more were now calling out and
waving. Clement was still waving back. Several of the television crews were filming the
moment.“It’s him, Colin,” Katerina said. “He’s your problem. You just don’t know it.”FIVEMichener
strolled into the midday sun. The morning rain had dissipated, the sky now littered with mottled
clouds, the patches of blue striped by the contrail of an airplane on its way east. Before him, the
cobbles of St. Peter’s Square bore the remnants of the earlier storm, puddles littered about like a
multitude of lakes strewn across a vast landscape. The television crews were still there, many
now broadcasting reports back home.He’d left the tribunal before it adjourned. One of his aides
later informed him that the confrontation between Father Kealy and Cardinal Valendrea had
continued for the better part of two hours. He wondered about the point of the hearing. The
decision to excommunicate Kealy had surely been made long before the priest had been
commanded to Rome. Few accused clerics ever attended a tribunal, so Kealy had most likely
come to draw more attention to his movement. Within a matter of weeks Kealy would be
declared not in communion with the Holy See, just another expatriate proclaiming the Church a
dinosaur heading toward extinction.And sometimes Michener believed critics, like Kealy, might
be right.Nearly half of the world’s Catholics now lived in Latin America. Add Africa and Asia and
the fraction rose to three-quarters. Placating this emerging international majority, while not
alienating the Europeans and Italians, was a daily challenge. No head of state dealt with
something so intricate. But the Roman Catholic Church had done just that for two thousand years
—a claim no other of man’s institutions could make—and spread out before him was one of the
Church’s grandest manifestations.The key-shaped square, enclosed within Bernini’s two
magnificent semicircular colonnades, was breathtaking. Michener had always been impressed
with Vatican City. He’d first come a dozen years ago as the adjunct priest to the archbishop of
Cologne—his virtue having been tested by Katerina Lew, but his resolve solidified. He recalled
exploring all 108 acres of the walled enclave, marveling at the majesty that two millennia of
constant building could achieve.The tiny nation did not occupy one of the hills upon which Rome



was first built, but instead crowned Mons Vaticanus, the only one of the seven ancient
designations people still remembered. Fewer than two hundred were actual citizens, and even
fewer held a passport. Not one soul had ever been born there, few besides popes died there,
and even fewer were buried there. Its government was one of the world’s last remaining absolute
monarchies and, in a twist Michener had always thought ironic, the Holy See’s United Nations
representative could not sign the worldwide declaration of human rights because, inside the
Vatican, there was no religious freedom.He gazed out into the sunny square, past the television
trucks with their array of antennas, and noticed people looking off to the right and up. A few were
crying “Santissimo Padre.” Holy Father. He followed their upturned heads to the fourth floor of the
Apostolic Palace. Between the wooden shutters of a corner window the face of Clement XV
appeared.Many started waving. Clement waved back.“Still fascinates you, doesn’t it?” a female
voice said.He turned. Katerina Lew stood a few feet away. Somehow he’d known she would find
him. She came close to where he stood, just inside the shadow of one of Bernini’s pillars. “You
haven’t changed a bit. Still in love with your God. I could see it in your eyes in the tribunal.”He
tried to smile, but cautioned himself to focus on the challenge before him. “How have you been,
Kate?” The features on her face softened. “Life everything you thought it would be?”“I can’t
complain. No, I won’t complain. Unproductive. That’s how you once described
complaining.”“That’s good to hear.”“How did you know I’d be there this morning?”“I saw your
credentials application a few weeks back. May I ask what’s your interest in Father Kealy?”“We
haven’t spoken in fifteen years and that’s what you want to talk about?”“The last time we spoke
you told me never to speak of us again. You said there was no us. Only me and God. So I didn’t
think that was a good subject.”“But I said that only after you told me you were returning to the
archbishop and devoting yourself to the service of others. A priest in the Catholic Church.”They
were standing a bit close, so he took a few steps back, deeper into the shadow of the
colonnade. He caught a glimpse of Michelangelo’s dome atop St. Peter’s Basilica being dried by
a brightening midautumn sun.“I see you still have a talent for evading questions,” he pointed
out.“I’m here because Tom Kealy asked me to come. He’s no fool. He knows what that tribunal is
going to do.”“Who are you writing for?”“Freelance. A book he and I are putting together.”She was
a good writer, especially of poetry. He’d always envied her ability, and he actually wanted to
know more about what happened to her after Munich. He was aware of bits and pieces. Her
stints at a few European newspapers, never long, even a job in America. He occasionally saw
her byline—nothing heavy or weighty, mainly religious essays. Several times he’d almost tracked
her down, longing to share a coffee, but he knew that was impossible. He’d made his choice and
there was no going back.“I wasn’t surprised when I read of your papal appointment,” she said. “I
figured when Volkner was elected pope, he wouldn’t let you go.”He caught the look in her
emerald eyes and saw she was struggling with her emotions, just as she had fifteen years ago.
Then, he was a priest working on a law degree, anxious and ambitious, tied to the fortunes of a
German bishop whom many were saying could one day be a cardinal. Now there was talk of his
own elevation to the Sacred College. It was not unheard of that papal secretaries moved directly



from the Apostolic Palace into a scarlet hat. He wanted to be a prince of the Church, to be part of
the next conclave in the Sistine Chapel, beneath the frescoes of Michelangelo and Botticelli,
with a voice and a vote.“Clement is a good man,” he said.“He’s a fool,” she quietly stated. “Just
somebody the good cardinals put on the throne until one of them can muster enough
support.”“What makes you such an authority?”“Am I wrong?”He turned from her, allowing his
temper to cool, and watched a group of souvenir peddlers at the square’s perimeter. Her surly
attitude was still there, her words as biting and bitter as he remembered. She was pushing forty,
but maturity had done little to abate her consuming passions. It was one of the things he’d never
liked about her, and one of the things he missed. In his world, frankness was unknown. He was
surrounded by people who could say with conviction what they never meant, so there was
something to be said for truth. At least you knew exactly where you stood. Solid ground. Not the
perpetual quicksand he’d grown accustomed to dealing with.“Clement is a good man charged
with a nearly impossible task,” he said.“Of course if the dear mother Church would bend a little,
things might not be so difficult. Pretty hard to govern a billion when everyone has to accept that
the pope is the only man on earth who can’t make a mistake.”He didn’t want to debate dogma
with her, especially in the middle of St. Peter’s Square. Two Swiss guards, plumed and helmeted,
their halberds held high, marched past a few feet away. He watched them advance toward the
basilica’s main entrance. The six massive bells high in the dome were silent, but he realized the
time was not that far off when they would toll at Clement XV’s death. Which made Katerina’s
insolence all the more infuriating. Going to the tribunal earlier and talking with her now were
mistakes. He knew what he had to do. “It’s been nice seeing you again, Kate.” He turned to
leave.“Bastard.”She spit out the insult just loud enough for him to hear.He turned back,
wondering if she truly meant it. Conflict clouded her face. He stepped close and kept his voice
down. “We haven’t spoken in years and all you want to do is tell me how evil the Church is. If you
despise it so much, why waste your time writing about it? Go write that novel you always said
you would. I thought maybe, just maybe, you might have mellowed. But I see that hasn’t
occurred.”“How wonderful to know you might actually care. You never considered my feelings
when you told me it was over.”“Do we have to go through all that again?”“No, Colin. There’s no
need.” She retreated. “No need at all. Like you said, it’s been good seeing you again.”For an
instant he registered hurt, but she seemed to quickly conquer whatever weakness may have
swelled inside her.He stared back toward the palace. Many more were now calling out and
waving. Clement was still waving back. Several of the television crews were filming the
moment.“It’s him, Colin,” Katerina said. “He’s your problem. You just don’t know it.”FIVEMichener
strolled into the midday sun. The morning rain had dissipated, the sky now littered with mottled
clouds, the patches of blue striped by the contrail of an airplane on its way east. Before him, the
cobbles of St. Peter’s Square bore the remnants of the earlier storm, puddles littered about like a
multitude of lakes strewn across a vast landscape. The television crews were still there, many
now broadcasting reports back home.He’d left the tribunal before it adjourned. One of his aides
later informed him that the confrontation between Father Kealy and Cardinal Valendrea had



continued for the better part of two hours. He wondered about the point of the hearing. The
decision to excommunicate Kealy had surely been made long before the priest had been
commanded to Rome. Few accused clerics ever attended a tribunal, so Kealy had most likely
come to draw more attention to his movement. Within a matter of weeks Kealy would be
declared not in communion with the Holy See, just another expatriate proclaiming the Church a
dinosaur heading toward extinction.And sometimes Michener believed critics, like Kealy, might
be right.Nearly half of the world’s Catholics now lived in Latin America. Add Africa and Asia and
the fraction rose to three-quarters. Placating this emerging international majority, while not
alienating the Europeans and Italians, was a daily challenge. No head of state dealt with
something so intricate. But the Roman Catholic Church had done just that for two thousand years
—a claim no other of man’s institutions could make—and spread out before him was one of the
Church’s grandest manifestations.The key-shaped square, enclosed within Bernini’s two
magnificent semicircular colonnades, was breathtaking. Michener had always been impressed
with Vatican City. He’d first come a dozen years ago as the adjunct priest to the archbishop of
Cologne—his virtue having been tested by Katerina Lew, but his resolve solidified. He recalled
exploring all 108 acres of the walled enclave, marveling at the majesty that two millennia of
constant building could achieve.The tiny nation did not occupy one of the hills upon which Rome
was first built, but instead crowned Mons Vaticanus, the only one of the seven ancient
designations people still remembered. Fewer than two hundred were actual citizens, and even
fewer held a passport. Not one soul had ever been born there, few besides popes died there,
and even fewer were buried there. Its government was one of the world’s last remaining absolute
monarchies and, in a twist Michener had always thought ironic, the Holy See’s United Nations
representative could not sign the worldwide declaration of human rights because, inside the
Vatican, there was no religious freedom.He gazed out into the sunny square, past the television
trucks with their array of antennas, and noticed people looking off to the right and up. A few were
crying “Santissimo Padre.” Holy Father. He followed their upturned heads to the fourth floor of the
Apostolic Palace. Between the wooden shutters of a corner window the face of Clement XV
appeared.Many started waving. Clement waved back.“Still fascinates you, doesn’t it?” a female
voice said.He turned. Katerina Lew stood a few feet away. Somehow he’d known she would find
him. She came close to where he stood, just inside the shadow of one of Bernini’s pillars. “You
haven’t changed a bit. Still in love with your God. I could see it in your eyes in the tribunal.”He
tried to smile, but cautioned himself to focus on the challenge before him. “How have you been,
Kate?” The features on her face softened. “Life everything you thought it would be?”“I can’t
complain. No, I won’t complain. Unproductive. That’s how you once described
complaining.”“That’s good to hear.”“How did you know I’d be there this morning?”“I saw your
credentials application a few weeks back. May I ask what’s your interest in Father Kealy?”“We
haven’t spoken in fifteen years and that’s what you want to talk about?”“The last time we spoke
you told me never to speak of us again. You said there was no us. Only me and God. So I didn’t
think that was a good subject.”“But I said that only after you told me you were returning to the



archbishop and devoting yourself to the service of others. A priest in the Catholic Church.”They
were standing a bit close, so he took a few steps back, deeper into the shadow of the
colonnade. He caught a glimpse of Michelangelo’s dome atop St. Peter’s Basilica being dried by
a brightening midautumn sun.“I see you still have a talent for evading questions,” he pointed
out.“I’m here because Tom Kealy asked me to come. He’s no fool. He knows what that tribunal is
going to do.”“Who are you writing for?”“Freelance. A book he and I are putting together.”She was
a good writer, especially of poetry. He’d always envied her ability, and he actually wanted to
know more about what happened to her after Munich. He was aware of bits and pieces. Her
stints at a few European newspapers, never long, even a job in America. He occasionally saw
her byline—nothing heavy or weighty, mainly religious essays. Several times he’d almost tracked
her down, longing to share a coffee, but he knew that was impossible. He’d made his choice and
there was no going back.“I wasn’t surprised when I read of your papal appointment,” she said. “I
figured when Volkner was elected pope, he wouldn’t let you go.”He caught the look in her
emerald eyes and saw she was struggling with her emotions, just as she had fifteen years ago.
Then, he was a priest working on a law degree, anxious and ambitious, tied to the fortunes of a
German bishop whom many were saying could one day be a cardinal. Now there was talk of his
own elevation to the Sacred College. It was not unheard of that papal secretaries moved directly
from the Apostolic Palace into a scarlet hat. He wanted to be a prince of the Church, to be part of
the next conclave in the Sistine Chapel, beneath the frescoes of Michelangelo and Botticelli,
with a voice and a vote.“Clement is a good man,” he said.“He’s a fool,” she quietly stated. “Just
somebody the good cardinals put on the throne until one of them can muster enough
support.”“What makes you such an authority?”“Am I wrong?”He turned from her, allowing his
temper to cool, and watched a group of souvenir peddlers at the square’s perimeter. Her surly
attitude was still there, her words as biting and bitter as he remembered. She was pushing forty,
but maturity had done little to abate her consuming passions. It was one of the things he’d never
liked about her, and one of the things he missed. In his world, frankness was unknown. He was
surrounded by people who could say with conviction what they never meant, so there was
something to be said for truth. At least you knew exactly where you stood. Solid ground. Not the
perpetual quicksand he’d grown accustomed to dealing with.“Clement is a good man charged
with a nearly impossible task,” he said.“Of course if the dear mother Church would bend a little,
things might not be so difficult. Pretty hard to govern a billion when everyone has to accept that
the pope is the only man on earth who can’t make a mistake.”He didn’t want to debate dogma
with her, especially in the middle of St. Peter’s Square. Two Swiss guards, plumed and helmeted,
their halberds held high, marched past a few feet away. He watched them advance toward the
basilica’s main entrance. The six massive bells high in the dome were silent, but he realized the
time was not that far off when they would toll at Clement XV’s death. Which made Katerina’s
insolence all the more infuriating. Going to the tribunal earlier and talking with her now were
mistakes. He knew what he had to do. “It’s been nice seeing you again, Kate.” He turned to
leave.“Bastard.”She spit out the insult just loud enough for him to hear.He turned back,



wondering if she truly meant it. Conflict clouded her face. He stepped close and kept his voice
down. “We haven’t spoken in years and all you want to do is tell me how evil the Church is. If you
despise it so much, why waste your time writing about it? Go write that novel you always said
you would. I thought maybe, just maybe, you might have mellowed. But I see that hasn’t
occurred.”“How wonderful to know you might actually care. You never considered my feelings
when you told me it was over.”“Do we have to go through all that again?”“No, Colin. There’s no
need.” She retreated. “No need at all. Like you said, it’s been good seeing you again.”For an
instant he registered hurt, but she seemed to quickly conquer whatever weakness may have
swelled inside her.He stared back toward the palace. Many more were now calling out and
waving. Clement was still waving back. Several of the television crews were filming the
moment.“It’s him, Colin,” Katerina said. “He’s your problem. You just don’t know it.”
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Cherei M., “Divine inspirational!?! Only you the reader - can make that determination. The Third
Secret by Steve Berry is the story of the Pope's Papal Secretary. The Pope has become very
concerned about the Fatima prophesies that occurred over six visits all on the thirteenth of
whatever month the Virgin Mary advised the three peasant children that she would appear to
them with an important message for mankind. Two of the secrets are revealed fairly quickly... but
the third was not to be told to anyone other than the Church until 1960 when it was supposed to
be revealed to the world. Well, that didn't happen. It wasn't until Pope John Paul II was shot and
nearly died... that he revealed the third secret. But, to anyone who's ever read the secret... it just
doesn't seem complete. Nor does it seem like something that would scare the crap out of
anyone. And, that's the real premise of the story!A portion of the Fatima third secret:"The Holy
Father passed through a big city half in ruins and half trembling with halting step, afflicted with
pain and sorrow, he prayed for the souls of the corpses he met on his way; having reached the
top of the mountain, on his knees at the foot of the big Cross he was killed by a group of soldiers
who fired bullets and arrows at him, and in the same way there died one after another the other
Bishops, Priests, men and women Religious, and various lay people of different ranks and
positions. Beneath the two arms of the Cross, there were two Angels each with a crystal
aspersorium in his hand, in which they gathered up the blood of the Martyrs and with it sprinkled
the souls that were making their way to God."I was raised in the Catholic faith and knew of many
of the prophecies. There was one more that took me totally by surprise. I'd not heard of the
Medjugorje prophecies and the six seers. A quote from the story, “All five of the others know the
ten secrets. It is said that when all six are told, the visions will end and a visible sign of the
Virgin’s presence will be left for atheists. But the faithful must not wait for that sign before they
convert. Now is the time of grace. A time for deepening faith. A time for conversion. Because,
when the sign comes, it will be too late for many. Those are the Virgin’s words. A prediction for
our future.”The visions occurred faithfully for over forty years. In March of 2020, the Virgin Mary
revealed that she would no longer make a daily visit. But, would instead come once a year on
March 18th. That the particular date of March 18th importance will be revealed soon. It doesn't
take much on this day... for anyone reading this... to understand the significance of the
prophecy.The last Virgin Mary's message given to the seers was, “Dear children, my Son as
God has always looked above time. I, like his mother, see him in time. I see beautiful and sad
things. But I see that there is still love and that she needs to make it known. My children, you
cannot be happy if you do not love one another if you do not have love in every situation and
every moment of your life.I, as a mother, come to you for love. To help you to know true love, to
know my Son. That is why I urge you to thirst for love, faith, and hope again and again. The only
source you can drink from is trust in God, my Son. My children, in times of turmoil and
renunciation, you only seek the face of my Son. You only live His words and do not fear. Pray and
love with honest feelings, good deeds, and help the world change and my heart wins. Like my



Son, I tell you to love one another because, without love, there is no salvation. Thank you, my
children!"As the mysteries of faith can truly never be handled adequately when given all at
once... I found it personally interesting that it was revealed to me... at this time in my own life! All
dosed out in bite-sized pieces! God truly does do things in his own way... and one must always
be ready to hear and act as a child of blind faith! For myself... my faith is mine. I am only
responsible for my own actions.This story is so much more than an interesting thriller. This is a
MUST READ for anyone who wants better insight into the shadowy realm that exists just beyond
our view. One that we will all understand when we leave our physical shell and move onto the
next journey of our spiritual life. I have some personal research that I want to do for myself. I
absolutely enjoyed reading, "The Third Secret"! It's actually going to be up there in my list of top
ten books that I've EVER read in my life. And definitely, one that I will re-read over the years.
Steve Berry, the author... You've managed to blow my mind! WOW!! That's not an easy feat! lol.”

Marco Magnoni, “a novel of suspence. This book is about the last Marian apparitions and the
governance of the Roman Church.The catholic clergy has never taken a clear stand as far as
supernatural appearances by the Virgin Marye are concerned. This uncertainty gives room to
create a marvellous novel based on some historical facts enriched with the creativity, precision
and skilfulness of Steve Barry.Barry is very good at creating a storyline in which the good ones
(the German Pope, his Irish secretary and a African cardinal) want to help the Church restoring
the truth and the bad ones (the secretary of state and other Italian cardinals) want to help the
church restoring the original faith . In this struggle, knowing the secret behind Fatima is crucial
and who will succeed will be in the position to forge the future of the Church.What I did like the
most in this book? First, I could not put it done. The book comprises of a series of events that are
quite unpredictable. This author does not annoy the reader with lengthy and tedious descriptions
of places and feelings: the focus is always on the unfolding of the eventsSecond, it was able to
stimulate my interest in history and specifically in the history of Church.Barry is a declared
history-lover and and his passion is able to affect the reader.The thrilling plot and the historical
base are probably two features of all Barry’s books, but I regard this even better than the one I
read before, “The Romanov Prophecy”, which was already 5 starsAt end of the book Berry
states accurately which facts are historically true and which are his own creations. This is
methodologically very correct and shows great respect towards the importance of History.”

Ebook Library Reader, “My first Steve Berry read. It appears to be his lowest rated. I can't wait to
read his others.. When we talk of power struggles, we are often talking about religion, politics, or
change. When you mix all three into one story and throw in a series of interesting facts, you get a
great read. It's not often I've had the privilege of experiencing this done so well. Berry doesn't
just tell an interesting story, he ups the ante by going into the history and inner workings of the
Catholic church. Time changes nearly everything. In this fictional novel, Berry cleverly
demonstrates this in his telling the story of the third secret and in the comments his book is



provoking.”

JOHN M OLIVER, “Great  author. Traditional Cotton Malone novel.Good story line.”

Nancy J. Dolan, “New Angle on Old Secret. A very interesting insight into today's problems with
the clergy. I, a staunch Roman Catholic, cannot fathom why the church would demand celibacy
from its priests. The Apostles were married. God made Adam and Eve. Other Christian religious
are married. Yes, I understand there may be a problem for a priest with a curious wife, but I think
more men would be happy and satisfied with a loving and respectful wife, as God intended us.
Today, especially, it seems too lonely a life for anyone to lead. It's not exactly what God foresaw.
At least I don't think so, otherwise, why would he create Eve?Back in the 15th, 16th, 17th
century, there were some vile Popes. In my opinion, the Church, meaning well but also with the
intent of keeping females as "second-class citizens," did its best to keep males, albeit single
males, in supremacy.And, yes, I devoutly believe in apparitions of the BVM. Just as I use her as
an intercessor when I desire something but don't receive a favor when I want it, she is using us
as intercessors to achieve world peace through prayer. Prayer is powerful! Belief is powerful!
They can both work!”

martina higgins, “T. Yet another great novel by Steve the twists and turns with excerpts of the
truth were intriguing I was hooked from the start keep up the good work”

Anon, “Another rip roaring yarn. I love these books. The research is impeccable, the storyline
gripping and the characters feel like real people - although happily I have never met any of the
'baddies' so am only guessing. Once I start one of Steve Berry's books, I cannot wait to turn the
pages and find out what happens. It is always sad to finish one as that means I have to wait for
another to be written.”

Mrs. C. A. Harris, “No secret - it's great reading. This is one of the best Berry books. Held me
totally gripped. I'm not religious, but I found the story, the characters and the background
extremely fascinating. I have read about Fatima before, but not the other visions, this was
absolutely believable and would make an excellent film.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 25 people have provided feedback.
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